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ĚƸƸ Ƹ őŨĔĥŤēĺżĐĳĘĐĔƸƸ Ƹ Ŭ
ĚƸƸ ƸżũŻįĔƸƸŠǘēūŴČƸƸ ƸĽťŤ
ĔřŁŤēŵĖēŹřŉŁŨį
ŪżĨĴŤēŮũĨĴŤēųťŤēŪĹĖ

ȕȕȕĆēĶŐǜēĚėťŉŤē
ķŵŻĳŵŤĔšėŤēĚĤĳįĪŭũŻźĲŤēźĴĽėŤēĘŉŤēĦŨĔŬĴĖŽŘŪšĖĘżĨĴĝŤēŮżŉĹťŘŢŭšĝżŤŵĖĚőŨĔĤŽŘĔŬİőĹŻ
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ěēŵŭĹŤēůĲűŽŘŪŤĔőŤēůİŲĽŻźĲŤēŽėŉŤēŴŽũťőŤēĳŵŉĝŤēūēĶżũĝŨŦšĽĖŪűİťĖĚŨİĬŹťŐŮŻĳįĔŜŴ
ĘňĦŨĔŬĴĖŪŻİŝĝŤĔŭŤęĶřĩũŤēŦŨēŵőŤēŮŨūĔŠĚżĩŁŤēŧŵťőŤēěĔżťŠŴĚżũżťőĝŤēěĔĹĸČũŤēŽŘĔŀŵŁĬ
ŪšŤŹŭũĝŬŞżŘŵĝŤēŽŤŴųťŤēŴĔŭėőļŴĔŬİťĖĚŨİĭŤĔŲŤǙĬŮŨŹőĹŬŽĝŤēŗēİűǜēŞżŝĩĜŹťŐĳįĔŜ
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ĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŮŐęĲėŬ
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ĚťĨĴũŤē

ĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨ
ĚżĸĔĸǜē
ĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨ
ĚŻĴŻĴĹŤē
ŏŵũĥũŤē

ųĝŤĔĸĳŴ ĦŨĔŬĴėŤē ŮŐ ĚŻĳŴĴń ěĔŨŵťőŨ ŹťŐ ŦũĝĽŻ źĲŤē ŦżŤİŤē ēĲű ŧİŝĜ ūĉ ĦŨĔŬĴėŤē ęĳēįč ĴĹŻŴ
ĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŉĭŤēŴěĔũżťőĝŤēŹŤčĚŘĔńčȕųŘēİűĉŴ
ĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚŻċĳ
ŶŵĝĹũŤēŹťŐĶżũĝŨŴźįĔŻĳŽėňŪżťőĜŵĩŬŮżŉĹťŘŢŭšĝżŤŵĖĚőŨĔĤŽŘźĴĽėŤēĘŉŤēĦŨĔŬĴĖŹőĹŻ
ĚżőũĝĥũŤēĚŠēĴĽŤēŴŽũťőŤēĢĩėŤēŴŧİŝĝũŤēŽŝżėŉĝŤēŪżťőĝŤēţǙĬŮŨŽŤŴİŤēŴŽŭňŵŤē
ĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚŤĔĸĳ
ĳįĔŠĚđżŲĜţǙĬŮŨĚŨēİĝĹũŤēŴĚťŨĔĽŤēĚżŭňŵŤēĚżũŭĝŤēŗēİűĉŞżŝĩĜŽŘĚŤĔőřŤēĚũűĔĹũŤĔĖŧēĶĝŤǘē
ǁ
ęįŵĥŤēĴżŻĔőũĖŧēĶĝŤǘēŴȕŽťĩũŤēŒũĝĥũŤēŴŽĩŁŤēŏĔŉŝŤēŴĚőŨĔĥŤēŮżĖĚŠēĴĽŤĔĖŦűČŨŴĶżũĝŨŽėň
ŪżťőĝŤē ţĔĥŨ ŽŘ ęĆĔřšĖ ĚġŻİĩŤē ĔżĤŵŤŵŭšĝŤē ŚżŌŵĜŴ ȕĚżŤŴİŤē Ŵ ĚżťĩũŤē ĴżŻĔőũŤē įĔũĝŐĔĖ ĚťŨĔĽŤē
ěĔĤĴĭũĖŒũĝĥũŤēİŻŴĶĝŤȕĚżėŉŤēěǘĔĥũŤēŚťĝĭŨŽŘŽũťőŤēĢĩėŤēŴĘŻĳİĝŤēěĔňĔĽŬĶŻĶőĜŴȕŽėŉŤē
ŮżŉĹťŘŽŘŽĩŁŤēŏĔŉŝŤēěĔĤĔżĝĨčĚżėťĜŴęįŵĥŤēĚżŤĔŐŪżťőĜ
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ĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŗēİűĉ
ŽťŻĔũĖūŵőĝũĝŻȕŮŻĶżũĝŨĆĔėňĉĦŻĴĭĜŹŤčĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŗİŲŻ
ĔűĴŻŵŉĜŴ ĚżũťőŤē ğĔĩĖǜē ĆēĴĤč ŽŘ ęĶżũĝŨ ěēĳĔŲŨ 
ĚżėŉŤēěĔĸĳĔũũŤēĚŨİĭŤ
įēĴŘǘēŴŒũĝĥũŤēĚĩŀŹťŐĚōŘĔĩũŤĔĖŧēĶĝŤǘē
ųżĹŘĔŭĜŴęĆĔřšĖĚġŻİĩŤēĔżĤŵŤŵŭšĝŤēŚżŌŵĜŹťŐęĳİŝŤē
ĚżŤĔŐ
ĚżťĩũŤēĴżŻĔőũŤēįĔũĝŐĎĖĚťŨĔĽŤēęįŵĥŤēĴżŻĔőũĖŧēĶĝŤǘē
ĚżŤŴİŤēŴ
ŽĐĔŜŵŤēĘŉŤēĚĸĳĔũŨţǙĬŮŨĚĩŁŤēŹťŐĚōŘĔĩũŤē
ĚżĩŁŤēĚżŐŵĝŤēŴ
İĨēŵŤēŞŻĴřŤēŮũńŦũőŤēħŴĳŴęįĔżŝŤēěēĳĔŲŨ
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ŦżĥĹĝŤēŴţŵėŝŤē

ěĔŨŵťőũŤē ŪŻİŝĜ ŮŐ ĚżŤŴČĹũŤē ȕŮżŉĹťŘ ŢŭšĝżŤŵĖ ĚőŨĔĤ ŽŘ ŦżĥĹĝŤēŴ ţŵėŝŤē ęįĔũŐ ŹŤŵĝĜ
ĚĥŤĔőŨŴŧǙĝĸǘĚŘĔńǞĔĖȕģĴĭĝŤēěĔėťŉĝŨŴȕŦżĥĹĝŤēĚŝŻĴňŴȕĦŨĔŬĴėŤĔĖśĔĩĝŤǘēěĔėťŉĝũĖĚŝťőĝũŤē
ěĔřťũŤē ĪĝŘ ŪĠ ȕśĔĩĝŤǘē Ęťň ĚđėőĝŤ ĚŨĵǙŤē ěēįĔļĳǞē ŪŻİŝĜŴ ȕįİĥŤē ĚėťŉŤē ŮŨ śĔĩĝŤǘē ěĔėťň
ŞĐĔĠŵŤēŴ ěĔŨǙőŤĔĖ ĚėťŉŤē İŻŴĶĜ ŹťŐ ęįĔũőŤē ŦũőĜŴ ĔũŠ ŮżŤŵėŝũŤē ĚėťŉťŤ ĚżũŻįĔŠǘē ěǙĥĹŤēŴ
ěĔŜĔĹŨĚŤįĔőŨŞżĠŵĜŴĚėťŉŤēţĔŝĝŬēěĔżťũŐŪżōŭĝĖŧŵŝĜŴȕĘťŉŤēİŭŐŴźĳŴįŦšĽĖĚżũŻįĔŠǜē
ŗŵĽšŤĚżũĸĴŤēěǙĥĹŤĔĖŋĔřĝĨǘēŴȕĚŁĝĭũŤēĚżũŻįĔŠǜēěĔŲĥŤēŮŨĔűįĔũĝŐēİőĖŮżťŝĝŭũŤēĚėťŉŤē
ĦŨēĴėŤē Ŵĉ ěĔŜĔĹũŤē ŹťŐ ĉĴŉĜ ŽĝŤē ěēĴżŕĝŤĔĖ ĚėťŉŤē ŧǙŐčŴ ĚżũŻįĔŠǜē ŪŲĜĴżĸŴ ĚėťŉŤē ěĔŨǙŐ
ěēĳēĴŝŤē ŹŤē ēįĔŭĝĸē ģĴĭĝŤē
ěĔėťŉĝũĖŴ ȕĘŤĔŉŤē ŹťŐ ŒŜŵĜ
ǁ ŽĝŤē ĚżũŻįĔŠǜē ěĔĖŵŝőŤēŴ ȕĚżũŻįĔŠǜē
ǁ
ĿĔŁĝĬǞēěĔŲĤŮŨęĳįĔŁŤē

ϱήθΒϟΐτϟΞϣΎϧήΑ
M.D. Program
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ϦϴτδϠϓϚϨϜΘϴϟϮΑΔόϣΎΟ
Palestine Polytechnic
University



ĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŽŘţŵėŝŤēŇŴĴļ
ůĳĴŝŻĔŨĘĹĨŴĚŻŵŬĔġŤēţİőŨĘĹĨŽĹŘĔŭĜķĔĸĉŹťŐĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŽŘįİĥŤēĚėťŉŤēţŵėŜūŵšŻ1
ŒŨŃĳĔőĝŻǘĔũĖŴŽũŻįĔŠĉŧĔŐŦŠĚŻēİĖİŐĔŝŨŮŨŮżŉĹťŘŢŭšĝżŤŵĖĚőŨĔĤŽŘĆēİũőŤēĺťĥŨ
ŧİŝĝũŤēŽŘŇĴĝĽŻŴĿŵŁĭŤēēĲŲĖĳĴŝĜŽĝŤēŽũťőŤēĢĩėŤēŴŽŤĔőŤēŪżťőĝŤēęĳēĵŴĚũōŬĉŴěĔũżťőĜ
ŽťŻĔŨŞŝĩĜ
ĔŲŤįĔőŻĔŨŴĉŽũťőŤēŏĴřŤēĚŨĔőŤēĚŻŵŬĔġŤēęįĔŲļŹťŐǙŀĔĨĘŤĔŉŤēūŵšŻūĉĉ
ƻ

ŮżĝŭĸŮŨĴġŠĉĚŨĔőŤēĚŻŵŬĔġŤēŹťŐĘŤĔŉŤēţŵŁĨŹťŐĴŨİŜūŵšŻǘūĉĕ
ŮżŝĩĝťũŤēĚėťŉŤēŮŨĘťŉŻŴȕŽŬĔġŤēŴţŴǘēŽĸēĳİŤēŦŁřŤēĚŻēİĖŒŨĦŨĔŬĴėŤĔĖśĔĩĝŤǘēěĔėťňŦėŝĜ2
śĔĩĝŤǘēĘťŉĖĚŝŘĴũŤēěĔũżťőĝŤēęĆēĴŜĦŨĔŬĴėŤĔĖ
ĔũĖŴęĳēĵŵŤēěĔũżťőĜĘĹĨĚżŭżŉĹťřŤēĴżŔĚŨĔőŤēĚŻŵŬĔġŤēĚĸēĳİŤēęįĔŲļŹťŐūŵťŀĔĩŤēĚėťŉŤēŦėŝŻ3
ĆēİũőŤēĺťĥŨěēĳēĴŜŴŧĆǙĝŻ

ϱήθΒϟΐτϟΞϣΎϧήΑ
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ϦϴτδϠϓϚϨϜΘϴϟϮΑΔόϣΎΟ

ţŵėŝŤēěēĆēĴĤē
ŧŵĸĴŤēŒŘİĖĘŤĔŉŤēŧŵŝŻȕŮżŉĹťŘŢŭšĝżŤŵĖĚőŨĔĥŤŽũĸĴŤēŒŜŵũŤēŹťŐĘŤĔŉŤēţŵėŜūǙŐčİőĖ1
ȕĔŲŭŐŮťőũŤēİżŐēŵũŤēŽŘŦżĥĹĝŤēŴţŵėŝŤēęįĔũŐŹŤčŒŘİŤēŦŀŴĴŅĩŻŪĠŮťőũŤēŽšŭėŤēĕĔĹĩŤēŽŘ
ĚżĜŵėġŤēśēĳŴǜēţĔũšĝĸēŴȕĚŻĶżťĥŬǘēĚŕťŤēŽŘŶŵĝĹũŤēěĔŬĔĩĝŨǘŦżĥĹĝŤĔĖŧŵŝŻŴ
ŶŵĝĹũŤēěĔŬĔĩĝŨēŽŘųĝĥżĝŬĘĹĨŴęĴŝũŤēĚżĸēĳİŤēųĝŉĬŞŘŴųŤŦŁŘţŴĉŽŘĘŤĔŉŤēŦĥĹŻ2
ūĔĩĝŨēŮŐĘŤĔŉŤēĘżŕĜēıēŴȕŦŁŘŦŠŽŘęĴŨŒŜēŵĖȕŧĔŐŦŠŽŘŮżĜĴŨŶŵĝĹũŤēūĔĩĝŨēİŝőŻ3
ŽŠēĳİĝĸēśĔĹũĖĚŜĔĩŤēŪĝŻŴūĔĩĝŨǘēēĲűŽŘ ƻĔėĸēĳİőŻŶŵĝĹũŤē
ųŜēĳŴĉĘĩĹĖŧĔŜēıčŴĉȕţŵėŝŤēūǙŐčŽŘįİĩũŤēİŐŵũŤēŮŐŚ ǁťĭĜēıčţŵėŝŤēŽŘųŝĨĘŤĔŉŤēİŝřŻ4
ĚżũĸĴŤēśēĳŴǜēŽŘĚĩżĩŁŤēĴżŔěĔŨŵťőũŤēŮŨźĉįŴĳŴĞėĠēıčŴĉȕŦżĥĹĝŤēŮŨ
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ŮżŉĹťŘŢŭšĝżŤŵĖĚőŨĔĤŽŘ MD ĘŉŤēŽŘĳŵĝŠįĚĤĳįĪŭŨěĔũżťőĜ
ěĔřŻĴőĝŤēŴĚżũĹĝŤē

ŽŬĔġŤēŽĸēĳİŤēŦŁřŤēŮŨ ƻēĆİĖĔŲĖŦũőŻŴȕ ŮżŉĹťŘŢŭšĝżŤŵĖĚőŨĔĤŽŘĘŉŤēŽŘĳŵĝŠįĚĤĳįĪŭŨěĔũżťőĜ ěĔũżťőĝŤēůĲűŹũĹĜ ǧ ęįĔũŤē
 ǨǦǨǦ/ǨǦǧǯ ŽũŻįĔŠǜēŧĔőŤēŮŨ
ŢŤıŗǙĬŹťŐĚŭŻĴŝŤēţİĜŪŤĔŨȕĔűĆēĵčęįĳēŵŤēŽŬĔőũŤēĚżŤĔĝŤēěēĳĔėőŤēŴěĔũťšťŤūŵšŻ Ǩ ęįĔũŤē
ŮżŉĹťŘŢŭšĝżŤŵĖĚőŨĔĤĚőŨĔĥŤē
źĴĽėŤēĘŉŤēĦŨĔŬĴĖĦŨĔŬĴėŤē
ĚĩŁŤēŧŵťŐŴĘŉŤēĚżťŠĚżťšŤē
ĚĩŁŤēŧŵťŐŴĘŉŤēĚżťŠİżũŐİƸżũőŤē
ĚőŨĔĥŤēŽŘŦżĥĹĝŤēŴţŵėŝŤēęįĔũŐŦżĥĹĝŤēŴţŵėŝŤē
ĚőŨĔĥŤēĆēİũŐĺťĥŨĺťĥũŤē
ĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴũŤİżũőŤēİŐĔĹŨȕĚĩŁŤēŧŵťŐŴĘŉŤēĚżťŠİżũŐȕŽũŻįĔŠǘēĘĐĔŭŤēŮŨūŵšĝĜŴĦŨĔŬĴėťŤĚżũŻįĔŠǘēĚŭĥťŤēŽűĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚŭĥŤ
ŦżĥĹĝŤēŴţŵėŝŤēİżũŐȕĚŻĴŻĴĹŤēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴũŤİżũőŤēİŐĔĹŨȕĚżĸĔĸǘē
ĚżŬĔũĠĔŲĜİŨĚżřżŀęĳŴįŴȕěĔŬĔĩĝŨǘēęĴĝŘŦũĽĜ ƻĔŐŵėĸĉĴĽŐĚĝĸĔũŲŭŨŦŠęİŨ ŽŬĔġŤēŴţŴǜē ūĔŻĳĔėĤčūĔżĸēĳįūǙŁŘĚżƸƸ Ƹ Ƹ Ƹ Ƹ ĸēĳİŤēĚƸƸ Ƹ Ƹ ŭĹŤē
ĚżřżŁŤēęĳŴİŤēŴŽŬĔġŤēŴţŴǜēŦŁřŤēŽŘĚżĸēĳįĚŭĸŦšŤĚŻįĔļĴĝĸǘēĚŉĭŤēŽŘěĔŜĔĹũŤēĘĹĨŢŤıŴěĔŬĔĩĝŨǘēęĴĝŘŦũĽĜŒżĖĔĸĉ
ĚŐĔĸ ǩǨ ŮŐŦŝŻǘĔŨŴĉȕęİĨēŴĚŐĔĸĆĔŝťŤēęİŨĘŤĔŉťŤĔŻĴōŬĆĔŝŤĴĽŐĚĝĸ
ǧǬ ųŐŵũĥŨĔŨţįĔőĜŽũŻįĔŠĉŪŻŵŝĜęİĨŴęİũĝőũŤēĚŐĔĹŤē
ƻ
ęİũĝőŨĚŐĔĸţįĔőŻİĨēŴźĴŻĴĸĘŻĳİĜŏŵėĸĉūĉĔũŠȕźĴŻĴĸŴĉŽŬēİżŨŴĉŽťũŐĘŻĳİĜ
ĚŭĹŤēŴĉ ĚżĸĔĸǘēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨţǙĬ İĨēŵŤēŽĸēĳİŤēŦŁřŤēŽŘĔŲťżĥĹĝĖĘŤĔŉťŤĪũĹŻŽĝŤēęİũĝőũŤēěĔŐĔĹŤēįİŐŽĸēĳİŤēĆĘőŤē
 ĚŻĴŻĴĹŤēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨţǙĬ ĚżĸēĳİŤē
źĴĽėŤēĘŉŤēĦŨĔŬĴĖŽŘĘŤĔňĘƸƸŤĔƸƸ Ƹ Ƹ Ƹ Ƹ Ƹ Ƹ ƸŉŤē
įİĥŤēĚėťŉŤē
ŧĔŐŦŠĚŻēİĖİŐĔŝŨŮŨĺťĥũŤēůĳĴŝŻĔŨĘĹĨŴĚŻŵŬĔġŤēţİőŨĘĹĨŽĹŘĔŭĜķĔĸĉŹťŐĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŽŘįİĥŤēĚėťŉŤēţŵėŜūŵšŻ ǩ ęįĔũŤē
ŽťŻĔŨŞŝĩĜŧİŝĝũŤēŽŘŇĴĝĽŻŴĿŵŁĭŤēēĲŲĖĳĴŝĜŽĝŤēŽũťőŤēĢĩėŤēŴŽŤĔőŤēŪżťőĝŤēęĳēĵŴĚũōŬĉŴěĔũżťőĜŒŨŃĳĔőĝŻǘĔũĖŴŽũŻįĔŠĉ
ĔŲŤįĔőŻĔŨŴĉŽũťőŤēŏĴřŤēĚŨĔőŤēĚŻŵŬĔġŤēęįĔŲļŹťŐǙŀĔĨĘŤĔŉŤēūŵšŻūĉĉ
ƻ
ŮżĝŭĸŮŨĴġŠĉĚŨĔőŤēĚŻŵŬĔġŤēŹťŐĘŤĔŉŤēţŵŁĨŹťŐĴŨİŜūŵšŻǘūĉĕ

ĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŉĭŤē

ĘŉŤēŽŘĳŵĝŠįĚĤĳįŹťŐĘŤĔŉŤēţŵŁĩŤźįČĜŽĝŤēŴȕĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚŭĥŤħēĴĝŜēŹťŐĆĔŭĖĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŉĭŤēĺťĥũŤēĴŝŻ
Ǫ ęįĔũŤē
ƻ
 ǫ ęįĔũŤē
ĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨŽŘźŵŭĹŤēŧĔōŭŤēķĔĸĉŹťŐŴȕĚżĸĔĸǜēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨŽŘŽťŁřŤēŧĔōŭŤēķĔĸĉŹťŐĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŉĭŤēŒńŵĜĉ
ĘŉŤēŽŘĳŵĝŠįĚĤĳįŦżŭŤȕĚŻĴŻĴĹŤē
ųĖĚŀĔĬęİũĝőŨěĔŐĔĸĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŉĭŤēěĔŜĔĹŨŮŨśĔĹŨŦšŤįİĩŻǧĕ
ųĖĔŀĔĬĔũŜĳĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŉĭŤēěĔŜĔĹŨŮŨśĔĹŨŦŠŹŉőŻǨ
ĘŻĳİĝŤēěĔŐĔĸįİŐŴĉĚżŐŵėĸǜēĴėĝĭũŤēěĔŐĔĸįİŐŴĉěēĴńĔĩũŤēįİŐŴęİũĝőũŤēěĔŐĔĹŤēįİŐĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŉĭŤēŽŘśĔĹŨŦŠĆēĵčĴŠĲŻǩ
 ƻĔŻŵŭĸŴĉ ƻĔżťŁŘśĔĹũŤēĦĐĔĝŬūŵšĜŴĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŭĹŤēŽŘųĝĸēĳįęİŨśĔĹŨŦŠĆēĵčĔŅŻĉĴŠĲŻŴȕźĴŻĴĹŤēĘŻĳİĝŤēŒżĖĔĸĉįİŐŴĉŽŬēİżũŤē
ŽťŻĔũŠĚġŤĔġŤēŴĚżŬĔġŤēŴŹŤŴǜēěēŵŭĹŤēŽŘĚżĸĔĸǜēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨŽŘęİũĝőũŤēěĔŐĔĹŤēŪŻŵŝĜźĴĥŻģ
ĆĔŝŤęİĨēŵŤēęİũĝőũŤēĚŐĔĹŤēţįĔőĜĢżĩĖĻĔŝŭŤēĚŝťĨŴĉęŴİŭŤēŴĉĚżŐŵėĸǜēęĴńĔĩũŤēķĔĸĉŹťŐźĴōŭŤēśĔĹũťŤęİũĝőũŤēěĔŐĔĹŤēĘĹĩĜ
ƻ
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 .ΎϋϮΒγ ϭϲ)έΪϣ ϰϠϋΔϋΎγ ΓΪϤϟ ˱ ΎϴϋϮΒγ ˯˱ ΎϘϟ ΓΪΣϮϟΓΪϤΘόϤϟΔϋΎδϟ
ϲϧΪϴϤϟΐϳέΪΘϟϭ ϲϠϤόϟϖϴΒτΘϟϭΕήΒΘΨϤϟ Ε˯ΎϘϟ αΎѧѧѧѧѧγϰϠϋ ϲϠϤόϟ ϕΎѧѧѧѧѧδϤϠϟΓΪϤΘόϤϟΕΎϋΎѧѧѧѧѧδϟΐѧѧѧѧѧδΤΗ .Ϯ
ĔŐŵėĸĉΚΤΒϟωϭήθϣϭ
ǧǬ ĳēİŨŹťŐĚŐĔĸęİũŤ ƻĔżŐŵėĸĉ
ΎϋϮΒγ ϭϲ ΓΪϤϟϭΎϴϋϮΒγ ήΒΘΨϣϲΘϋΎγϦϋ ΓΪϤΘόϤϟΔϋΎδϟΏΎδΣϞϘϳϻΚϴΤΑˬ
ĕĔĹĨŦŝŻǘĢżĩĖȕĢĩėŤēŏŴĴĽŨŴŽŬēİżũŤēĘŻĳİĝŤēŴŽťũőŤēŞżėŉĝŤēŴěēĴėĝĭũŤēěēĆĔŝŤķĔĸĉŹťŐŽťũőŤēśĔĹũťŤęİũĝőũŤēěĔŐĔĹŤēĘĹĩĜ
ΚϴΤΑ βϠΠϤϟΎϫΩΪΤϳϲΘϟβѧѧγϷϰϠϋ˯ΎϨΑΔѧѧγΩΎѧѧδϟϭΔѧѧδϣΎΨϟϭΔόΑήϟΔϨѧ
ѧδϟϲϓΓΪϤΘόϤϟΕΎϋΎѧѧδϟΏΎѧѧδΘΣϱήΠϳ -Ω
ĔŐŵėĸĉ ǧǬ ęİũŤŴĔżŐŵėĸĉĴėĝĭŨŽĝŐĔĸŮŐęİũĝőũŤēĚŐĔĹŤē
ΓΪϤΘόϣΔϋΎγ 1 ϱήϳήγΐϳέΪΗωϮΒγ Ϟϛ ϝΩΎόϳ
ĘŻĳİĜŏŵėĸĉŦŠţįĔőŻĢżĩĖĺťĥũŤēĔűįİĩŻŽĝŤēĺĸǜēŹťŐĆĔŭĖĚĸįĔĹŤēŴĚĹŨĔĭŤēŴĚőĖēĴŤēĚŭĹŤēŽŘęİũĝőũŤēěĔŐĔĹŤēĕĔĹĝĨēźĴĥŻį

ęİũĝőŨĚŐĔĸ ǧ źĴŻĴĸ
  ΓΩΎϤϟ
 Ǭ ęįĔũŤē
ΓΪϤΘόϣΔϋΎγ 265)ΐτϟϲϓέϮΘϛΩΔΟέΩϞϴϨϟΓΪϤΘόϤϟΕΎϋΎδϟ ΩΪϋϥϮϜϳ
-
ęİũĝőŨĚŐĔĸ ǨǬǫ ĘŉŤēŽŘĳŵĝŠįĚĤĳįŦżŭŤęİũĝőũŤēěĔŐĔĹŤēįİŐūŵšŻĉ
ˬϩΎϧΩϝϭΪΠϟϲϓϦϴΒϣϮϫΎϤϛ
ϦϴΘϴѧѧѧѧγέΩ ϦϴΘϠΣήϣ ϰϠϋ ΐτϟϲϓέϮΘϛΩΔΟέΩϞϴϨϟ ΔϴѧѧѧѧγέΪϟΔτΨϟΕΎϋΎѧѧѧѧγωίϮΗ -Ώ
ğǙĠĚťĨĴŨŦŠęİŨūŵšĜŴȕůĔŬįĉţŴİĥŤēŽŘŮżėŨŵűĔũŠŮżĝżĸēĳįŮżĝťĨĴŨŹťŐĘŉŤēŽŘĳŵĝŠįĚĤĳįŦżŭŤĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŉĭŤēěĔŐĔĸŏĵŵĜĕ
ϲΗϵϮΤϨϟ ϰϠϋ ΕϮϨγΙϼΛΔϠΣήϣϞϛΓΪϣϥϮϜΗϭ
ŽĜǚēŵĩŭŤēŹťŐěēŵŭĸ
ŹŤŴǘēğǙġŤēěēŵŭĹŤēŹťŐĚŐĵŵŨūŵšĜȕęİũĝőŨĚŐĔĸǧǩǪŏŵũĥũĖĚżĸĔĸǜēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨǧ
ϰϟϭϻ ΙϼΜϟΕϮϨδϟϰϠϋΔϋίϮϣ ϥϮϜΗˬΓΪϤΘόϣΔϋΎγ 134ωϮϤΠϤΑ ΔϴγΎγϷΔϴΒτϟϡϮϠόϟ ΔϠΣήϣ -1
ęĴżĬǘēğǙġŤēěēŵŭĹŤēŹťŐĚŐĵŵŨūŵšĜȕęİũĝőŨĚŐĔĸǧǩǧŏŵũĥũĖĚŻĴŻĴĹŤēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨǨ
.ΓήϴΧϻΙϼΜϟΕϮϨδϟϰϠϋΔϋίϮϣϥϮϜΗˬΓΪϤΘόϣΔϋΎγ
131ωϮϤΠϤΑ ΔϳήϳήδϟΔϴΒτϟϡϮϠόϟ ΔϠΣήϣ -2

 ωϮϤΠϤϟ

 ΓΪϤΘόϤϟΕΎϋΎδϟΩΪϋ
 

 

 99

 
ΔϳΩΎѧѧηήΘѧѧγϻ
ΔѧѧϴΒτϟϡϮϠόϟ

 

 15
 

 

 ΕΎΒϠτΘϤϟ ΔόϴΒρ

 ΔϳέΎΒΟϻΔόϣΎΠϟΕΎΒϠτΘϣ

 ΔϠΣήϤϟ

 ΔϳέΎΒΟϻκμΨΘϟ ΕΎΒϠτΘϣ  ΔϴγΎγϷΔϴΒτϟϡϮϠόϟΔϠΣήϣ
 ΔϳέΎϴΘΧϻκμΨΘϟ ΕΎΒϠτΘϣ
 ΔϳέΎΒΟϻκμΨΘϟ ΕΎΒϠτΘϣ
 ΔϳήϳήδϟΔϴΒτϟϡϮϠόϟΔϠΣήϣ
 ΔϳέΎϴΘΧϻκμΨΘϟ ΕΎΒϠτΘϣ
 ωϮϤΠϤϟ








ΔѧѧѧτΨϟ -Ν

ϦϴτδϠϓϚϨϜΘϴϟϮΑΔόϣΎΟ ΔѧѧѧѧϠѧѧѧΣήѧѧѧϤѧѧѧϟ

ϱήθΒϟΐτϟΞϣΎϧήΑ
Palestine Polytechnic
.1ϖΤϠϤϟϲϓΕΎϤϴϠόΘϟϩάϬΑ
ΔϘΤϠϣΔϳήϳήδϟUniversity
ΔϴΒτϟϡϮϠόϟ ΔϠΣήϣϭΔϴγΎγϷ
M.D.ǧŞĩťũŤēŽŘěĔũżťőĝŤēůĲŲĖĚŝĩťŨĚŻĴŻĴĹŤēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨŴĚżĸĔĸǜēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴũŤĚŻįĔļĴĝĸǘēĚŉĭŤēģ
Program
 

 .2ϖΤϠϤ
ϟϲϓΕΎϤϴϠόΘϟϩάϬΑϖΤϠϣ ΔϴγέΪϟΔτΨϟϲϓΓΪϤΘόϤϟΕΎϗΎ
-Ω
ϦϴτδϠϓϚϨϜΘϴϟϮΑΔόϣΎΟδϤϟϒλϭ
ǨŞĩťũŤēŽŘěĔũżťőĝŤēůĲŲĖŞĩťŨĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŉĭŤēŽŘęİũĝőũŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēŚŀŴį


ϱήθΒϟΐτϟΞϣΎϧήΑ
Palestine
Polytechnic
ŽĸēĳİŤēĆĘőŤēŴĚĸēĳİŤēęİŨ
ϲγέΪϟ˯ΐόϟϭΔγέΪϟΓΪϣ
M.D. Program
 
University
 ǭ ęįĔũŤē
ϞγήΗΎϬΘθϗΎϨϣΪόΑϭˬέΎΒΘΧϻΦϳέΎΗϦϣωϮΒγϝϼΧΎϬΤϴΤμΗΪόΑΔΒϠτϟϊϣΔϴϠμϔϟΕέΎΒΘΧϻϕέϭζϗΎϨΗ .1 –Ώ
   ΓΩΎϤϟ
ωϮϤΠϣϥϼϋ·ΐΠϳϭ
ϢѧѧѧѧδϗϦϣήΜϛϦϴΑΔϛήΘѧѧѧѧθϤϟ ΕΎϗΎѧѧѧѧδϤϟϝΎΣϲϓ ΪϴϤόϟϰϟϭϢѧѧѧѧδϘϟϰϟΕέΎΒΘΧϻΞΎΘϧ
ĚżĸēĳįĚŭĸŦŠŽŘŹŉőĜŽĝŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēĦŨĔŬĴėťŤĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŉĭŤēŮżėĜŴĚżĸēĳįěēŵŭĸĞĸŽűĘŉŤēŽŘĳŵĝŠįĚĤĳįŦżŭŤĚĸēĳİŤēęİŨĉ
ϰτόΗϲΘϟ
ΕΎϗΎδϤϟ ΞϣΎϧήΒϠϟΔϴγέΪϟΔτΨϟϦϴΒΗϭΔϴγέΩΕϮϨγΖγϲϫΐτϟϲϓέϮΘϛΩΔΟέΩϞϴϨϟΔγέΪϟΓΪϣ
ΔϴΎϬϨϟΕΎϧΎΤΘϣϻΓήΘϓϦϣϞϗϻϰϠϋωϮΒγϞΒϗΔϳϮϨδϟϭΔϴϠμϔϟϝΎϤϋϷ
ĚĸįĔĹŤēĚŭĹŤēĘŤĔňĪŭŨĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚŭĥťŤŞĩŻŴĚżĸēĳįěēŵŭĸ
ǧǦ ŵű MD ĘŉŤēŽŘĳŵĝŠįĚĤĳįŹťŐţŵŁĩťŤĚĸēĳİŤēęİũŤŹťŐǜēİĩŤēĕ
.1-–
ϦϣϞγήΗΎϬΘθϗΎϨϣΪόΑϭˬέΎΒΘΧϻΦϳέΎΗϦϣωϮΒγϝϼΧΎϬΤϴΤμΗΪόΑΔΒϠτϟϊϣΔϴϠμϔϟΕέΎΒΘΧϻϕέϭζϗΎϨΗ
έήϗ ϰϠϋ ˯˱ ΎϨΑ ΎϬΑ ϑήμ Θϟ ϱήΠϳ
ϢΛ
ˬΔϴγ
έΩ
ΔϨγ
ΓΪϤϟ
ΔϴϧϭήΘϜϟϹϭΔϴϗέϮϟϲΎϬϨϟ
ϥΎΤΘϣϻϕέϭφϔΤΗ
2Ώ
ΔϴγέΩΔϨγϞϛϲϓ
ŹťŐǜēİĩŤēŮŐęįĔŻĵęİĨēŴĚżŘĔńčĚŭĸĚĸēĳİŤēęİũŤŹťŐǜēİĩŤēŢŤĲĖĲřŭĝĸēŴŹŤŴǜēęĴũťŤĔŲżŘĘĸĳźĲŤē
ωϮϤΠϣϥϼϋ·ΐΠϳϭϢѧѧѧѧδϗϦϣήΜϛϦϴΑΔϛήΘѧѧѧ
ѧθϤϟ ΕΎϗΎѧѧѧѧδϤϟϝΎΣϲϓ ΪϴϤόϟϰϟϭϢѧѧѧѧδϘϟϰϟΕέΎΒΘΧϻΞΎΘϧ
.ΝΎϧήΒϟΔϨΠϟ
ŮŨŦŠŽŘŮżĝżĸēĳįŮżĝŭĸŮŨĴġŠĉĘŤĔŉŤēŽŅŝŻūĉĵŵĥŻǘȕěĔũżťőĝŤēůĲűŮŨ
ǧǭ ęįĔũŤēŴęįĔũŤēůĲűŮŨ
ĕ ęĴŝřŤēŽŘįĳŴĔŨęĔŐēĴŨŒŨģ
ΔϴΎϬϨϟΕΎϧΎΤΘϣϻΓήΘϓϦϣϞϗϻϰϠϋωϮΒγϞΒϗΔϳϮϨδϟϭΔϴϠμϔϟϝΎϤϋϷ
ΔϨΠϠϟϖΤϳ
ϭΔϴѧѧѧѧγέΩΕϮϨѧѧѧѧγ
 Ϯϫ
MD ΐτϟϲϓέϮΘϛΩΔΟέΩϰϠϋϝϮѧѧѧѧμΤϠϟΔѧѧѧѧγέΪϟΓΪϤϟϰϠϋϷΪΤϟΏ
ϲΘϟ
ΕΎϗΎѧѧδϤ
ϠϟΕΎϧΎΤΘϣϻϭΕέΎΒΘΧϻϕέϭϊϴϤΟϴΤѧѧμΗϦϋϥϮϟϭΆѧѧδϣΎϫϮϘѧѧδϨϣϭ
ϕΎѧѧδϤ
ϟϮѧѧγέΪϣαέΪϣ
Ϧϣ έήϗ ϰϠϋ ˯˱ ΎϨΑ ΎϬΑ ϑήμ Θϟ ϱήΠϳ ϢΛ ˬΔϴγ έΩ ΔϨγ ΓΪϤϟΔϴϧϭήΘϜϟϹϭΔϴϗέϮϟϲΎϬϨϟ
ϥΎΤΘϣϻϕέϭφϔΤΗ
-2-3
ĚĸįĔĹŤēĚŭĹŤēŽŘěēŵŭĸ
ǩ ŮŨĴġŠĉŴĉĚĹŨĔĭŤēŴĚőĖēĴŤēŮżĝŭĹŤē
ΔϴϓΎο·ΔϨγΔγέΪϟΓΪϤϟϰϠϋϷΪΤϟϚϟάΑάϔϨΘγϭϰϟϭϷΓήϤϠϟΎϬϴϓΐγέϱάϟ
ΔγΩΎδϟΔϨδϟΐϟΎρϨϣ
ΞϣΎϧήΒϟ
ϲΎϬϧϭϴΤλϞϜθΑΎϬΗΎϣϼϋΪλέϦϋϭˬΎϬϧϮγέΪϳ
.ΝΎϧήΒϟΔϨΠϟ
ěĔŐĔĸ ǧǦ ŴęİũĝőŨĚŐĔĸ Ǩǧ ŽŬĔġŤēŴĉţŴǜēŮżżĸēĳİŤēŮżťŁřŤēŮŨŦŠŽŘųĖŦżĥĹĝŤēħŵũĹũŤēęİũĝőũŤēěĔŐĔĹŤēįİőŤŹťŐǜēİĩŤēūŵšŻį
ϥΎΤΘϣϻΪϘϋΦϳέΎΗϦϣΔϋΎѧѧ
ѧγ 24ϝϼΧϢѧѧѧδϘϟϰϟ·ΔϳϮΌϤϟΐѧѧѧδϨϟΎΑΔϴΎϬϨϟϭΔϴϠϴѧѧѧμϔΘϟΕΎϣϼόϟϑϮѧѧ
ѧ
θϛϞѧѧ
ѧ
γήΗ
4
ϲΘϟ ΕΎϗΎѧѧδϤϠϟΕΎϧΎΤΘϣϻϭΕέΎΒΘΧϻϕέϭϊϴϤΟϴΤѧѧμΗϦϋϥϮϟϭΆѧѧδϣΎϫϮϘѧѧδϨϣϭ
ϕΎѧѧδϤ
ϟϮѧѧγέΪϣαέΪϣ
3
ϰϠϋϷΪΤϟϦϋΓΩΎϳίΓΪΣϭ
ŮżťŁřŤēŽŘŴęĳŵŠĲũŤēěēŵŭĹŤēŽŘųĖħŵũĹũŤēŽĸēĳİŤēĆĘőŤēŦŁŻūĉĵŵĥŻŴĚġŤĔġŤēŴĚżŬĔġŤēŴŹŤŴǜēěēŵŭĹŤēŮŨĚżřżŁŤēęĳŴİŤēŽŘęİũĝőŨ
.ΎϫΩΎϤΘϋϻΪϴϤόϟϰϟ·ΎϬόϓέϭΎϬϘϴϗΪΗϭΎϬΘγέΪϟ
ϲΎϬϧϭϴΤλϞϜθΑΎϬΗΎϣϼϋΪλέϦϋϭˬΎϬϧϮγέΪϳ
ϦϣήΜϛΐϟΎτϟϲѧ
ѧπϘϳϥίϮΠϳϻ
ˬΕΎϤϴϠόΘϟϩάϫϦϣ
17ǧǧΞΎΘϨϟ
ΓΩΎϤϟ
ϭ ΓΩΎϤϟϩάϫϦϣ
Ώ ΓήϘϔϟϲϓΩέϭΎϣΓΎϋήϣϊϣΝ
İżũőŤēĚŝŘēŵũĖŴĦŻĴĭŤēĘŤĔŉťŤęİũĝőŨĚŐĔĸ
ŹŤčĚżřżŁŤēęĳŴİŤēŽŘŴİżũőŤēĚŝŘēŵũĖęİũĝőŨĚŐĔĸ
˱ Ύϴϟ ΔϴΎϬϨϟ
ϥΎΤΘϣϻΪϘϋΦϳέΎΗϦϣΔϋΎѧѧ
24ϝϼΧϢѧѧ
ѧδϘϟϰϟ·ΔϳϮΌϤϟΐѧѧ
ѧδϨϟΎΑΔϴΎϬϨϟϭΔϴϠϴѧѧ
ѧμϔΘϟΕΎϣϼόϟϑϮѧѧ
ѧθϛϞѧѧ
ѧγήΗ
ΐѧѧѧδΣ
ΞϣΎϧήΒϟ
ϲϓΔΣϭήτϤϟѧγ ΕΎϗΎѧѧѧδϤ
ϟ ϊϴϤΠϟ
ϝΎѧѧѧγέ·ϭ
ΩΎϤΘϋΎΑ
ϪϨϋΏϮϨϳϦϣϭ
ΪϴϤόϟ
ϡϮϘϳ-4 -ǨǨ
5 ŹŤčŽŬĔġŤēŴĉţŴǜē
ūǙŐǞēěĔĨŵŤŹťŐŴŽŬŴĴĝšŤǘēŒŜŵũŤēŹťŐĚėťŉťŤųŬǙŐčŪĝŻŴȕŽũŻįĔŠĉŧĔŐŦŠĚŻēİĖŽŘĦŨĔŬĴėŤĔĖĿĔĭŤēŽőŨĔĥŤēŪŻŵŝĝŤēĺťĥũŤēŒŅŻů
.
ΎϫΩΎϤΘϋϻ
Ϊ
ϴϤόϟϰϟ·ΎϬόϓέϭΎϬϘϴϗΪΗϭΎϬΘγέΪϟ
.ΔγΩΎδϟΔϨδϟϲϓΕϮϨγ
3 Ϧϣή
Μϛϭ
ΔδϣΎΨϟϭ
ΔόΑήϟϦϴΘϨδϟ
ϲϓϦϴΘϴγέΩϦϴΘϨγ
ϱΔϣϼϋϥϼϋ·ϊϨϤϳϭϝϮѧ
ѧλϷΐѧѧδΣΎϬϧϼϋ·ϭΎϫΪѧ
ѧλήϟΓήѧ
ѧηΎΒϣϞϴΠѧ
ѧδΘϟϭϝϮΒϘϟ
ΓΩΎϤϋ ϰϟϦϣϞϛ
ΎϬΗΎϧΎΤΘϣΪϴϋϮϣ
ΐѧѧѧδΣ ΞϣΎϧήΒϟϲϓΔΣϭήτϤϟ ΕΎϗΎѧѧѧδϤϟ ϊϴϤΠϟ ˱ Ύϴϟ ΔϴΎϬϨϟ ΞΎΘϨϟ.ϞϴΠδΘϟϭ
ϝΎѧѧѧγέ·ϭ ϝϮΒϘϟ
ΩΎϤΘϋΎΑΓΩΎϤϋ
ϪϨϋΏϮϨϳϦϣϭ
ΪϴϤόϟϡϮϘϳ -5
ϰϟ·ΎϬϤϴϠδΗϞΒϗΐϟΎρ
 21 ϲϧΎΜϟϭϝϭϷϦϴϴѧ
ѧγέΪϟϦϴϠѧѧμϔϟ
ϦϣϞϛ ϲϓϪΑϞϴΠѧѧδΘϟΡϮϤѧѧδϤϟΓΪϤΘόϤϟΕΎϋΎѧѧδϟΩΪόϟϰϠϋϷΪΤϟϥϮϜϳΩ
ϱΔϣϼϋϥϼϋ·ϊϨϤϳϭϝϮѧѧλϷΐѧ
ѧλήϟΓήѧѧηΎΒϣϞϴΠѧѧδΘϟϭϝϮΒϘϟ
ΓΩΎϤϋ ϰϟΎϬΗΎϧΎΤΘϣΪϴϋϮϣ
ΕΎϣϼόϟΔόΟήϤϟΓΪϤΘόϤϟΔϴϟ
ϵ ϖϓϭѧδΣΎϬϧϼϋ·ϭΎϫΪѧ
ΔόΟήϣ ΐϠτΑϡΪϘΘϟϝϼΧϦϣΎϣ
ΓΩΎϤϟΔϴΎϬϨϟΔϣϼόϟΔόΟήϣΐϟΎτϠϟίϮΠϳ
-6
.ϞϴΠδΘϟϭ
ϝϮΒϘϟ
ΓΩΎϤϋ ϰϟ·ΎϬϤϴϠδΗϞΒϗΐϟΎρ
˯ΐόϟϞѧμϳϥίϮΠϳϭΔΜϟΎΜϟϭΔϴϧΎΜϟϭϰϟϭϷΕϮϨѧδϟϦϣ Δϴϔϴѧμϟ
ΓέϭΪϟ
ϲϓΓΪϤΘόϣΕΎϋΎѧγ
10 ϭΓΪϤΘόϣΔϋΎѧγ
ΔόϣΎΠϟϲϓΔϴΎϬϨϟ
ΕΎϣϼόϟΔόΟήϤϟΓΪϤΘόϤϟΔϴϟϵ ϖϓϭ ΔόΟήϣ ΐϠτΑϡΪϘΘϟϝϼΧϦϣΎϣ ΓΩΎϤϟΔϴΎϬϨϟΔϣϼόϟΔόΟήϣΐϟΎτϠϟίϮΠϳ -6
ϲϓϭΪϴϤόϟΔϘϓϮϤΑ
ΓΪϤΘόϣΔϋΎγ 22 ϰϟ·ϲϧΎΜϟϭϝϭϷϦϴϠμϔϟϲϓϭΓέϮϛάϤϟΕϮϨδϟϲϓϪΑΡϮϤδϤϟϲγέΪϟ
11
 ΕΎϗΎδϤϟΕΎϣϼϋϊϳίϮΗ
ΔόϣΎΠϟϲϓΔϴΎϬϨϟ
www.ppu.edu
  
.ΪϴϤόϟ
ΔϘϓϮϤΑϭ
ΞϳήΨϟΐϟΎτϠϟΓΪϤΘόϣΔϋΎγ 11 ϰϟ· ΔϴϔϴμϟΓέϭΪϟ
 ΕΎϗΎδϤ
ϟΕΎϣϼϋϊϳίϮΗ

ΓΩΎϤϟ

(100% Ϯϫ ϕΎδϤϟΔϣϼόϟϰϠϋϻΪΤϟ

   -ΓΩΎϤϟ

M.D. Program



University

ĚƸƸƸƸƸƸƸƸƸƸƸƸƸƸƸėŌēŵũŤē
/ΕΎϋΎѧѧѧδϟωϮϤΠϣϦϣ (%10 ϦϣήΜϛϷ ΞϣΎϧήΒϟΔΒϠτϟΡήτΗϲΘϟΔϴΒτϟ ΕΎϗΎѧѧѧδϤϟϦϋΐϴϐΘϟΎΑΐϟΎτϠϟϤѧѧѧδϳ
ϻΏ
ΔϴѧѧγέΪϟϡΎϳϷϦϣϡϮϳϱϲϓΔϳήϳήѧѧδϟΔϴϤϴϠόΘϟΕΎρΎѧѧθϨϟϦϣϱϦϋΏΎϴϐϟήΒΘόϳϭˬ ϕΎѧѧδϣϞϜϟΓέήϘϤϟϊϴΑΎѧѧγϷ  Ǯ ęįĔũŤē
ŽŘĕĔżŕŤēŴĳŵŅĩŤēĞżėġĝĖśĔĹũŤēķĳİŨŧŵŝŻŴĘŤĔŉŤēĔŲżŘŦĥĹŻŽĝŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēŒżũĤŽŘĚėŌēŵũŤēĘŉŤēĦŨĔŬĴĖĚėťňŒżũĤŹťŐŇĴĝĽŻĉ
ƿ
ϞϣΎϛϡϮϳΏΎϴϏΔΑΎΜϤΑ
śĔĹŨŦšŤęĳĴŝũŤēěĔŐĔĹŤēĘĹĨŢŤıŴȕĚżũżťőĜĚŉĽŬĉŮŨŢŤıĴżŔŴ ĚżŬēİżũŤēěēĳĔŻĶŤēŴźĴŻĴĹŤēŴŽťũőŤēĘŻĳİĝŤēŴěĔĽŜĔŭũŤēŴěēĴńĔĩũŤē ŦŠ
έάϋϥϭΪΑΔϴΒτϟ ΕΎϗΎδ ϤϟϦϣ ϕΎδ ϤϟΓέήϘϤϟϊϴΑΎγ
Ϸ/ΕΎϋΎδ ϟωϮϤΠϣϦϣ 10%)ϦϣήΜϛ ϦϋΐϟΎτϟΏΎϏΫ·Ν
ĚżŤĔĝŤēĚŭĹŤēĚŻĔŲŬŹŤčęĴĐēİŤēŴēŪĹŝŤēĺżĐĳĔŲĖŎřĝĩŻĚŀĔĬŗŵĽŠŹťŐŴĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŉĭŤēŽŘ
ήΒΘόϳϭ
ϝΎϤϛϹϥΎΤΘϣϚϟΫϲϓΎϤΑ ΔϘΣϼϟΕΎϧΎΤΘϣϻϊϴϤΠϟϡΪϘΘ
ϟϦϣϡήΤϳ Ϫϧ΄ϓˬΪϴϤόϟϪΑϞΒϘϳϱήϬϗϭϲѧѧοήϣ
ȕśĔĹŨŦšŤęĳĴŝũŤēŒżĖĔĸǜēěĔŐĔĹŤēŏŵũĥŨŮŨ
ȒǧǦ ŮŨĴġŠǜĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚėťŉŤħĴŉĜŽĝŤēĚżėŉŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēŮŐĘżŕĝŤĔĖĘŤĔŉťŤĪũĹŻǘĕ
ŦŨĔŠŧŵŻĕĔżŔĚĖĔġũĖĚżĸēĳİŤēŧĔŻǜēŮŨŧŵŻźĉŽŘĚŻĴŻĴĹŤēĚżũżťőĝŤēěĔňĔĽŭŤēŮŨźĉŮŐĕĔżŕŤēĴėĝőŻŴ
ΏΎϴϐϟ ΐΒδΑ ˱ ΎϣϭήΤϣ
ήΒΘόϳϭ ˰ϫ)ϕΎδϤϟΔϣϼόϟϰϧΩϷΪΤϟϪϟΪλήϳϭ ϕΎδϤϟϚϟΫϲϓΎΒγέ
ȕİżũőŤēųĖŦėŝŻźĴŲŜŴĉŽńĴŨĳĲŐūŴİĖĚżėŉŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēŮŨśĔĹũŤęĳĴŝũŤēŒżĖĔĸǜēěĔŐĔĹŤēŏŵũĥŨŮŨ
ȒǧǦ ŮŨĴġŠĉŮŐĘŤĔŉŤēĕĔŔēıčģ
ΏΎϴϐϟάϫϥΎϛϭΔϴΒτϟ
ΕΎϗΎѧѧδϤϟϦϣΎϣ ϕΎѧѧδϤϟΓέήϘϤϟΕΎϋΎѧѧδϟωϮϤΠϣϦϣ 10% ϦϣήΜϛϦϋΐϟΎτϟΏΎϏΫ·Ω
śĔĹũŤēĚŨǙőŤŹŬįǜēİĩŤēųŤİŀĴŻŴśĔĹũŤēŢŤıŽŘĔėĸēĳĴėĝőŻŴ ţĔũŠǞēūĔĩĝŨēŢŤıŽŘĔũĖ ĚŝĨǙŤēěĔŬĔĩĝŨǘēŒżũĥŤŧİŝĝŤēŮŨŧĴĩŻųŬĊŘ
ϭΕΎϋΎѧѧѧѧѧѧѧδϟωϮϤΠϣϦϣ 15% ϦϋϪϋϮϤΠϤΑΏΎϴϐϟίϭΎΠΘϳϥίϮΠϳϼϓ ΪϴϤόϟϪϠΒϘϳϲѧѧѧѧѧѧѧοήϣϭϱήϬϗέάόΑ
ĕĔżŕŤēĘėĹĖ ƻĔŨŴĴĩŨĴėĝőŻŴ Ƹű
ΓέήϘϤϟϊϴΑΎγϷ
ųťėŝŻŽńĴŨŴĉźĴŲŜĳĲőĖĕĔżŕŤēēĲűūĔŠŴĚżėŉŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēŮŨĔŨśĔĹũŤęĳĴŝũŤēěĔŐĔĹŤēŏŵũĥŨŮŨ ȒǧǦ ŮŨĴġŠĉŮŐĘŤĔŉŤēĕĔŔēıčį
ΎϬϴϓίϭΎΠΘϳϲΘϟΕϻΎΤϟϲϓήψϨϟβϠΠϤϠϟίϮΠϳęĳĴŝũŤēŒżĖĔĸǜēŴĉěĔŐĔĹŤēŏŵũĥŨŮŨ
ˬΕΎϤϴϠόΘϟϩάϫϦϣ ΓΩΎϤϟ ϩάϫ Ϧϣ Ȓǧǫ
 ΓήϘϔϟ
ϲϓΩέϭΎϣΓΎϋήϣϊϣ˰ϫ
ŮŐųŐŵũĥũĖĕĔżŕŤēĵŴĔĥĝŻūĉĵŵĥŻǙŘİżũőŤē
ϩέΎΒΘϋ ȒǨǦ
ϭϝϮΒϘϣέάόΑ
ΕΎϗΎѧѧѧδϤϟϦϣ ϕΎѧѧѧδϣ ϱϷ ΓέήϘϤϟϊϴΑΎѧѧѧγϻΕΎϋΎѧѧѧδϟωϮϤΠϣϦϣ 20% ΔΒѧѧѧδϧΐϟΎτϟΏΎϴϏ
ĚėĹŬĘŤĔŉŤēĕĔżŔĔŲżŘĵŴĔĥĝŻŽĝŤēěǘĔĩŤēŽŘĴōŭŤēĺťĥũťŤĵŵĥŻȕěĔũżťőĝŤēůĲűŮŨęįĔũŤēůĲűŮŨ
ĉ ęĴŝřŤēŽŘįĳŴĔŨęĔŐēĴŨŒŨƸű
ŽŘ
ƻĔėĸēĳĴėĝőŻǘŴ
ķ
ĚŨǙőĖśĔĹũŤēŢŤıŮŨ
ƻĔėĩĹŭŨůĳĔėĝŐēŴţŵėŝŨĳĲőĖěĔŜĔĹũŤēŮŨśĔĹŨźǜęĳĴŝũŤēŒżĖĔĸǘēěĔŐĔĹŤēŏŵũĥŨŮŨ
˱
˱
˱
ϚϟάΑ ΎϴϧϭήΘϜϟ ϭ ΎϴτΧ ϞϴΠδΘϟϭϝϮΒϘϟώϠΒϳϭ ΔϟΎΤϟ ϩάϫ ϲϓ ΎΒγέ ήΒΘόϳ ϻϭ α ΔϣϼόΑϕΎδϤϟϚϟΫ Ϧϣ ˱ ΎΒΤδϨϣ
ŢŤĲĖ
ƻĔżŉĬŦżĥĹĝŤēŴţŵėŝŤēŖťėŻŴĚŤĔĩŤēůĲű
ϲϓϭΔϋΎѧѧѧѧѧγ 72 ϝϼΧ ΪϴϤόϟ ϰϟ ήϳήϘΘϟ άϫ ϡ˷ΪϘ˵ϳ ϥϭ ˬΪϤΘόϣ ϲΒρ ήϳήϘΘΑ ϥϮϜϳ
ϥƻĔżŬŴĴĝšŤēŴĉ
ϲѧѧѧѧѧοήϤϟ
έάόϟ ϲϓ ρήΘѧѧѧѧѧθϳ  ϭ
ĔŨĘŤĔŉŤēŧİŝŻĚŻĴŲŝŤēěǘĔĩŤēŽŘŴĚŐĔĸ
ǭǨ ţǙĬİżũőŤēŹŤēĴŻĴŝĝŤēēĲűŧİŝ
Ǐ
ǁ ŻūĉŴȕİũĝőŨŽėňĴŻĴŝĝĖūŵšŻūĉŽńĴũŤēĳĲőŤēŽŘŇĴĝĽŻŴ
ƿ
ΔϋΎγ 72 έϭήϣΪόΑβϠΠϤϠϟϩέάϋ ΖΒΜϳ Ύϣ ΐϟΎτϟĚŐĔĸ
ϡ˶˷ΪϘϳ ΔϳήϬϘϟ
ΕϻΎΤϟ
ǭǨ ĳŴĴŨİőĖĺťĥũťŤůĳĲŐĞėġŻ
ϲοήϣϭ
ϱήϬϗέάόΑωΎτϘϧϻϥΎϛϭΐϳέΪΘϟΓΪϣϦϣ 20% ίϭΎΠΘΗϻΓήΘϔϟϲϠϤόϟΐϳέΪΘϟϦϋΐϟΎτϟϊτϘϧΫί
İżũőťŤĵŵĥŻȕİżũőŤēųĖŦėŝŻŽńĴŨŴĉźĴŲŜĳĲőĖŏĔŉŝŬǘēūĔŠŴĘŻĳİĝŤēęİŨŮŨ
ȒǨǦ ĵŴĔĥĝĜǘęĴĝřŤŽťũőŤēĘŻĳİĝŤēŮŐĘŤĔŉŤēŒŉŝŬēēıēĵ
ήΛΆϳϻϚϟΫϥΪϴϤόϟϯέΫˬΎϬϨϋΐϴϐΗϲΘϟΐϳέΪΘϟΓήΘϓξϳϮόΘΑΐϟΎτϠϟΡΎϤѧѧѧѧѧѧ
ѧδϟ ΪϴϤόϠϟίϮΠϳˬΪϴϤόϟϪΑϞΒϘϳ
ŽŘŦũőŤēĘŻĳİĝŤēŦũĽŻǘŴȕĚżŭřŤēĚżĨĔŭŤēŮŨĘŻĳİĝŤēŹťŐĴĠČŻǘŢŤıūēİżũőŤēŶĉĳēıēȕĔŲŭŐĘżŕĜŽĝŤēĘŻĳİĝŤēęĴĝŘņŻŵőĝĖĘŤĔŉťŤħĔũĹŤē
ΔΌϴϬϟ˯ΎѧπϋϑήѧηΈΑϢΘϳϱάϟΕΩΎϴόϟϭΕΎϴϔѧθΘѧδϤϟϲϓϞϤόϟΐϳέΪΘϟĚżĹŻĳİĝŤēĚđżŲŤēĆĔŅŐēŗēĴļĎĖŪĝŻźĲŤēěēįĔżőŤēŴěĔżřĽĝĹũŤē
ϞϤѧθϳϻϭˬΔϴϨϔϟΔϴΣΎϨϟϦϣΐϳέΪΘϟϰϠϋ
ĚőŨĔĥŤēŽŘķŵŻĳŵŤĔšėŤēĚĤĳįĪŭŨěĔũżťőĜŽŘĚėŌēŵũŤēěĔũżťőĜŴŇŴĴļŴŧĔšĨĉĚżėŉŤēĴżŔěĔŜĔĹũŤēŹťŐŞėŉĜħ
ΔϴδϳέΪΘϟ
ΔόϣΎΠϟϲϓęįĔũŤēůĲűŽŘĚėŌēŵũŤēŧĔšĨĉĲżřŭĜŮŐūŵŤŴČĹŨȕųŁĭŻĔũżŘŦŠŦżĥĹĝŤēŴţŵėŝŤēİżũŐŴūŴĴńĔĩũŤēŴĺŻĳİĝŤēĚđżűĆĔŅŐĉŴİżũőŤēŇ
αϮϳέϮϟΎϜΒϟΔΟέΩϨϣΕΎϤϴϠόΗϲϓΔΒυϮϤϟΕΎϤϴϠόΗϭρϭήηϭϡΎϜΣΔϴΒτϟήϴϏ ΕΎϗΎδϤϟϰϠϋϖΒτΗΡ
ϡΎϜΣάϴϔϨΗϦϋϥϮϟϭΆѧѧѧѧδϣˬϪѧѧѧѧμΨϳΎϤϴϓϞϛ ϞϴΠѧѧѧѧδΘϟϭ ϝϮΒϘϟ ΪϴϤϋϭϥϭήѧѧѧѧοΎΤϤϟϭ βϳέΪΘϟ ΔΌϴϫ˯Ύѧѧѧѧπϋϭ ΪϴϤόϟρ
ěĔŨǙőŤēŴěǘİőũŤēŴěĔŬĔĩĝŨǘēŴěēĳĔėĝĬǘē
ΓΩΎϤϟϩάϫϲϓΔΒυϮϤϟ



 ǯ ęįĔũŤē
 ΕΎϣϼόϟϭΕϻΪόϤϟϭΕΎϧΎΤΘϣϻϭΕέΎΒΘΧϻ
ŧŵŝĜŽĝŤēŴȕůĔŬįēěĔŜĔĹũŤēŢŤıŮŨŹŭġĝĹŻŴĵŵŨĴŤĔĖİŀĴĜŴȕĪżĩŀįİŐĕĴŜǜŴĚŻŵđũŤēĚėĹŭŤĔĖśĔĹũŤēŽŘĘŤĔŉťŤĚżĐĔŲŭŤēĚŨǙőŤēĘĹĝĩĜĉ
Ǎ
   ΓΩΎϤϟ
ŊŝŘĕŵĸĴŤēŴħĔĥŭŤēķĔĸĉŹťŐ

ϚϟΫϦϣϰϨΜΘѧѧδϳϭίϮϣήϟΎΑΪѧѧλήΗϭ ˬϴΤѧѧλΩΪϋΏήϗϷϭΔϳϮΌϤϟΔΒѧѧδϨϟΎΑ ϕΎѧѧδϤϟϲϓΐϟΎτϠϟΔϴΎϬϨϟΔϣϼόϟΐѧѧδΘΤΗ -
ςϘϓΏϮγήϟϭΡΎΠϨϟαΎγϰϠϋ ϡϮϘΗ
͉ ϲΘϟϭ ˬϩΎϧΩ ΕΎϗΎδϤϟ
Course
Code

Course
number

MD2301

19002

Community Service

MD2207

19034

Medical Ethics

MD1105

19032

First AID

MD1201

19001

course name

Leadership and
communication skills

12

www.ppu.edu
ΔϣϼϋϭΎϬϴϠϋϞμΣϲΘϟΔϨδϟϭϞμϔϟϝΎϤϋΕΎϣϼϋωϮϤΠϣϦϣ

ϕΎγϣϟϡγ

CH

ϊϣΗΟϣϟΔϣΩΧ

1

ΔϳΑρϟΕΎϳϗϼΧϷ

1

ϲϟϭϑΎόγ·

1

ΕέΎϬϣϭΓΩΎϴϘϟ
ϝΎμΗϻ

1

ΕΎϧΎΤΘϣϻϭΕέΎΒΘΧϻ -Ώ
ϕΎδϤϟϲϓΐϟΎτϠϟΔϴΎϬϨϟΔϣϼόϟϥϮϜΘΗ1
ϕΎδϤϟϚϟάϟϲΎϬϨϟϥΎΤΘϣϻ

ěĔŬĔĩĝŨǘēŴěēĳĔėĝĬǘēĕ
śĔĹũŤēŢŤĲŤŽĐĔŲŭŤēūĔĩĝŨǘēĚŨǙŐŴĔŲżťŐŦŁĨŽĝŤēĚŭĹŤēŴĉŦŁřŤēţĔũŐĉěĔŨǙŐŏŵũĥŨŮŨśĔĹũŤēŽŘĘŤĔŉťŤĚżĐĔŲŭŤēĚŨǙőŤēūŵšĝĜǧ
ĚőżėňĘĹĨŢŤıŴȕĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŭĹŤēĚŻĔŲŬŽŘŴĉŽĸēĳİŤēŦŁřŤēĚŻĔŲŬŽŘŴĉśĔĹŨŦŠĚŻĔŲŬŽŘęİĨēŴęĴŨśĔĹŨŦšŤŽĐĔŲŭŤēūĔĩĝŨǘēİŝőŻǨ
ĚŻŵđŨĚėĹŬĔŲŤłŁĭ
ƻĔżĖĔĝŠūĔĩĝŨǘēēĲűūŵšŻŴȕśĔĹũŤē
Ǎ ƿĜ ƻēĴŻĳĔŝĜŴĉ ƻĔżťũŐŴĉ ƻĔŻŵřļ ƻēĆĶĤŽĐĔŲŭŤēūĔĩĝŨǘēŦũĽŻūĉĵŵĥŻŴȕśĔĹũŤēĳĴŝũŤǙŨĔļŴ
ƻ
ĚŨǙőŤēŮŨ
ŽťŻĔŨŹťŐśĔĹũťŤĚŻŵŭĹŤēŴĉĚżťŁřŤēţĔũŐǜēŦũĝĽĜǩ
ğŵĩėŤēŴĉĴŻĳĔŝĝŤēŴĉĚŻŵřĽŤēěēĳĔėĝĬǘēĉ
ĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŭĹŤēŴĉŽĸēĳİŤēŦŁřŤēĚŻēİĖŽŘĚėťŉťŤįİĩĜȕśĔĹũŤēĚőżėňĘĹĨĚŻŵŭĸŴēĚżťŁŘěĔŬĔĩĝŨēĕ
ţŵėŜĚŤĔĨŽŘŴȕĳĲőŤēţēŴĵİŭŐŴēĚŐĔĸ ǭǨ ţǙĬİżũőťŤůĳĲŐĞėġŻĔŨŧİŝŻūĉųżťŐȕųŭŐŮťőŨźŵŭĸŴĉŽťŁŘūĔĩĝŨēŮŐĳĲőĖĘżŕĝŻŮŨŦŠǪ
İżũőŤēůįİĩŻİŐŵũĖĘŤĔŉťŤŽŅŻŵőĜūĔĩĝŨēĆēĴĤĎĖśĔĹũŤēŵĸĳİŨķĳİŨŧŵŝŻĳĲőŤē
ĘĹĩĜŴūĔĩĝŨǘēŢŤıŽŘ Ĵřŀ ĚŨǙŐųŤİŀĴĜİżũőŤēųťėŝŻźĴŲŜŴēŽńĴŨĳĲŐūŴİĖųŭŐŮťőŨźŵŭĸŴĉŽťŁŘūĔĩĝŨēŮŐĘżŕĝŻŮŨŦŠǫ
śĔĹũŤēŢŤĲŤĚżĐĔŲŭŤēĚŨǙőŤēŽŘ
ęįĔũŤēůĲűŮŨ ĕ ęĴŝřŤēŽŘįĳŴĔŨęĔŐēĴŨŒŨģ
śĔĹũťŤĚżĐĔŲŭŤēĚŨǙőŤēĚŬĔĬŽŘ ŧœ ŦũĝšŨĴżŔĚōĨǙŨųŤİŀĴĜŽĐĔŲŭŤēūĔĩĝŨǘēŮŐĘżŕĝŻŮŨŦŠǧ
Ǎ
İżũőŤēųťėŝŻŪŤĳĲőĖŧİŝĜŴĉŽĐĔŲŭŤēūĔĩĝŨǘēĆĔŲĝŬēĮŻĳĔĜŮŨĚŐĔĸ ǭǨ ţǙĬůĳĲőĖŧİŝĝŻŪŤŴȕųŭŐŮťőũŤēŽĐĔŲŭŤēūĔĩĝŨǘēŮŐĘżŕĝŻŮŨŦŠǨ
 Ƹű śĔĹũťŤĚżĐĔŲŭŤēųĥżĝŭŤēūŵšĜŴȕ ƻēĴřŀśĔĹũŤēŢťĜŽŘųĝŨǙŐİőĜ
ŮťőŨŽĐĔŲŬūĔĩĝŨēŮŐĚėťŉŤēĕĔżŔǩ
ŦũĝšŨĴżŔĚōĨǙŨųŤİŀĴĜİżũőŤēųťėŝŻźĴŲŜŴēŽńĴŨĳĲőĖ ĚżĸĔĸǜēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨţǙĬ ųŭŐŮťőŨŽĐĔŲŬūĔĩĝŨēŮŐĘŤĔŉŤēĕĔŔēıčĉ
ŦŁřŤēĚŻēİĖŮŨţŴǘēŏŵėĸǘēĔűĔŁŜēęİŨŽŘȕĚżĸĔĸǜēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴũŤİżũőŤēİŐĔĹŨŴķĳİũŤēŒŨŞżĹŭĝŤĔĖŽťżũšĜūĔĩĝŨēųŤŶĴĥŻŴ
 ů ĚŨǙŐųŤİŀĴĜŴśĔĹũŤēŽŘĔėĸēĳĴėĝőŻŢŤıŗǙĭĖŴȕĳĲőŤēţēŴĵİőĖŴĉŽŤĔĝŤē
ŦũĝšŨĴżŔĚōĨǙŨųŤİŀĴĜİżũőŤēųťėŝŻźĴŲŜŴēŽńĴŨĳĲőĖ ĚŻĴŻĴĹŤēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨţǙĬ ųŭŐŮťőŨŽĐĔŲŬūĔĩĝŨēŮŐĘŤĔŉŤēĕĔŔēıčĕ
 ƻĔđŘĔšŨ ūĔĩĝŨǘē ūŵšŻ ĢżĩĖ ȕĚŻĴŻĴĹŤē ĚżėŉŤē ŧŵťőŤē ĚťĨĴũŤ İżũőŤē İŐĔĹŨŴ ķĳİũŤē ŒŨ ŞżĹŭĝŤĔĖŴ ĳĲőŤē ţēŴĵ İőĖ ŽťżũšĜ ūĔĩĝŨē ųŤ ŶĴĥŻŴ
ĚŻŵŭĸśĔĹũŤēĚĥżĝŬĞŬĔŠēıēĔŨĉȕŽŤĔĝŤēŦŁřŤēĚŻēİĖŦėŜŏŵėĸēĔűĔŁŜĉęİŨŽŘŢŤıŴȕĔűēŵĝĹŨŴĚťđĸǘēĚżŐŵŬŽŘųŭŐĕĔŔźĲŤēūĔĩĝŨǙŤ
ĔėĩĹŭŨĘŤĔŉŤēĴėĝőŻźĴŲŝŤēŴēŽńĴũŤēĳĲőŤēĳēĴũĝĸēĚŤĔĨŽŘŴȕŽŤĔĝŤēŽĸēĳİŤēŧĔőŤēĆİĖŦėŜ ƻĔŐŵėĸĉŽťżũšĝŤēūĔĩĝŨǘēİŐŵŨĵŴĔĥĝŻǘūēĘĥżŘ
ĴėĝőŻŢŤıŗǙĭĖŴȕĚŤĔĩŤēůĲűŽŘ ƻĔėĸēĳĴėĝőŻǘŴĚťĤČŨĚŭĹŤēŢťĜŽŘųĝĸēĳįĴėĝőĜěĔŜĔĹũŤēŒżũĤŮŨ ƻĔėĩĹŭŨĘŤĔŉŤēĴėĝŐēēıēŴ W ĚŨǙőĖ
 ů ĚŨǙŐųŤİŀĴĜŴśĔĹũŤēŽŘĔėĸēĳ
ŽĜǚēŵĩŭŤēŹťŐĚżėŉŤēěĔŜĔĹũťŤĔűİżŐēŵŨŴěĔŬĔĩĝŨǘēŴěēĳĔėĝĬǙŤŧĔőŤēĳĔňǞēūŵšŻį
ĚżĸĔĸǘēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨěĔŜĔĹŨǧ
İŜŴŦŜǜēŹťŐūĔżťŁŘūēĳĔėĝĬēŶĴĥŻĢżĨĚżĐĔŲŭŤēĚŨǙőŤēŮŨŹŁŜĉİĩŠȒǬǦĚżťŁřŤēţĔũŐǝŤłŁĭŻ
ƻĔżťũŐĆĶĤźŵĩĜŽĝŤēĚŻĴōŭŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēĉ
ƿ
ƻ
İŻİĩĜŪĝŻūĉŹťŐȕğŵĩĖŴĉĴŻĳĔŝĜŴĉĕŵĸĔĩŤēĚŉĸēŵĖŴĉȕĚżťũŐŴēĚŻŵřļŴēĚŻĴŻĴĩĜěĔŬĔĩĝŨēŦšļŹťŐĔŲŅőĖŴēĔŲťŠěēĳĔėĝĬǘēůĲűūŵšĜ
ĔŲĩżĩŁĜİőĖĚėťŉŤēŒŨěĔŬĔĩĝŨǘēśēĳŴĉľŜĔŭĜŴĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚŭĥŤůĳĴŝĜĔŨĘĹĨŴŽĸēĳįŦŁŘŦŠĚŻēİĖŽŘĚėťŉťŤĔűİżŐēŵŨŴěĔŬĔĩĝŨǘēĚőżėň
ŹŬįĉİĩŠĚżĐĔŲŭŤēĚŨǙőŤēŮŨȒǪǦŽĐĔŲŭŤēūĔĩĝŨǙŤłŁĭŻŴŽĐĔŲŭŤēūĔĩĝŨǘēĚŻēİĖŦėŜĚėťŉťŤĚżťŁřŤēţĔũŐǜēĦĐĔĝŬŮťőĜŴ
ŽĸēĳİŤēŦŁřŤēĚŻēİĖŦėŜĚżťũőŤēěĔŜĔĹũťŤŒńŵĜŽĝŤēěĔŨǙőŤēŒŻĵŵĜĚżřżŠūĔżėĖęįĔũŤēħĴŉŻźĲŤēŪĹŝŤēŧŵŝŻĚżťũőŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēĕ
ĚŻĴŻĴĹŤēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨěĔŜĔĹŨǨ
ŽťŻĔũŠśĔĹŨŦšŤŒńŵĜŽĝŤēĚżĐĔŲŭŤēěĔŨǙőŤēŏĵŵĜ
źĴŻĴĹŤēĘŻĳİĝŤēĆĔŭĠĉśĔĹũŤēŽĸĳİŨŴĉśĔĹũŤēķĳİŨŪżżŝĝŤȒǧǫ
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ųĐēĴĤčİŐŵŨŪĹŝŤēĺťĥŨįİĩŻŴśĔĹũťŤźĴŻĴĹŤēĘŻĳİĝŤēęĴĝŘŮŨĆĔŲĝŬǘēİőĖŶĴĥŻźĲŤēźĴŻĴĹŤēūĔĩĝŨǙŤȒǨǫ
ƿ
ęĴŝřŤēůĲűŞėŉĜŴŽĸēĳįŧĔŐŦŠŒťŉŨŽŘĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚŭĥŤůįİĩĜİŐŵŨŽŘźĴŻĴĹŤēĘŻĳİĝŤēŮŨĆĔŲĝŬǘēİőĖİŝőŻźĲŤēŽĖĔĝšŤēūĔĩĝŨǙŤȒǬǦ
ĚėťŉŤēŒżũĤŹťŐ
İŝőŻ ĢżĨ ȕĺťĥũŤē ŦėŜ ŮŨ İũĝőũŤē ŽũŻįĔŠǘē ŪŻŵŝĝŤē ĘĹĨ Žĸēĳį  ŧĔŐ ŦŠ ŒťŉŨ ŽŘ ĚżĐĔŲŭŤē ěĔŬĔĩĝŨǘē İżŐēŵŨ ĦŨĔŬĴėŤē ĚŭĥŤ įİĩĜ 
ĘżėňįŵĤŵĖŧĔĹŜǜēŒżũĤŽŘĘŤĔŉŤēŮĩĝũŻŴȕĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚŭĥŤŦėŜŮŨİũĝőũŤēŮżŁŁĭĝũŤēŮżŭĩĝũũŤēŞŻĴŘįŵĤŵĖŦŨĔĽŤēźĴŻĴĹŤēūĔĩĝŨǘē
İżũőŤēŦėŜŮŨĕİĝŭũŤēĚżĹŻĳİĝŤēĚđżŲŤēŵŅŐŴŽĤĳĔĬŽĐĔŁĬē
ŪĹŝŤēŮŨĔűįĔũĝŐēŦėŜŦŁĩĜİŜŽĝŤēĆĔŉĬǜēĪżĩŁĝŤĚŻĴōŭŤēĚżĐĔŲŭŤēěĔŬĔĩĝŨǘēĚŻēİĖŮŨŏŵėĸĉŦėŜĚżťŁřŤēţĔũŐǜēĦĐĔĝŬĚėťŉťŤŮťőĜƸű
ŦżĥĹĝŤēŴţŵėŝŤēŹŤēĔŲŤĔĸĳēŴĚżĐĔŲŭŤēěĔŨǙőŤĔĖĔŲĥŨİŤ ƻēİżŲũĜ
ęĴĝřŤēŮũńĚōĨǙũŤēůĲűĚŤēĵčİőĖǘčĚŝĨǙŤēţŵŁřŤēŦŁřťŤĚőŨĔĥŤēŽŘųĝĸēĳįŦżĤĊĜŦũĝšŨĴżŔĚōĨǙŨŹťŐŦŀĔĩŤēĘŤĔŉťŤĵŵĥŻǘŴ
 Ƹű śĔĹũŤēĚŨǙŐŮŨŹŬįǘēİĩŤēŦżĥĹĝŤēŴţŵėŝŤēęįĔũŐųŤİŀĴĜŢŤıŗǙĬŴęįĔũŤēůĲűŽŘęįİĩũŤē
Ǐ
 ǧǦ ęįĔũŤē
ĘŤĔŉŤēŦżŁĩĝŤŪżżŝĝŤēĕŵťĸĉŮŐŽĸēĳįŦŁŘŦŠĚŻēİĖŒŨųĝėťňŧǙŐčśĔĹũŤēķĳİŨŹťŐĉ
ŪĹŝŤēŹŤēěēĳĔėĝĬǘēĦĐĔĝŬŦĸĴĜĔŲĝĽŜĔŭŨİőĖŴȕĳĔėĝĬǘēĮŻĳĔĜŮŨŏŵėĸĉţǙĬĔŲĩżĩŁĜİőĖĚėťŉŤēŒŨĚżťŁřŤēěēĳĔėĝĬǘēśēĳŴĉľŜĔŭĜǧ±ĕ
ęĴĝŘŮŨŦŜǘēŹťŐŏŵėĸĉŦėŜĚŻŵŭĹŤēŴēĚżťŁřŤēţĔũŐǜēŏŵũĥŨūǙŐčĘĥŻŴŪĹŜŮŨĴġŠĉŮżĖĚŠĴĝĽũŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēţĔĨŽŘİżũőŤēŹŤēŴ
ĚżĐĔŲŭŤēěĔŬĔĩĝŨǘē
ģĔŬĴėŤēĚŭĥŤŮŨĳēĴŜŹťŐĆĔŭĖĔŲĖŗĴŁĝŤēźĴĥŻŪĠȕĚżĸēĳįĚŭĸęİũŤĚżŬŴĴĝšŤǞēŴĉĚżŜĳŵŤēŽĐĔŲŭŤēūĔĩĝŨǘēśēĳŴĉŎřĩĜǨ
ƻ
ĔŲĜĔŨǙŐİŀĳŮŐŴȕĔŲŬŵĸĳİŻŽĝŤēěĔŜĔĹũťŤěĔŬĔĩĝŨǘēŴěēĳĔėĝĬǘēśēĳŴĉŒżũĤĪżĩŁĜŮŐūŵŤŴČĹŨĔűŵŝĹŭŨŴśĔĹũŤēŵĸĳİŨķĳİŨǩ
ŽĐĔŲŬŴĪżĩŀŦšĽĖ
ŹŤčĔŲőŘĳŴĔŲŝżŜİĜŴĔŲĝĸēĳİŤūĔĩĝŨǘēİŝŐĮŻĳĔĜŮŨĚŐĔĸǨǪţǙĬŪĹŝŤēŹŤčĚŻŵđũŤēĘĹŭŤĔĖĚżĐĔŲŭŤēŴĚżťżŁřĝŤēěĔŨǙőŤēŗŵĽŠŦĸĴĜǪ
ĔűįĔũĝŐǘİżũőŤē
ęįĔũŐŹŤēĔŲĜĔŬĔĩĝŨēİżŐēŵŨĘĹĨĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŽŘĚĨŴĴŉũŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēŒżũĥŤ ƻĔżŤćĚżĐĔŲŭŤēĦĐĔĝŭŤēţĔĸĳčŴįĔũĝŐĔĖųŭŐĕŵŭŻŮŨŴĉİżũőŤēŧŵŝŻǫ
ŦżĥĹĝŤēŴţŵėŝŤēęįĔũŐŹŤčĔŲũżťĹĜŦėŜĘŤĔňźĉĚŨǙŐūǙŐčŒŭũŻŴţŵŀǜēĘĹĨĔŲŬǙŐčŴĔűİŀĴŤęĴļĔėŨŦżĥĹĝŤēŴţŵėŝŤē
ĚőŨĔĥŤēŽŘĚżĐĔŲŭŤēěĔŨǙőŤēĚőĤēĴũŤęİũĝőũŤēĚżŤǚēŞŘŴĚőĤēĴŨĘťŉĖŧİŝĝŤēţǙĬŮŨĔŨęįĔũŤĚżĐĔŲŭŤēĚŨǙőŤēĚőĤēĴŨĘŤĔŉťŤĵŵĥŻǬ

ěĔŜĔĹũŤēěĔŨǙŐŒŻĵŵĜ

 ǧǧ ęįĔũŤē
 ȒǧǦǦ ŵűśĔĹũŤēĚŨǙőŤŹťŐǘēİĩŤēĉ
 į ĶŨĴŤēŦĖĔŝĜŴ ȒǬǦ ŵűĚżĸĔĸǘēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨěĔŜĔĹŨŽŘħĔĥŭŤēĚŨǙőŤŹŬįǜēİĩŤēūŵšŻĕ
 ģ ĶŨĴŤēŦĖĔŝĜŴ ȒǭǦ ŵűĚŻĴŻĴĹŤēĚťĨĴũŤēěĔŜĔĹŨŽŘħĔĥŭŤēĚŨǙőŤŹŬįǜēİĩŤēūŵšŻģ
ŽŤĔĝŤēţŴİĥŤēŞŘŴěĔŜĔĹũŤēĚŨǙŐŚ ǍŭŁĜƸű
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ϥϼϋϹΕΎΣϮϟϰϠϋϭ
.(Ω ΰϣήϟϞΑΎϘΗϭ
60% Ϯϫ 70%
ΔϴγΎγϻΔϴΒτϟϡϮϠόϟΔϠΣήϣΕΎϗΎδϣ
ϥϮϜϳ
-Ώ-Ν
.(Ν) ΰϣήϟϞΑΎϘΗϭ
Ϯϫ ΔϳήϳήδϟΔϠΣήϤϟΕΎϗΎδϣϲϓΡΎΠϨϟΔϣϼόϟϰϧΩϷΪΤϟ
ϲϓΡΎΠϨϟΔϣϼόϟϰϧΩϷΪΤϟ
ϥϮϜϳ
.(Ν) ΰϣήϟϞΑΎϘΗϭ 70% Ϯϫ ΔϳήϳήδϟΔϠΣήϤϟΕΎϗΎδϣ
ϲϓΡΎΠϨϟΔϣϼόϟϰϧΩϷΪΤϟ
:ϲϟΎΘϟϝϭΪΠϟϖϓϭ
ΕΎϗΎδϤϟ Δϣϼϋ ϥϮϜϳ
ϒ͉ϨμΗ-Ν-ϩ
:ϲϟΎΘϟϝϭΪΠϟϖϓϭ ΕΎϗΎδϤϟ Δϣϼϋ ϒ͉ϨμΗ -ϩ

 Δ˰˰˰˰˰˰˰˰˰˰˰˰˰˰˰ΒυϮϤϟ

 ΔΠϴΘϨϟ  ΔΠϴΘϨϟ  ΔΟέΪϟ  Δϣϼόϟ  Δϣϼόϟ  Δϣϼόϟ
 ΔΠϴΘϨϟ  ΔΠϴΘϨϟ  ΔΟέΪϟ  Δϣϼόϟ  Δϣϼόϟ
Δϣϼόϟ
   ΓΩΎϤϟ
ΔϠΣήϤϟ
ΔϠΣήϤϟ  ΔϳϮΌϤϟ  ΔϴΎϬϨϟ EΔϴμϨϟ  ω
/ΔϴμϨϟ
ΔϠΣήϤϟ
ΔϠΣήϤϟ

ΔϳϮΌϤϟ


ΔϴΎϬϨϟ
E
ΔϴμϨϟ

ω
/
ΔϴμϨϟ
ϕΎѧѧѧѧδϤϟαέΪϣϡϮϘϳϭΐϟΎτϟΎϬϴϓϞΠѧѧѧ
ѧδϳϲΘϟ
ΕΎϗΎѧѧѧѧδϤϟϊϴϤΟϲϓΔΒυϮϤϟΐτϟΞϣΎϧήΑΔΒϠρ ϊϴϤΟ ϰϠϋ ρήΘѧѧѧѧθ˵ϳ . 
 Δϳήϳήδϟ
 ΔϴγΎγϻ
Δϳήϳήδϟ  ΔϴγΎγϻ
ήϴϏϭ ΔϴϧΪϴϤϟΕέΎϳΰϟϭϱήϳήѧδϟϭϲϠϤόϟΐϳέΪΘϟϭΕΎѧθϗΎϨϤϟϭΕήѧοΎΤϤϟ
ϞϛϲϓΏΎϴϐϟϭέϮѧπΤϟΖϴΒΜΘΑ
ΟΎϧ
ΟΎϧ
90-100
4.0
A
ΟΎϧ
ΟΎϧ
90-100
4.0
A

ΟΎϧ
ΟΎϧ
87-89
3.75
A-ϚϟΫϭˬΔϴϤϴϠόΗΔτθϧϦϣϚϟΫ
ΎϬΑφϔΘΤϳΔλΎΧϑϮθϛϰϠϋϭΔϴγέΪϟΔτΨϟϲϓ
ΟΎϧ
ΟΎϧ ϕΎδϣϞϜϟΓέήϘϤϟΕΎϋΎδϟΐδΣ
87-89
3.75
A--
ΟΎϧ
ΟΎϧ
84-86
3.5
B+
Ώ
ΟΎϧ
ΟΎϧ
84-86
3.5
B+
Ώ
ΔϴϟΎΘϟΔϨδϟΔϳΎϬϧϰϟ·
ΓήΪϟϭ
ϢδϘϟβϴέ
ΟΎϧ
ΟΎϧ
80-83
3.0
B
ΏΏ
ΟΎϧ
ΟΎϧ
80-83
3.0
B
ΟΎϧ
ΟΎϧ
77-79
2.75
B--ΏΏ
ΟΎϧ
ΟΎϧ
77-79
2.75
BΟΎϧ
ΟΎϧ
74-76
2.5
C+
Ν
ΟΎϧ
ΟΎϧ
74-76
2.5
C+
Ν
ΟΎϧ
ΟΎϧ
70-73
2.0
C
Ν
ΟΎϧ
ΟΎϧ
70-73
2.0
C
Ν ΐτϟϲϓέϮΘϛΩΔΟέΩϨϣΕΎϤϴϠόΗ
 
ΐγέ
ΟΎϧ
65-69
1.75
C-Ν
ΐγέ
ΟΎϧ
65-69
1.75
C-
-Ν
ΐγέ
ΟΎϧ
63-64
1.5
D+
Ω
ΐγέ
ΟΎϧ
63-64 2 1.5
D+
Ω
ΐγέ
ΟΎϧ
60-62
1.0
D
Ω
ΐγέ
ΟΎϧ
60-62
1.0
D
ΐγέ
ΐγέ
45-59
0.75
D-ΩΩ
ΐγέ
ΐγέ
45-59
0.75
Dΐγέ
ΐγέ
<45
0.0
E
˰ϫ-Ω
ϦϴτδϠϓϚϨϜΘϴϟϮΑΔόϣΎΟ
ΐγέ ΏϮγέϊϣΐΤδϨϣ
ΐγέ
<45
0.0
E
˰ϫ
WF
έα
 0.0
ϱήθΒϟΐτϟΞϣΎϧήΑ
Palestine
Polytechnic
ΏϮγέϊϣΐΤδϨϣ
0.0
WF
έα
M.D. Program
:ϲϟΎΘϟϝϭΪΠϟϖϓϭ ϲϤϛήΘϟϝΪόϤϟϭϱϮϨδϟϝΪόϤϠϟΔϴΗϵΕήϳΪϘΘϟϭΕϻΪόϤϟϒϨμΗ
-ϭ
 
ŽŤĔĝŤēţŴİĥŤēŞŘŴěĔŜĔĹũŤēĚŨǙŐŚ
ǍŭŁĜŴ
University

Descriptor

ήϳΪϘΘϟ

ϲϤϛήΘϟ
ϝΪόϤϟ
:ϲϟΎΘϟϝϭΪΠϟϖϓϭ ϲϤϛήΘϟϝΪόϤϟϭϱϮϨδϟϝΪόϤϠϟΔϴΗϵΕήϳΪϘΘϟϭΕϻΪόϤϟϒϨμΗ - ϭ

Distinction
ΰϴϤΘϣ
4 ϦϴτδϠϓϚϨϜΘϴϟϮΑΔόϣΎΟ
 Descriptor
 ήϳΪϘΘϟ
 ϲϤϛήΘϟ
ϝΪόϤϟ

Excellent
ίΎΘϤϣ
3.65-3.99
ϱήθΒϟΐτϟΞϣΎϧήΑDistinction
ΰϴϤΘϣ
4
Palestine
Polytechnic
Satisfactory
ϝϮΒϘϣ
2.0-2.49
Very
Good
ΪΟΪϴΟ
3.0-3.64
M.D. Program Excellent


3.65-3.99
Not qualified
for graduation ίΎΘϤϣ
ϒϴόο
<2.0 University 
Good
ΪϴΟ
2.5-2.99

Very Good
ΪΟΪϴΟ
3.0-3.64

2.5-2.99
ΐτϟϲϓέϮΘϛΩΔΟέΩϨϣΕΎϤϴϠόΗ
Good
ΪϴΟ


Satisfactory
ϝϮΒϘϣ
2.0-2.49
5
 ΐτϟϲϓέϮΘϛΩΔΟέΩϨϣΕΎϤϴϠόΗ


Not qualified for graduation
ϒϴόο
<2.0


5

ŽŤĔĝŤēţŴİĥŤēŞŘŴźŵŭĹŤēŴĉŽũŠēĴĝŤēţİőũŤēĕĔĹĨŽŘŦĬİĜǘŽĝŤēĚżŁŭŤēěĔŨǙőŤēŚŭŁĜĵ
ϲϟΎΘϟϝϭΪΠϟϖϓϭϱϮϨδϟ ϭ ϲϤϛήΘϟ ϝΪόϤϟΏΎδΣϲϓϞΧΪΗϻϲΘϟΔϴμϨϟΕΎϣϼόϟϒϨμΗ - ί
 ήϴδϔΘϟ
EΔϴμϨϟΔϣϼόϟ  ωΔϴμϨϟΔϣϼόϟ
ϝΎϤΘϛϻϡΪϋϝΎΣϲϓ EϰϟϝϮΤΗϞϤΘϜϣήϴϏ
I
ϡύ
ΔϴϧϮϧΎϘϟΓήΘϔϟϲϓΐΤδϨϣ
W
α
ϲϟΎΘϟϝϭΪΠϟϖϓϭϱϮϨδϟ ϭ ϲϤϛήΘϟ ϝΪόϤϟΏΎδΣϲϓϞΧΪΗϻϲΘϟΔϴμϨϟΕΎϣϼόϟϒϨμΗ - ί
ΟΎϧ EΔϴμϨϟΔϣϼόϟ
P
ϥ
 ήϴδϔΘϟ
 ωΔϴμϨϟΔϣϼόϟ
ΐγέ
ϝΎϤΘϛϻϡΪϋϝΎΣϲϓ EϰϟϝϮΤΗϞϤΘϜϣήϴϏ
IF
ϡύέ
ΔγέΪϟΪϴϗ
IP
Ωϕ
ΔϴϧϮϧΎϘϟΓήΘϔϟϲϓΐΤδϨϣ
W
α
ΔΒδΘΤϣΔϣϼϋ
ΟΎϧ
PT
ϥΡ
ΡΎΠϨΑΔΒδΘΤϣΔϣϼϋ
ΐγέ
FTP
έϥΡ
ΏϮγήΑΔΒδΘΤϣΔϣϼϋ
TF
έΡ
ΔγέΪϟΪϴϗ
IP
Ωϕ
 ϱϮϨδϟϝΪόϤϟ
ϭϲϤϛήΘϟϝΪόϤϟ
ΔΒδΘΤϣΔϣϼϋ
T
Ρ
15
   ΓΩΎϤϟ
ΡΎΠϨΑΔΒδΘΤϣΔϣϼϋ
TP
ϥΡ
www.ppu.edu
ΩΪϋϲϓ ϕΎѧѧѧδϣϞϜϟ ΔϴΎϬϨϟ Δϣϼόϟ ΏήѧѧѧπΑ ςϘϓ ΔϴѧѧѧγΎѧѧѧγϻΔϴΒτϟϡϮϠόϟΔϠΣήϣΕϮϨѧѧѧδϟ ϲϠѧѧѧμϔϟ ϝΪόϤϟ ΐѧѧѧδΤϳ 1
ΏϮγήΑΔΒδΘΤϣΔϣϼϋ
TF
έΡ
ϚϟΫϭ ΕΎϗΎδ Ϥϟ ϚϠΘϟ ΓΪϤΘόϤϟ ΕΎϋΎδ ϟ ΩΪϋ ωϮϤΠϣ ϰϠϋΔΠΗΎϨϟ ΏήπϟϞλϮΣωϮϤΠϣΔϤδ ϗϭˬΓΪϤΘόϤϟ ϪΗΎϋΎγ

ϞϤѧѧѧθϳϥίϮΠϳϭˬϕΎѧѧѧδϤϟ έήϘϤϟ ˱ϼϣΎѧѧѧηϭ ˱ ΎϴΑΎΘϛ ϥΎΤΘϣϻ άϫ ϥϮϜϳϭ ˬϕΎѧѧѧδϤϟΔόϴΒρΐѧѧѧδΣϚϟΫϭˬΔϴѧѧѧγέΪϟ
Δϣϼόϟ Ϧϣ ΔϳϮΌϣ ΔΒδϧ ΎϬϟ κμ
͉ Ψ˵Η ˱ ήϳέΎϘΗ ϭ ˱ ΎϴϠϤϋ ϭ ˱ ΎϳϮϔη ˱ ˯ΰΟϲΎϬϨϟϥΎΤΘϣϻ
:ϲϠϳΎϣϰϠϋ ϕΎδϤϠϟΔϳϮϨδϟϭΔϴϠμϔϟϝΎϤϋϷϞϤΘθΗ 3
źŵŭĹŤēţİőũŤēŴŽũŠēĴĝŤēţİőũŤē
ΙϮΤΒϟϭήϳέΎϘΘϟϭΔϳϮϔθϟΕέΎΒΘΧϻ -
 ǧǨ ęįĔũŤē
ΔϴγέΪϟΔϨδϟϭϲγέΪϟϞμϔϟΔϳΪΑϲϓΔΒϠτϠϟΩΪΤΗˬ
ϕΎδϤ
ϟΔόϴΒρΐδΣΔϳϮϨγϭΔϴϠμϓΕΎϧΎΤΘϣ
Ώ
ĚũĹŜŴȕęİũĝőũŤēųĜĔŐĔĸįİŐŽŘśĔĹŨŦšŤĚżĐĔŲŭŤēĚŨǙőŤēĕĴŅĖ ŊŝŘĚżĸĔĸǘēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨěēŵŭĹŤ ŽťŁřŤēţİőũŤēĘĹĩŻǧ
 72 ϝϼΧ
ΪϴϤόϠϟϩέάϋΖΒΜϳΎϣϡΪϘϳϥϪϴϠϋˬϪϨϋϦϠόϣϱϮϨѧѧѧѧѧѧѧγϭϲϠѧѧѧѧѧѧѧμϓ ϥΎΤΘϣϦϋέάόΑΐϴϐΘϳϦϣϞϛ 4
ŽŘĔŲżŘŦĥĸİŜĘŤĔŉŤēūĔŠŽĝŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēŒżũĥŤŢŤıŴěĔŜĔĹũŤēŢťĝŤęİũĝőũŤēěĔŐĔĹŤēįİŐŏŵũĥŨŹťŐĚĥĜĔŭŤēĕĴŅŤēŦŀēŵĨŏŵũĥŨ
ĚŨǙŐŹťŐĔŲżŘŦŁĨŴŦŁřŤēŢŤı
ΐϟΎτϠϟϲπϳϮόΗ ϥΎΤΘϣ˯ήΟΈΑ ϕΎδϤϟϮγέΪϣαέΪϣϡϮϘϳέάόϟϝϮΒϗΔϟΎΣϲϓϭˬέάόϟϝϭίΪϨϋϭΔϋΎγ
ĚũĹŜŴȕęİũĝőũŤēųĜĔŐĔĸįİŐŽŘśĔĹŨŦšŤĚżĐĔŲŭŤēĚŨǙőŤēĕĴŅĖ ŊŝŘĚŻĴŻĴĹŤēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨěēŵŭĹŤ
źŵŭĹŤēţİőũŤēĘĹĩŻǨ
ΪϴϤόϟϩΩΪΤϳΪϋϮϤΑ
ŽŘĔŲżŘŦĥĸİŜĘŤĔŉŤēūĔŠŽĝŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēŒżũĥŤŢŤıŴěĔŜĔĹũŤēŢťĝŤęİũĝőũŤēěĔŐĔĹŤēįİŐŏŵũĥŨŹťŐĚĥĜĔŭŤēĕĴŅŤēŦŀēŵĨŏŵũĥŨ
ΔϣϼϋϪϟΪѧ
ѧλήΗΪϴϤόϟϪϠΒϘϳϱήϬϗϭϲѧѧοήϣέάϋϥϭΪΑϪϨϋϦϠόϣϱϮϨѧѧγϭ ϲϠѧѧμϓϥΎΤΘϣϦϋΐϴϐΘϳϦϣϞϛ5
ĚŨǙŐŹťŐĔŲżŘŦŁĨŴĚŭĹŤēŢťĜ
ϕΎδϤϟϚϟάϟΔϴΎϬϨϟΔϣϼόϟϲϓΐδΤΗϭϥΎŶİĨŹťŐĚťĨĴŨŦšŤ
ΤΘϣϻϚϟΫϲϓ ήϔλ
ĕĴŅŤēŦŀēŵĨŏŵũĥŨĚũĹŜŴȕęİũĝőũŤēųĜĔŐĔĸįİŐŽŘśĔĹŨŦšŤĚżĐĔŲŭŤēĚŨǙőŤēĕĴŅĖ
ŽũŠēĴĝŤēţİőũŤēĘĹĩŻǩ

ĚŨǙŐŹťŐĔŲżŘŦŁĨĔŲżŘŦĥĸİŜĘŤĔŉŤēūĔŠŽĝŤēĚťĨĴũŤēěĔŜĔĹŨŒżũĥŤŢŤıŴěĔŜĔĹũŤēŢťĝŤęİũĝőũŤēěĔŐĔĹŤēįİŐŏŵũĥŨŹťŐĚĥĜĔŭŤē
ŹťŐĚĥĜĔŭŤēĕĴŅŤēŦŀēŵĨŏŵũĥŨĚũĹŜŴȕęİũĝőũŤēųĜĔŐĔĸįİŐŽŘśĔĹŨŦšŤĚżĐĔŲŭŤēĚŨǙőŤēĕĴŅĖ GPA ŧĔőŤēŽũŠēĴĝŤēţİőũŤēĘĹĩŻǪ
 ΐτϟϲϓέϮΘϛΩΔΟέΩϨϣΕΎϤϴϠόΗ
ŹťŐĔŲżŘŦŁĨŴĦŨĔŬĴėŤĔĖųŜĔĩĝŤēĲŭŨĔŲżŘŦĥĸİŜĘŤĔŉŤēūĔŠŽĝŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēŒżũĥŤŢŤıŴěĔŜĔĹũŤēŢťĝŤęİũĝőũŤēěĔŐĔĹŤēįİŐŏŵũĥŨ
ĚŨǙŐ

ŮżĝŻĴĽŐŮżĝŤĶŭŨĕĴŜǜŽũŠēĴĝŤēţİőũŤēŴźŵŭĹŤēţİőũŤēŴŽťŁřŤēţİőũŤēĞėġŻǫ
3
ĞėġŻŴŗĴĽŤēĚĩĐǘŹťŐĴġŠĊŘ ǩȓǬǫ ůĳēİŝŨĚżĸĔĸǘēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨţǙĬŽťŁŘţİőŨŹťŐŦŁĩŻźĲŤēĘŤĔŉŤēŪĸēİżũőŤēŒŅŻĉǬ
ęİũĝőŨĚŐĔĸ ǧǫ ŮŐŦŁřŤēŢŤıŽŘħĔĥŭŤēěĔŐĔĸįİŐŦŝŻǘŴȕĚŭĹŤēŢťĝŤĚżėŻįĊĜĚĖŵŝŐĘėĹĖŦŁŘİŜŮšŻŪŤĔŨŽũŻįĔŠǜēųťĥĸŽŘŢŤı
ƿ
ŢŤıĞėġŻŴŗĴĽŤēĚĩĐǘŹťŐĴġŠĊŘ ǩȓǬǫ ůĳēİŝŨĚŻĴŻĴĹŤēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨţǙĬźŵŭĸţİőŨŹťŐŦŁĩŻźĲŤēĘŤĔŉŤēŪĸēİżũőŤēŒŅŻĕ
ŦĬİĜęİũĝőŨĚŐĔĸ ǩǦ ŮŐĚŭĹŤēŢťĜŽŘħĔĥŭŤēěĔŐĔĸįİŐŦŝŻǘŴȕĚŭĹŤēŢťĝŤĚżėŻįĊĜĚĖŵŝŐĘėĹĖŦŁŘİŜŮšŻŪŤĔŨŽũŻįĔŠǜēųťĥĸŽŘ
ƿ
źŵŭĹŤēųŤİőŨĕĔĹĨŽŘĔŲĜĔŨǙŐ
ųĝĸēĳįęİŨİŻĶĜǘūĉĚŉŻĴļȕųőŨģĴĭĜźĲŤēģŵřŤēŹťŐŽũŠēĴĜţİőŨŹťŐĉŹťŐŦŁĨēıēĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŽŘŮżĥŻĴĭŤēĚėťŉŤēŹťŐţŴǜēĘŤĔŉŤēĴėĝőŻģ
ěēŵŭĸ Ǭ ŮŐĚżťőřŤē
 ǧǩ ęįĔũŤē
ŒŨūŴĔőĝŤĔĖŢŤıŴȕĘőĽŤēęįİőĝŨěĔŜĔĹũŤēĚŤĔĨŽŘŴĉśĔĹũťŤķĳİŨŮŨĴġŠĉįŵĤŴţĔĨŽŘĔŝĹŭŨśĔĹũŤēŽĸĳİŨİĨĉİżũőŤēŮżőŻĉ
İżũőŤēŗēĴļĎĖŴŮŻĴĬǚēśĔĹũŤēŽĸĳİŨ
ŗēĴļǞēŴİżũőŤēŦėŜŮŨĔűĳēĴŜčŴĔŲĝĽŜĔŭŨİőĖĚťđĸǜēĚŐĔėňŹťŐŗēĴļǞēĚżŤŴČĹŨŽŤŵĝĖśĔĹũŤēŽĸĳİŨŮŨůĳĔĝĭŻŮŨŴĉİżũőŤēŧŵŝŻĕ
ĴġŠĉĔŲĸĳİŻŽĝŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēĚŤĔĨŽŘĪżĩŁŤēŦšĽŤĔĖĚŀĔĭŤēŪĐēŵŝŤēŴěĔŘŵĽšŤēŹŤčĦĐĔĝŭŤēŦŝŬŮŐţŴČĹŨŵűŴěĔŬĔĩĝŨǘēśēĳŴĉĪżĩŁĜŹťŐ
ĘőĽŤēęįİőĝŨěĔŜĔĹũŤēŴĉķĳİŨŮŨ

ţĔŝĝŬǘēŴħĔĥŭŤēŴęįĔŐǘēŴĴŻĲĩĝŤē

 ǧǪ ęįĔũŤē
ĚŻĴŻĴĹŤēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨŹŤēĚżĸĔĸǘēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨŮŨţĔŝĝŬǘēŇŴĴļĉ
ţİőŨŹťŐţŵŁĩŤēŴȕ ěĔũżťőĝŤēůĲűŮŨ Ǭ ęįĔũŤēŮŨ ĕ ęĴŝřŤēŽŘěįĳŴĔũŠ ĚżĸĔĸǘēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨěĔėťŉĝŨŒżũĤŽŘħĔĥŭŤēǧ
ŦŜǘēŹťŐ ǨȓǫǦ ŽũŠēĴĜ
ŢŤıĒŘĔšŻĔŨŴĉTOEFLūĔĩĝŨčŽŘǫǦǦŴĉIELTSūĔĩĝŨčŽŘǬȓǦĚŨǙŐŹťŐţŵŁĩŤēǨ
ŽũŠēĴĝŤēŴŽťŁřŤēţİőũŤēķĔĸĉŹťŐĚżĸĔĸǘēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨţǙĬĘŤĔŉŤēŦŨĔőŻĕ
ƿ
ĚŉĭŤēĘĹĨĔŲżťĜŽĝŤēĚŭĹŤēŹŤčĚżĸēĳįĚŭĸŮŨŦŝĝŭŻŴȕĚŻĴŻĴĹŤēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨěēŵŭĸŮŨųŭĸźĉŽŘĔĩĤĔŬĘŤĔŉŤēİőŻģ
ƿ
ŮżżŤĔĝŤēŮżňĴĽŤēŞŝĨēıčĚżĸēĳİŤē
ĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŉĭŤēŽŘęĳĴŝũŤēŴĚŭĹŤēŢťĜŽŘĔŲĸĳįŽĝŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēŦŠŽŘħĔĥŭŤēǧ
ěĔũżťőĝŤēůĲűŮŨ ǧǨ ęįĔũŤēŽŘįĳŴĔŨŴȕ ǧǧ ęįĔũŤēŮŨ ģ ęĴŝřŤēŽŘźŵŭĹŤēţİőũŤēŚŻĴőĜŽŘįĳŴĔŨĘĹĨĴġŠĊŘŮżĝŉŝŬ ǨȓǦǦ źŵŭĸţİőŨŹťŐţŵŁĩŤēǨ
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 ǧǫ ęįĔũŤē
ĆĔŭġĝĸĔĖĚżĸĔĸǘēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨţǙĬţŵŁřŤēŮŨŦŁŘźĉŽŘ ǨȓǦǦ ŮżĝŉŝŬŮŐŽũŠēĴĝŤēųŤİőŨŹŬİĜēıčŽũŻįĔŠĉĴŻĲĩĜĘŤĔŉťŤųĤŵŻĉ
ĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŽŘųŤţŴǜēŦŁřŤē
ĚŤĔĨŽŘŴ ģ ŮŨŦŜĉĚŨǙŐŹťŐĔŲżŘŦŁĩŻŽĝŤēįēŵũŤēĚŘĔŠŽŘŽũŠēĴĝŤēųŤİőŨŒŘĳŗİŲĖĔűĳĔĝĭŻŽĝŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēĚĸēĳįęįĔŐčĘŤĔŉťŤŞĩŻĕ
śĔĹũťŤŹťŐǜēĚŨǙőŤēĘĹĩĜęįĔŐǞē
İŻİĤŮŨĔŲŤŦżĥĹĝŤēęįĔŐčŽŭőŻĚżĸĔĸǘēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴũŤęĳĴŝũŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēŮŨźĉŽŘĕŵĸĴŤēģ
ŦŜǘēŹťŐǨȓǫǦŽũŠēĴĜţİőũĖŴěēŵŭĸǫĔűĔŁŜĉęİŨţǙĬĚżĸĔĸǘēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨěĔėťŉĝŨĚŘĔŠĵĔżĝĤčĘŤĔŉŤēŹťŐį

 ǧǬ ęįĔũŤē
ĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŉĭŤēĘĹĨĚŭĹŤēŢťĝŤęĳĴŝũŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēŒżũĤŽŘĪĥŬēıčĚŻĴŻĴĹŤēĚťĨĴũŤēěēŵŭĸŮŨźĉŽŘ ƻĔĩĤĔŬĘŤĔŉŤēĴėĝőŻĉ
ŹťŐǙŀĔĨūĔŠŴęİũĝőŨěĔƸƸ ŐĔĸ ǧǦ ŮŨĴġŠĉĔŲĜĔŐĔĸįİŐěĔŜĔĹŨŽŘĘĸĳēıčĚŻĴŻĴĹŤēĚťĨĴũŤēěēŵŭĸŮŨŮŨźĉŽŘ ƻĔėĸēĳĘŤĔŉŤēĴėĝőŻĕ
ŽťŻĔŨųżťŐĘĜĴĝŻĚŤĔĩŤēůĲűŽŘŴȕǨȓǦǦŮŨŦŜĉźŵŭĸţİőŨ
ĚŝĨǙŤēĚŭĹŤēŮŨěĔŜĔĹŨźĉŦżĥĹĜŮŨŒŭũŻųŬĎŘȕĚĹŨĔĭŤēŴĉĚőĖēĴŤēĚŭĹŤēŶŵĝĹŨŽŘūĔŠēıčǧ
ŹťŐǘēĚŨǙőŤēųŤĘĹĩĜśĔĹũŤēęįĔŐčĚŤĔĨŽŘŴĚŭĹŤēŢťĜŽŘ ģ ŮŨŦŜēĚŨǙŐŹťŐĔŲżŘŦŀĔĩŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēŒżũĤĚĸēĳįęįĔŐĎĖŧĶťŻǨ
ůĲűŮŨ ǭ ęįĔũŤēŮŨ ģȕĕ ŮżĜĴŝřŤēŽŘųżťŐĿŵŁŭũŤēŹťŐǜēİĩŤēĵŴĔĥĜŧİŐĚŉŻĴļŹťŐĉİĩĖŮżĜĴŨĔŲżŘĘĸĳŽĝŤēĚŭĹŤēęįĔŐĎĖųŤĪũĹŻǩ
ěĔũżťőĝŤē
ŧēİĭĝĸčųŤŞĩŻųŬĎŘȕęįĔũŤēůĲűŮŨ ĕ ęĴŝřŤēĘĹĨĔėĸēĳŮšŻŪŤŴĚŻĴŻĴĹŤēĚťĨĴũŤēěēŵŭĸŮŨźĉŽŘĴġŠĉŴĉśĔĹŨŽŘĘŤĔŉŤēĘĸĳēıčģ
ŹŤēǮŮżĖħŴēĴĝĜěēĴĝřŤēůĲűŴȕĚĨŴĴŉŨĞŬĔŠēıčĔŲżŘĘĸĳŽĝŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēŦżĥĹĜęįĔŐǞȕěĔŜĔĹũŤēħĴňĚżŬĔšŨčĘĹĨŴȕĚżėŻĳİĝŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēěēĴĝŘ
ŹťŐǘēĚŨǙőŤēųŤĘĹĩĜśĔĹũŤēęįĔŐčĚŤĔĨŽŘŴȕŏŵėĸĉǧǬ
ęİĨēŴęĴũŤĚĸįĔĹŤēĚŭĹŤēŽŘĘŤĔŉŤēĘĸĳēıčĚŀĔĬěǘĔĨŽŘĵŵĥŻěĔũżťőĝŤēůĲűŮŨ ǭ ęįĔũŤēŮŨ ģȕĕ ŮżĜĴŝřŤēŽŘįĳŴĔŨęĔŐēĴŨŒŨį
ĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚŭĥŤŮŨĳēĴŝĖęĴżĬēęĴũŤĚĸįĔĹŤēĚŭĹŤēęįĔŐĎĖųŤĪũĹŻūĉĚĸēĳİŤēěēŵŭĸŮŨŹťŐǘēİĩŤēĲřŭĝĸēŴ

ĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŮŨŦŁřŤē

 ǧǭ ęįĔũŤē
ŽŘĚżĸĔĸǘēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨţǙĬĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŮŨĘŤĔŉŤēŦŁřŻȕěĔũżťőĝŤēůĲűŮŨ ǧǫ ęįĔũŤēŴ ǧǪ ęįĔũŤēŴ ǭ ęįĔũŤēŽŘįĳŴĔŨęĔŐēĴŨŒŨĉ
ĚżĜǚēěǘĔĩŤēŮŨĚŤĔĨźĉ
ŮżżĸēĳįŮżťŁŘĳŴĴŨİőĖŽũŻįĔŠǜēĴŻĲĩĝŤēĚŤēĵčŽŘŞřĬĉēıčǧ
ĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŽŘųŤţŴǜēŦŁřŤēİőĖţŵŁřŤēŮŨŦŁŘźĉĚŻĔŲŬİőĖ ǧȓǦǦ ŮŨŦŜĉŽũŠēĴĜţİőŨŹťŐĘŤĔŉŤēŦŁĨēıčǨ
ĚżĸēĳįěēŵŭĸǫĔűĔŁŜĉęİŨŽŘĚżĸĔĸǘēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨĵĔżĝĤčŒŉĝĹŻŪŤēıčǩ
ŮŨĚŤĔĨźĉŽŘĚŻĴŻĴĹŤēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨţǙĬĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŮŨĘŤĔŉŤēŦŁřŻȕěĔũżťőĝŤēůĲűŮŨ ǧǪ ęįĔũŤēŴ ǭ ęįĔũŤēŽŘįĳŴĔŨęĔŐēĴŨŒŨĕ
ĚżĜǚēěǘĔĩŤē
ĚŻĴŻĴĹŤēĚťĨĴũŤēěĔŜĔĹŨŮŨśĔĹŨźĉŽŘěēĴŨğǙĠĘŤĔŉŤēĘĸĳēıčǧ
ŮżĝżőŨĔĤŮżĝŭĸęİŨŽŘħĔĥŭĖĚĹŨĔĭŤēŴĚőĖēĴŤēŮżĝŭĹŤēŮŨźĉĵĔżĝĤčŒŉĝĹŻŪŤēıčǨ
ĚĹŨĔĭŤēŴĚőĖēĴŤēŮżĝŭĹŤēŮŨźĉŽŘĘĸĴŻŪŤźĲŤēĘŤĔŉťŤŢŤıŴȕĚżőŨĔĤěēŵŭĸğǙĠęİŨŽŘħĔĥŭĖĚĸįĔĹŤēĚŭĹŤēĵĔżĝĤēŒŉĝĹŻŪŤēıčǩ
ěēŵŭĸ ǧǦ ęİŨţǙĬħĔĥŭĖĚżĸēĳİŤēųĝŉĬěĔėťŉĝŨĆĔŲŬčŒŉĝĹŻŪŤēıčǪ
ĳĔőļĎĖŦżĥĹĝŤēŴţŵėŝŤēęįĔũŐŧŵŝĜŴȕŦżĥĹĝŤēŴţŵėŝŤēęįĔũŐŮŨĘżĹŭĜŹťŐĆĔŭĖĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚŭĥŤŦėŜŮŨĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŮŨŦŁřŤēěēĳēĴŜŒżũĤĳİŁĜģ
ĘŤĔŉťŤŽŬŴĴĝšŤǘēŒŜŵũŤēŹťŐŢŤĲĖ ƻĔżŬŴĴĝšŤēŴĉĔżŉĬĘŤĔŉŤē
ĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŮŨŦŁŘēıčŶĴĬĉęĴŨĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŽŘĘŤĔŉŤēŦėŝŻūĉĵŵĥŻǘį
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ĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŮŨĕĔĩĹŬǘēŴŏĔŉŝŬǘēŴŦżĤĊĝŤē

 ǧǮ ęįĔũŤē
ĚĸēĳİŤēŦżĤĊĜĉ
ęİŨŦŁĜūĉĵŵĥŻŴİżũőŤēĚŝŘēŵũĖĚťŁĝŨŴĉĚőŉŝĝŨĞŬĔŠĆēŵĸŮżĝżĸēĳįŮżĝŭĸŮŐİŻĶĜǘęİũŤĚőŨĔĥŤēŽŘųĝĸēĳįŦĤČŻūĉĘŤĔŉťŤĵŵĥŻǧ
ĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚŭĥŤŮŨĳēĴŝĖŹťŐĉİĩŠěēŵŭĸğǙĠŹŤēŦżĤĊĝŤē
ŽŘİŻİĥŤēĘŤĔŉŤēĚĸēĳįŦżĤĊĜĵŵĥŻǘěĔũżťőĝŤēůĲűŮŨ ǯ ęįĔũŤēŮŨ ģ ęĴŝřŤēŮŨ ǩ İŭėŤēŴ Ǯ ęįĔũŤēŮŨ Ƹű ęĴŝřŤēŽŘįĳŴĔŨęĔŐēĴŨŒŨǨ
ĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŽŘŦŜǘēŹťŐİĨēŴŽĸēĳįŦŁŘĆĔŅŜİőĖǘčųżŤēŦŝĝŭũŤēĘŤĔŉŤēŴĦŨĔŬĴėŤē
ĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚŭĥŤŴĉİżũőŤēĞėŻŴȕŽũŻįĔŠǜēŧĔőŤēĆİĖŦėŜŦżĥĹĝŤēŴţŵėŝŤēęįĔũŐŽŘİũĝőũŤēģıŵũŭŤēŹťŐųĝĸēĳįŦżĤĊĝŤĘťŉĖŧİŝĝŻūēĘŤĔŉťŤǩ
ŦżĥĹĝŤēŴţŵėŝŤēŹŤēůĳēĴŜŦĸĴŻŴĘťŉŤēēĲűŽŘ
ĔŲĖţŵũőũŤēĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŉĭŤēŞŘŴģĴĭĝŤēěĔėťŉĝŨŦũšŻūēŹťŐȕǙŨĔŠŽũŻįĔŠǘēųťĥĹĖųĜįŵŐİŭŐĴġŠēŴēĚŭĹŤųĝĸēĳįŦĤČũŤēĘŤĔŉŤēŎřĝĩŻǪ
ƻ
ĘŉŤēŽŘĳŵĝŠįĚĤĳįŹťŐţŵŁĩťŤĔŲĖħŵũĹũŤēĚĸēĳİŤēęİũŤŹťŐǘēİĩŤēŮũńĚŝĖĔĹŤēĚĸēĳİŤēęİŨųŤĘĹĩĜŴȕĚĸēĳİťŤųĜįŵŐİŭŐ
ĘŉŤēŽŘĳŵĝŠįĚĤĳįŹťŐţŵŁĩťŤĔŲĖħŵũĹũŤēęİũťŤŹťŐǘēİĩŤēŮŨŦżĤĊĝŤēęİŨĘĹĩĜǘǫ
ěĔŜĔĹũŤēůĲűŽŘ Ƹű ĚŨǙŐŦżĥĹĝŤēŴţŵėŝŤēęįĔũŐųŤİŀĴĜ
Ǐ ǘčŴĔŲŤĔũŠēİőĖǘēŦũĝšŨĴżŔěĔŨǙŐųŻİŤźĲŤēĘŤĔŉŤēĚĸēĳįŦĤČĜǘǬ
ǁ
ůĲűŽŘųĝĸēĳįĴėĝőĜĚżėŉŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēŮŨśĔĹŨŴēłŁĭĝŤēěĔŜĔĹŨŒżũĤŮŨųťżĥĹĜĘĩĸŮũŅĝĜĚżėŻįĊĜĚĖŵŝŐĘŤĔŉŤēŹťŐĞǂ őƾ ŜŴĉēıčǭ
ǀ
ŊŝŘĚżėŻįĊĝŤēĚĖŵŝőŤēĲżřŭĜĚŻĔŕŤŦżĤĊĝŤēęİǍ ŨĵŴĔĥĜĵŵĥŻŴŦżĤĊĝťŤųĖħŵũĹũŤēŹťŐǘēİĩŤēŽŘĘĹĩĜŴųťĤČŨĚŭĹŤē
ƿ

ĚĸēĳİŤēŮŐŏĔŉŝŬǘēĕ

ĴġŠĉŴĉŽĸēĳįŦŁŘŽŘĘŤĔŉŤēŦĥĹŻŪŤŴĚżĸēĳİŤēţŵŁřŤēŮŨŦŁŘźĉŽŘĺŻĳİĝŤēĉİĖēıčȕęįĔũŤēůĲűŮŨ ĉ ęĴŝřŤēŽŘįĳŴĔŨęĔŐēĴŨŒŨǧ
ūĉųťŘźĴŲŜĳĲŐįŵĤŴţĔĨŽŘŴȕĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŽŘůİőŝŨİŝřŻţŵŁřŤēŦŁřŤēēĲŲŤųĝĸēĳįŦżĤĊĝĖĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚŭĥŤŮŨĚżŉĬĚŝŘēŵŨŹťŐŦŁĩŻŪŤŴ
ĚťĤČŨęİũŤēůĲŲŤųĝĸēĳįĴėĝőĜĚŝŘēŵũŤēţĔĨŽŘŴęįĔũŤēůĲűŮŨ ĉǧ ęĴŝřŤēŽŘĔŲĖħŵũĹũŤēŦżĤĊĝŤēęİŨŮũńęİũŤēůĲűĳĔėĝŐēĘťŉŻ
ĚŭĥŤųťėŝĜźĴŲŜĳĲőĖĚĸēĳİŤēŮŐŒŉŝŭũŤēĘŤĔŉŤēŎřĝĩŻȕęįĔũŤēůĲűŮŨ ĕ ęĴŝřŤēŮŨ ǧ İŭėŤēŴ ĉ ęĴŝřŤēŮŨ Ǫ İŭėŤēŽŘįĳŴĔŨęĔŐēĴŨŒŨǨ
ĘĹĩĜŴȕĚĸēĳİťŤųĜįŵŐİŭŐĔŲĖţŵũőũŤēĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŉĭŤēŞŘŴģĴĭĝŤēěĔėťŉĝŨŦũšŻūĉŹťŐŏĔŉŝŬǘēĚŻēİĖŹĝĨǙŨĔŠŽũŻįĔŠǜēųťĥĹĖĦŨĔŬĴėŤē
ƻ
ŹťŐţŵŁĩťŤĔŲĖħŵũĹũŤēĚĸēĳİŤēęİũŤŹťŐǘēİĩŤēŮũńĚŝĖĔĹŤēĚĸēĳİŤēęİŨųŤĘĹĩĜŴȕŦżĤĊĝŤĔĖĔŲżŘųŤħŵũĹũŤēęİũŤēŮŨŏĔŉŝŬǘēęĴĝŘ
ĘŉŤēŽŘĳŵĝŠįĚĤĳį
ŦŁřŤēēĲŲŤųĝĸēĳįŦżĤĊĝĖĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚŭĥŤŮŨĚżŉĬĚŝŘēŵŨŹťŐŦŁĩŻŪŤŴĴġŠĉŴĉŽĸēĳįŦŁřŤĚőŨĔĥŤēŽŘŪōĝŭũŤēĘŤĔŉŤēŦĥĹŻŪŤēıčǩ
ĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŽŘůİőŝŨİŝřŻĔŲżťŐĚŝŘēŵũŤēĞũĜŽĝŤēęĳĴŝũŤēŦżĤĊĝŤēęİŨĘŤĔŉŤēĵŴĔĥĜēıčŴĉȕĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚŭĥŤųĖŦėŝĜźĴŲŜĳĲőĖŧİŝĝŻŪŤŴţŵŁřŤē
İŻİĤŽőŨĔĤŪŜĳŹťŐųŤŵŁĨŽŕėŭŻųĹřŬłŁĭĝŤēŽŘŦėŜŴįĔŐēıĎŘȕĦŨĔŬĴėŤĔĖśĔĩĝŤǙŤİŻİĤĘťŉĖŧİŝĝŻūĉůİőŝũŤİŜĔřŤēĘŤĔŉťŤĵŵĥŻǪ
İŭŐĔŲĖţŵũőũŤēĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŉĭŤēŞŘŴģĴĭĝŤēěĔėťŉĝŨŦũšŻūĉŹťŐȕŽũŻįĔŠǜēųőńŴŴųŤİőŨŴųĜĔŨǙŐĢżĨŮŨǙŨĔŠŽũŻįĔŠǜēųťĥĹĖŎřĝĩŻŴ
ƻ
ĚĸēĳİŤēęİũŤŹťŐǜēİĩŤēŮũńĚŝĖĔĹŤēĚĸēĳİŤēęİŨųŤĘĹĩĜĚŤĔĩŤēůĲűŽŘŴĦŨĔŬĴėŤēųĜįŵŐ
ĴġŠĊŘěēŵŭĸŒėĸĔŲĝĸēĳįŹťŐŹŅŨēıčĚĸēĳİŤēĚťŀēŵŨŃēĴŔǜĘŤĔŉťŤŽũŻįĔŠǜēŦĥĹŤēŽŘěĔŜĔĹũŤēĚŤįĔőŨĵŵĥŻǘǫ
ųżŘĚĸēĳİťŤįŵőŻūĉųŤĵŵĥŻǘĚżŬĔĠęĴũŤĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŽŘůİőŝŨĘŤĔŉŤēİŝŘēıēţēŵĨǜēŒżũĤŽŘǬ

ĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŮŨĕĔĩĹŬǘēģ

łŁĭĝŤēŽŘųťżĥĹĜęįĔŐčŽŘĴōŭťŤĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚŭĥŤŹŤēĘťŉĖųĖĔĩĹŬēŹťŐęİĨēŴĚŭĸŽŅŨŦėŜŧİŝĝŻūēĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŮŨĘĩĹŭũŤēĘŤĔŉťŤĵŵĥŻǧ
ŽŘŴųťżĥĹĜęįĔŐčŮżĨĔŲĖţŵũőũŤēĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŉĭŤēŞŘŴģĴĭĝŤēěĔėťŉĝŨŦũšŻūĉŹťŐȕǙŨĔŠŽũŻįĔŠǘēųťĥĹĖŎřĝĩŻųťżĥĹĜİżŐĉēıĔŘȕųĹřŬ
ƻ
ŽŘĘĩĹŭũŤēĘŤĔŉŤēĔŨĉȕĘŉŤēŽŘĳŵĝŠįĚĤĳįŹťŐţŵŁĩťŤĔŲĖħŵũĹũŤēęİũťŤŹťŐǘēİĩŤēŮũńĚŝĖĔĹŤēĚĸēĳİŤēęİŨĘĹĩĜĚŤĔĩŤēůĲű
ųżŘŦėŜźĲŤēţŴǘēŦŁřŤēŽŘŊŝŘĚĸēĳİťŤųĜįĔŐčŽũŻįĔŠǜēĺťĥũťŤȕųŤŵėŝŤţŴǘēŦŁřŤē
ƿ
ĚŨǙŐŦżĥĹĝŤēŴţŵėŝŤēęİĨŴųŤİŀĴĜǘčŴųĜĔŨǙŐŦũŠĉēıčǘčȕĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŮŨĕĔĩĹŬǘēĚťũĝšŨĴżŔĔŲĜĔŨǙŐěĔŜĔĹŨųŻİŤźĲŤēĘŤĔŉťŤĵŵĥŻǘǨ
ěĔŜĔĹũŤēśĔĹũŤēůĲűŽŘ Ƹű
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ΩΪϋϚϟΫϭ
ϲϓ ϕΎѧѧ
ѧδϣϞϜϟ
ΔϣϼόϟΕΎϋΎδ
Ώήѧѧѧπ
Α ςϘϓ
ΔϴѧѧѧγΎѧѧϰϠϋ
ѧγϻΔΠΗΎϨϟ
ΔϴΒτϟϡϮϠόϟΔϠΣήϣΕϮϨѧѧ
ѧδϟ ϲϠѧѧ
ѧμϔϟ
ѧδΤϳ 1
ΕΎϗΎδ
Ϥϟ ΔϴΎϬϨϟ
ϚϠΘϟ ΓΪϤΘόϤϟ
ϟ ΩΪϋ
ωϮϤΠϣ
ΏήπϟϞλϮΣωϮϤΠϣ
ΔϤδ
ϗϭˬϝΪόϤϟ
ΓΪϤΘόϤϟΐѧѧ
ϪΗΎϋΎγ
ϚϟΫϭ ΕΎϗΎδ Ϥϟ ϚϠΘϟ ΓΪϤΘόϤϟ ΕΎϋΎδ
ϟ
ΩΪϋ
ωϮϤΠϣ
ϰϠϋ
ΔΠΗΎϨϟ
ΏήπϟϞλϮΣωϮϤΠϣ
ΔϤδ
ϗϭˬ
ΓΪϤΘόϤϟ
ϪΗΎϋΎγ
ΔϣϼϋϰϠϋΎϬϴϓ ϞμΣϭ ΔϨδϟϚϠΗϲϓ ΎϬϴϓ ϞΠγ Ϊϗ ΐϟΎτϟ ϥΎϛ ϲΘϟ ΕΎϗΎδϤϟ ϊϴϤΠϟ

ΔϣϼϋϰϠϋΎϬϴϓϞμΣϭ
ϞμϔϟϚϟΫ
ϲϓΎϬϴϓ
ϞΠγ Ϊϗ ΐϟΎτϟ ϥΎϛ ϲϤϛήΘϟ
ϲΘϟ ΕΎϗΎδϤϟ
ΔϤδ ϗϭˬΓΪϤΘόϤϟ ϪΗΎϋΎγ ΩΪϋϲϓ ϕΎδ ϣϞϜϟ ΔϴΎϬϨϟ Δϣϼό
ϟ Ώήπ
Α ϯΪΣϰϠϋΔϠΣήϣϞϜϟ
ϝΪόϤϟϊϴϤΠ
ΐδϟΤϳ3
ΩΪϋŽĸēĳİŤēŦŁřŤēŽŘŦĥĹũŤēŴȕĚĸįĔĹŤēŹĝĨŴĚőĖēĴŤēĚŭĹŤēŶŵĝĹŨŽŘźĲŤēĘŤĔŉťŤĵŵĥŻęįĔũŤēůĲűŮŨ
ϲϓ ϕΎѧѧѧδϣϞϜϟ ΔϴΎϬϨϟ Δϣϼόϟ ΏήѧѧѧπΑ ςϘϓ ΔϳήϳήѧѧѧδϟΔϴΒτϟϡϮϠόϟΔϠΣήϣΕϮϨѧѧѧδϟ ϱϮϨѧѧѧδϟĕŴĉ
ϝΪόϤϟŮżĜĴŝřŤēŽŘįĳŴĔŨęĔŐēĴŨŒŨį
ΐѧѧѧδΤϳ2
ΔϠΣήϤϟ ΕΎϗΎѧѧδϣ ϊϴϤΠϟϚϟΫϭ ΕΎϗΎѧѧδϤϟ ϚϠΘϟ ΓΪϤΘόϤϟ ΕΎϋΎѧѧδϟ ΩΪϋ ωϮϤΠϣ ϰϠϋΔΠΗΎϨϟΏήѧѧπϟϞѧѧλϮΣωϮϤΠϣ
ϚϟΫϭ
ΕΎϗΎδ Ϥϟ ϚϠΘϟ ΓΪϤΘόϤϟ ΕΎϋΎδ ϟ ΩΪϋ ωϮϤΠϣ ϰϠϋΔΠΗΎϨϟ ΏήπϟϞλϮΣωϮϤΠϣΔϤδ ϗϭˬΓΪϤΘόϤϟ ϪΗΎϋΎγ
ĚŻĔŲŬĔűĔŁŜēęİŨŽŘȕŦŁřŤēŢŤıŽŘĔŲťĥĸŽĝŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēŒżũĤŮŨĕĔĩĹŬǙŤĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚŭĥŤŹŤēĘťŉĖŧİŝĝŻūĉȕĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŭĹŤēŮŨţŴǘē
ΔϣϼϋϰϠϋΎϬϴϓϞμΣΎϬϴϓ ϞΠγ Ϊϗ ΐϟΎτϟ ϥΎϛ ϲΘϟ
ΔϣϼϋϰϠϋΎϬϴϓ ϞμΣϭ ΔϨδϟϚϠΗϲϓ ΎϬϴϓ ϞΠγ Ϊϗ ΐϟΎτϟ ϥΎϛ ϲΘϟ ΕΎϗΎδϤϟ ϊϴϤΠϟ
ŮũńŮŨęİũŤēůĲűĘĹĩĜŴȕĚťĤČŨŽĸēĳİŤēŧĔőŤēŢŤıŽŘųĝĸēĳįĴėĝőĜųėťňŹťŐĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚŭĥŤĞŝŘēŴēıčŴȕŦŁřŤēĚŻēİĖŮŨĴĽŐĢŤĔġŤēŏŵėĸǘē
ωϮϤΠϣ
ΔϤѧѧδϗϭˬΓΪϤΘόϤϟ ϪΗΎϋΎѧѧγ ΩΪϋϲϓ ϕΎѧѧδϣϞϜϟ ΔϴΎϬϨϟ Δϣϼόϟ ΏήѧѧπΑ (GPA ϡΎόϟ ϲϤϛήΘϟ ϝΪόϤϟ ΐѧѧδΤϳ4
ΔϤδ ϗϭˬΓΪϤΘόϤϟ ϪΗΎϋΎγ ΩΪϋϲϓ ϕΎδ ϣϞϜϟ ΔϴΎϬϨϟ Δϣϼόϟ Ώήπ ΑęįĔũŤēůĲűŮŨ
ϯΪΣϰϠϋΔϠΣήϣϞϜϟ
ϲϤϛήΘϟ
ϝΪόϤϟ ΐδ Τϳ3
ĉ ęĴŝřŤēŮŨ
ǧ İŭėŤēŧĔšĨēŞŘŴŦżĤĊĝťŤĔŲĖħŵũĹũŤēęİũŤē
ΐϟΎτϟ ϥΎϛ ϲΘϟ ΕΎϗΎδϤϟ ϊϴϤΠϟϚϟΫϭ ΕΎϗΎδϤϟ ϚϠΘϟ ΓΪϤΘόϤϟ ΕΎϋΎδϟ ΩΪϋ ωϮϤΠϣ
ϰϠϋΔΠΗΎϨϟΏήπϟϞλϮΣ
ΔϠΣήϤϟ ΕΎϗΎѧѧδϣ ϊϴϤΠϟϚϟΫϭ ΕΎϗΎѧѧδϤϟ ϚϠΘϟ ΓΪϤΘόϤϟ ΕΎϋΎѧѧδϟ ΩΪϋ ωϮϤΠϣ ϰϠϋΔΠΗΎϨϟΏήѧѧπϟϞѧѧλϮΣωϮϤΠϣ
ΔϣϼϋϰϠϋΎϬϴϓϞμΣϭΞϣΎϧήΒϟΎΑϪϗΎΤΘϟάϨϣΎϬϴϓ
ϞΠγ Ϊϗ
ΔϣϼϋϰϠϋΎϬϴϓϞμΣΎϬϴϓ ϞΠγ Ϊϗ ΐϟΎτϟ ϥΎϛ ϲΘϟ
ϦϴΘϳήθϋϦϴΘϟΰϨϣΏήϗϷ
ϲϤϛήΘϟ
ϝΪόϤϟϭϱϮϨδϟ
ϝΪόϤϟϭϲϠμϔϟ
ϝΪόϤϟΖΒΜϳ
5
ĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŹŤčŦŻŵĩĝŤēŴţĔŝĝŬǘē
ωϮϤΠϣΔϤѧѧδϗϭˬΓΪϤΘόϤϟ ϪΗΎϋΎѧѧγ ΩΪϋϲϓ ϕΎѧѧδϣϞϜϟ ΔϴΎϬϨϟ Δϣϼόϟ ΏήѧѧπΑ (GPA ϡΎόϟ ϲϤϛήΘϟ ϝΪόϤϟ ΐѧѧδΤϳ4
ήΜϛ΄ϓ
(
3.65
ϩέΪϘϣ
ΔϴγΎγϻΔϴΒτϟϡϮϠόϟΔϠΣήϣϝϼΧϲϠμϓϝΪ
όϣϰϠϋϞμΤϳϱάϟΐϟΎτϟϢγΪϴϤόϟϊπϳ


6
ΐϟΎτϟ ϥΎϛ ϲΘϟ ΕΎϗΎδϤϟ ϊϴϤΠϟϚϟΫϭ ΕΎϗΎδϤϟ ϚϠΘϟ ΓΪϤΘόϤϟ ΕΎϋΎδϟ ΩΪϋ ωϮϤΠϣ ϰϠϋΔΠΗΎϨϟΏήπϟϞλϮΣ
 ǧǯ ęįĔũŤē
ϞϘϳϻϭ ˬΔϨѧδϟ ϚϠΘϟ ΔϴΒϳΩ΄Η ΔΑϮϘϋ ΐΒѧδΑ Ϟѧμ˵ϓ Ϊϗ ϦϜϳ ϢϟΔϣϼϋϰϠϋΎϬϴϓϞμΣϭΞϣΎϧήΒϟΎΑϪϗΎΤΘϟάϨϣΎϬϴϓ
Ύϣ ϲϤϳΩΎϛϷ ϪϠΠѧγ ϲϓ ϚϟΫ ΖΒΜϳϭ ϑήѧθϟΔΤϻϰϠϋ
ϞΠγ ΪϗĦŨĔŬĴėŤē ĚŭĥŤ ŹŤŵĝĜ   ĉ
ŽũťőŤē ĢĩėŤēŴ ŽŤĔőŤē ŪżťőĝŤē ęĳēĵŴ ŦėŜ ŮŨ ųĖ ŗĴĝőŨ Ęň ĦŨĔŬĴĖ ŮŨ ĦŨĔŬĴėŤē ŹŤč ţĔŝĝŬǘē ěĔėťň ŽŘ ĴōŭŤē ĚżŤŴČĹŨ
ΓΪϤΘόϣΔϋΎγ
Ϧϋ ϞμϔϟϚϟΫ
ϲϓ ΡΎΠϨϟΕΎϋΎγΩΪϋ
ϦϴΘϳήθϋϦϴΘϟΰϨϣΏήϗϷ
ϲϤϛήΘϟ15
ϝΪόϤϟϭϱϮϨδϟ
ϝΪόϤϟϭϲϠμϔϟ
ϝΪόϤϟΖΒΜϳ5
ŶĴĬĉěĔŁŁĭĜŮŨŦŻŵĩĝŤēŴĉĚżŭżŉĹťřŤē
ήΜϛ΄ϓ
(
3.65
ϩέΪϘϣ
Δϳήϳήѧ
ѧ
δϟΔϴΒτϟϡϮϠόϟΔϠΣήϣϝϼΧ
ϱϮϨѧ
ѧ
γ
ϝΪ
όϣϰϠϋϞѧ
ѧ
μΤϳϱάϟΐϟΎτϟϢѧ
ѧγΪϴϤόϟϊѧѧπϳ
Ώ
ήΜϛ΄ϓ (3.65 ϩέΪϘϣ ΔϴγΎγϻΔϴΒτϟϡϮϠόϟΔϠΣήϣϝϼΧϲϠμϓϝΪ
όϣϰϠϋϞμΤϳϱάϟΐϟΎτϟϢγΪϴϤόϟϊπϳ
--6
ĚżĜǚēŇŴĴĽŤēŞŘŴěĔėťŉŤēŽŘĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚŭĥŤĞėĜŴŦżĥĹĝŤēŴţŵėŝŤēęįĔũŐŹŤēŦŻŵĩĝŤēŴţĔŝĝŬǘēěĔėťňŪŻİŝĜŪĝŻĕ
˵
ϞϘϳϻϭ
ˬ
ΔϨѧδϟ
ϚϠΘϟ
ΔϴΒϳΩ΄Η
ΔΑϮϘϋ
ΐΒѧδΑ
Ϟѧμ
ϓ
Ϊϗ
ϦϜϳ
Ϣϟ
Ύϣ
ϲϤϳΩΎϛϷ
ϪϠΠѧγ
ϲϓ
ϚϟΫ
ΖΒΜϳϭ
ϑήѧθ
ϟ
ΔΤϻϰϠϋ
ϞϘϳϻϭ ˬΔϨѧδϟ ϚϠΘϟ ΔϴΒϳΩ΄Η ΔΑϮϘϋ ΐΒѧδΑ Ϟѧμ˵ϓ Ϊϗ ϦϜϳ Ϣϟ Ύϣ ϲϤϳΩΎϛϷ ϪϠΠѧγ ϲϓ ϚϟΫ ΖΒΜϳϭ ϑήѧθϟΔΤϻϰϠϋ
ĚżėŻįĊĜŴĉĚżũŻįĔŠĉĕĔėĸǜĚŝĖĔĹŤēųĝĸēĳįŮŨ
ǘŵŁřŨĘŤĔŉŤēūŵšŻǘūĉǧ
ƻ
ϱϮϨδϟϪϟΪόϣΏΎδΣϲϓΎϬΗΎϣϼϋ ϞΓΪϤΘόϣΔϋΎγ
ΧΪΗΓΪϤΘόϣΔϋΎγ
30 ϦϋΔϨδϟϚϠΗϲϓ
ΡΎΠϨϟΕΎϋΎγΩΪϋ
15 Ϧϋ
ϞμϔϟϚϟΫϲϓ ΡΎΠϨϟΕΎϋΎγΩΪϋ
ŽŘŵĝĹŻūĉŴȕĚŨĔőŤēĚŻŵŬĔġŤēŹťŐĘŤĔŉŤēţŵŁĨĚŭĸŹŤēŏŵĤĴŤĔĖĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŽŘ
ƻĔżĹŘĔŭĜ
ǘŵėŝŨĔŲŤįĔőŻĔŨŴĉĚŨĔőŤēĚŻŵŬĔġŤēŽŘĘŤĔŉŤēţİőŨūŵšŻūĉǨ
ƻ
ΝήΨΗϱάϟΝϮϔϟϰϠϋ
ϲϤϛήΗ
ϝΪόϣϰϠϋϰϠϋϞѧ
ѧ
μΣΫ
ΞϣΎϧήΒϟ
ϲϓϦϴΠϳήΨϟΔΒϠτϟϰϠϋϝϭϷΐϟΎτϟήΒΘόϳ
Ν
ήΜϛ΄ϓ (3.65 ϩέΪϘϣ ΔϳήϳήѧѧδϟΔϴΒτϟϡϮϠόϟΔϠΣήϣϝϼΧ ϱϮϨѧѧγϝΪόϣϰϠϋϞѧѧμΤϳϱάϟΐϟΎτϟϢѧѧγΪϴϤόϟϊѧѧπϳ --Ώ
ŶĴĬǜēţŵėŝŤēŇŴĴļĘŤĔŉŤē
ΕϮϨγ
6
ϦϋΔϴϠόϔϟϪΘγέΩΓΪϣΪϳΰΗϻϥΔτϳήηˬϪόϣ
˵
ϞϘϳϻϭ ˬΔϨѧδϟ ϚϠΘϟ ΔϴΒϳΩ΄Η ΔΑϮϘϋ ΐΒѧδΑ Ϟѧμϓ Ϊϗ ϦϜϳ Ϣϟ Ύϣ ϲϤϳΩΎϛϷ ϪϠΠѧγ ϲϓ ϚϟΫ ΖΒΜϳϭ ϑήѧθϟΔΤϻϰϠϋ
ĚŝĖĔĹŤēųĝĸēĳįŽŘĚżĸēĳįěēŵŭĸǫŮŨĴġŠĉŹŅŨĉİŜūŵšŻǘūĉǩ

ϱϮϨδϟϪϟΪόϣΏΎδΣϲϓΎϬΗΎϣϼϋ ϞΧΪΗΓΪϤΘόϣΔϋΎγ 30 ϦϋΔϨδϟϚϠΗϲϓ
ΡΎΠϨϟΕΎϋΎγΩΪϋ
ĚŝĖĔĹŤēųĝĸēĳįŽŘĘŤĔŉŤēųżŘŪōĝŬčŽĸēĳįŦŁŘĴĬćŹťŐĚŭĸŮŨĴġŠĉĴŨİŜūŵšŻǘūĉǪ
ΝήΨΗϱάϟΝϮϔϟϰϠϋ ϲϤϛήΗϝΪόϣϰϠϋϰϠϋϞѧѧμΣΫ ΞϣΎϧήΒϟϲϓϦϴΠϳήΨϟΔΒϠτϟϰϠϋϝϭϷΐϟΎτϟήΒΘόϳ -Ν   ΓΩΎϤϟ
ŴĉȒǭǦŮŐŦŝŻǘŽũŠēĴĜţİőũĖĴġŠĉŴĉęİũĝőŨĚŐĔĸǩǦħĔĥŭĖŹŲŬĉİŜūŵšŻūĉŴȕŧĔōĝŬǘēĕŵťĸĊĖĲĬĊĜĚőŨĔĤŽŘĚŝĖĔĹŤēųĝĸēĳįūŵšĜūĉǫ
ΕϮϨγ 6 ϦϋΔϴϠόϔϟϪΘγέΩΓΪϣΪϳΰΗϻϥΔτϳήηˬϪόϣ
 ǪȓǦǦ/ǨȓǦǦ ŮżĝŉŝŬ

ųĤĴĭĜŦėŜȕŦŜǜēŹťŐȕĚŻĴŻĴĹŤēĚťĨĴũŤēěĔŐĔĸŒżũĤĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŽŘķĳİŻūĉŴŹŁŜĉİĩŠĚőĖēĴŤēĚŭĹŤēŶŵĝĹũŤţĔŝĝŬǘēūŵšŻūĉǬ



ΓΩΎϤϟ
 ΐτϟϲϓέϮΘϛΩΔΟέΩϨϣΕΎϤϴϠόΗ
ŮżŉĹťŘŢżŭšĝżŤŵĖĚőŨĔĤŽŘŽũŠēĴĝŤēţİőũŤēŽŘĚŤŵĩũŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēěĔŨǙŐŦĬİĜǘǭ

ŦŝĝŭũŤēĘŤĔŉťŤĘĹĩĜęİũĝőŨĚŐĔĸ6 ǧǮ ŦŠŦĖĔŝŨģĴĭĝŤēěēŵŭĹŤŹťŐǜēİĩŤēŮŨİĨēŴŽĸēĳįŦŁŘŪĹĩŻǮ
ĚżťšŤēŮŨŦŁřŤēŴĳēĲŬǞēŴŦżĤĊĝŤēěĔŻĔŕŤŢŤıŴİĥĝĹũŤēĘŤĔŉŤēĚťŨĔőŨŦŝĝŭũŤēĘŤĔŉŤēŦŨĔőŻǯ
 ΐτϟϲϓέϮΘϛΩΔΟέΩϨϣΕΎϤϴϠόΗ



6

ĚŤŵĩũŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēĕĔĹĝĨč

 ǨǦ ęįĔũŤē
ěĔŜĔĹũŤēĆĔũĸĉŴęİũĝőũŤēěĔŐĔĹŤēįİŐĢżĨŮŨŒĤĴũŤēŽűŮżŉĹťŘŢżŭšĝżŤŵĖĚőŨĔĤŽŘĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚŉĬŽŘĚĨŴĴŉũŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēĴėĝőĜǧ
ĚżťũőŤēŴĚŻĴōŭŤēĚżŭŨĶŤēěĔŐĔĹŤēŴŶŵĝĩũŤēŴ
 ȒǮǦ ŮŐŦŝŻǘĔũĖĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŽŘůĴżōŬŒŨţŵĩũŤēśĔĹũŤēŶŵĝĩŨŞĖĔŉĝŻūĉĘĥŻǨ
ĚŤŵĩũŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēŮŨśĔĹŨŮŨĴġŠĉŶŵĝĩŨŒŨůēŵĝĩŨŞŘēŵĜēıčśĔĹũŤēĕĔĹĝĨčŮšũŻǩ
İżĤĴŻİŝĜŴĉ ģ ŮŨŦŜēųĝŨǙŐĞŬĔŠēıčśĔĹũŤēĘĹĝĩŻǘǪ
ĒŘĔšũŤēśĔĹũŤē
śĔĹŨŶŵĝĩũŤ ƻĔŝĖĔŉŨśĔĹũŤēŶŵĝĩŨŴĉĚżŤĔŝĝŬǘēĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŉĭŤēŴĉĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŉĭŤēŽŘēįĳēŴūĔŠēıčĴĬćśĔĹũŤĒŘĔšŨśĔĹũŤēūŵšŻ Ǩǧ ęįĔũŤē
ŶĴĬĉĚżťŠŽŘĴĬć
ŮżĝżŤĔĝŤēŮżĝŤĔĩŤēŽŘŦżĥĹĝŤēŴţŵėŝŤēŒŨŞżĹŭĝŤĔĖİżũőŤēĚŝŘēŵŨİőĖŢŤıŴŦżŀǜēśĔĹũŤēŮŨǘİĖĚėťŉťŤĒŘĔšũŤēśĔĹũŤēŦżĥĹĜĵŵĥŻĉ
ƻ
ŦŁřŤēŢŤıŽŘħŴĴŉŨĴżŔŦżŀǜēśĔĹũŤēūĔŠēıčǧ
ŦżŀǜēśĔĹũŤēŒŨųťĨŮšũŻǘŃĳĔőĜİĤŴēıčǨ
ĚŲĖĔĽũŤēěǘĔĩŤēŴĉłŁĭĝŤēŽŘĚėťŉŤēŒżũĥŤūŵšŻĒŘĔšũŤēśĔĹũŤēĕ
ŦżŀǜēśĔĹũťŤĴġŠĉŴĉěĔŐĔĹŤēįİŐŽŘźŴĔĹŨĒŘĔšũŤēśĔĹũŤēūŵšŻģ
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ŦżŀǜēśĔĹũŤēĒŘĔšŻśĔĹŨŮŨĴġŠĉĆĔŉŐčĵŵĥŻį

ĘŤĔŉťŤţİőũŤēĕĔĹĝĨēŽŘěĔŜĔĹũŤēůĲűţŵĬįūŴį ūħ ĘĹĝĩŨśĔĹũŤēĶŨĳĴŲōŻŊŝŘĚŨǙŐūŴİĖĚėĹĝĩũŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēūŵšĜ ǨǨ ęįĔũŤē

źĴŻĴĹŤēĘŻĳİĝŤē

 Ǩǩ ęįĔũŤē
ŮżŉĹťŘŽŘģǙőŤēŴłżĭĽĝŤĔĖĿĔĬİŲőŨŴĉĶŠĴŨŴĉŹřĽĝĹŨŽŘĔŻĴŻĴĸ ĚĸįĔĹŤēȕĚĹŨĔĭŤēȕĚőĖēĴŤē ĚŻĴŻĴĹŤēěēŵŭĹŤēĚėťňĕĳİĝŻūĉĵŵĥŻĉ
İżũőŤēĘżĹŭĜŹťŐĆĔŭĖĺťĥũŤēŮŨĳēĴŝĖİűĔőũŤēŴĶŠēĴũŤēŴěĔżřĽĝĹũŤēİŻİĩĜŪĝŻŴĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚŭĥŤĔŲőŅĜĴżŻĔőũŤĔŝėňŢŤıŴ
ƻ
ŹřĽĝĹŨŽŘĚŭĹŤēŢťĝŤĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŉĭŤēŽŘęĳĴŝũŤēźĴŻĴĹŤēĘŻĳİĝŤēęİŨŮŨ  ƻĔŨŵŻǬǦŮżťŨĔŠŮŻĴŲļ ęĴĝŘĆĔŅŝĖĚĸįĔĹŤēĚŭĹŤēĚėťŉŤĪũĹŻĕ
ŮŨŦŜǜēŹťŐŮŻĴŲļŦėŜİżũőŤēŹŤčŽŉĬĘťŉĖĘŤĔŉŤēŧİŝĝŻŴĚŻĔŕŤēůĲŲŤİżũőŤēůİũĝőŻŮżŉĹťŘģĳĔĬŴĉŦĬēįźĴŻĴĸİŲőŨŴĉŽőŨĔĤŽũżťőĜ
ĘŻĳİĝŤēŮŨęĴĝřŤēůĲűŹťŐĘĜĴĝĜĚżŤĔŨěĔŝřŬĚŻĉŮżŉĹťŘŢŭšĝżŤŵĖĚőŨĔĤŦũĩĝĜǘĚŤĔĩŤēůĲűŽŘŴȕĚŝŘēŵũŤĔĖůĳēĴŜĳİŁŻŴĘŻĳİĝŤēĆİĖ
ŦšĖĿĔĬ /RJ%RRN źĴŻĴĹŤēĘŻĳİĝťŤŽŨŵŻŦĥĸţǙĬŮŨĚĸįĔĹŤēŴĚĹŨĔĭŤēŴĚőĖēĴŤēěēŵŭĹŤēŽŘĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚėťŉŤźĴŻĴĹŤēĘŻĳİĝŤēĚėŜēĴŨŪĝĜģ
ţĔĨųŭŐĕŵŭŻŮŨŴĉİżũőŤēŹŤčųũżťĹĜŴųĜįĔŐčĘŤĔŉŤēŹťŐŴȕźĴŻĴĹŤēųėŻĳİĜĆİĖŦėŜųĖĿĔĭŤēŦĥĹŤēĘŤĔŉŤēŹŤčŪťĹŻŴȕĚŻĴŻĴĹŤēŧĔĹŜǜēŮŨŪĹŜ
źĴŻĴĹŤēĘŻĳİĝŤēęĴĝŘĆĔŲĝŬē
ĚĖŵťŉŨŶĴĬĉĴŻĳĔŝĜźĉŴųĖĿĔĭŤēźĴŻĴĹŤēųėŻĳİĜŦĥĸŽŘęįĳēŵŤēŴĚŬŴİũŤēěĔŨŵťőũťŤēįĔŭĝĸēĘŤĔŉŤēŪżǌ ŝƾ Żį
ƿ
ŢŭšĝżŤŵĖĚőŨĔĤŽŘųĖţŵũőũŤēğĔőĝĖǘēŧĔōŬŮũńŃĴŕŤēēĲŲŤěĔżŜĔřĜčĔŲőŨĞőŜŴŶĴĬĉĚőŨĔĤŽŘĚŻĴŻĴĹŤēĚťĨĴũŤēĆĔŅŜĚőŨĔĥŤēİũĝőĜů
ĘŉŤēŽŘĳŵĝŠįĚĤĳįŹťŐţŵŁĩŤēěĔėťŉĝŨŮŨȒǫǦųŐŵũĥŨĔŨğĔőĝĖǘēİőĖŴŦėŜĚőŨĔĥŤēģĳĔĬŮŨĕĔĹĝĨǘēĚėĹŬĵŴĔĥĝĜǘūĉŹťŐŮżŉĹťŘ

(0' ĘŉŤēŽŘĳŵĝŠįĚĤĳįŹťŐţŵŁĩŤēěĔėťŉĝŨ

ĚżĜǚēěĔėťŉĝũŤēŧĔũĜčİőĖ 0' ĘŉŤēŽŘĳŵĝŠįĚĤĳįĪŭũĜ ǨǪ ęįĔũŤē
ĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨŴĚżĸĔĸǘēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨ ŮżĝťĨĴũŤēŽŘĦŨĔŬĴėťŤĚżĸēĳİŤēĚŉĭŤēĘĹĨģĴĭĝťŤĚĖŵťŉũŤēěĔŜĔĹũŤēŒżũĤŽŘħĔĥŭŤēĉ
 ĚŻĴŻĴĹŤē
ěĔũżťőĝŤēŽŘĔŲżťŐĿŵŁŭũŤēģĴĭĝŤēěēŵŭĹŤŹťŐǜēİĩŤēĵŴĔĥĜŧİŐĕ
 ǨȓǦǦ ŮŐĚŻĴŻĴĹŤēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨĚŻĔŲŬŽŘŴǨȓǫǦŮŐĚżĸĔĸǘēĚżėŉŤēŧŵťőŤēĚťĨĴŨĚŻĔŲŬŽŘŽũŠēĴĝŤēţİőũŤēŦŝŻǘūĉģ

ĚƸƸƸƸƸƸƸƸƸƸƸƸƸƸƸŨĔŐŧĔƸƸƸƸƸƸƸƸƸƸƸƸƸšĨĉ

ŽŬĔġŤēŽĸēĳİŤēŦŁřŤēĚŻĔŲŬŽŘŧĔőŤēŽŘęİĨēŴęĴŨģĴĭĝŤēŦřĨūŵšŻŴĺťĥũŤēĚŜįĔŁũĖĔŲŜĔŝĩĝĸēİŭŐģĴĭĝŤēęįĔŲļĪŭũĜ Ǩǫ ęįĔũŤē
 ǨǬ ęįĔũŤē
ĦŨĔŬĴėŤēŽŘĘŤĔňŦšŤĺŻĳİĝŤēĚđżűĆĔŅŐĉŮŨĔżũŻįĔŠĉēİļĴŨİżũőŤēŚťšŻĉ
ŢŤĲĖĘŤĔŉŤēŖťėŻūĉİļĴũŤēŹťŐŴģĴĭĝŤēŇŴĴĽŤųĐĔřżĝĸēŮŨŞŝĩĝŤēŴĘŤĔŉťŤŽũŻįĔŠǜēĴżĹŤēĚőĖĔĝŨŮŐūǘŴČĹŨŽũŻįĔŠǜēİļĴũŤēŴİżũőŤēĕ
ĔŻŵŭĸ
İļĴũŤēŴİżũőŤēŧŵŝŻĢżĨĚĸįĔĹŤēĚŭĹŤēĚŻēİĖŮŨŒżĖĔĸĉĚżŬĔũĠ Ǯ ĔűĔŁŜĉęİŨŽŘİżũőŤēŶİŤĿĔĬģıŵũŬĚđėőĜųĤĴĭĜŒŜŵĝũŤēĘŤĔŉŤēŹťŐģ
ŦżĥĹĝŤēŴţŵėŝŤēŒŨŞżĹŭĝŤĔĖģĴĭĝŤēŇŴĴļųĐĔřżĝĸēŮŨŞŝĩĝŤĔĖ
şŵťĹŤēİŐēŵŜĚŬŴİŨĘĹĨěĔũżťőĝŤēůĲűŽŘįĴŻŪŤĔŨŦŠŴĚėťŉŤēşŵťĹĖŞťőĝŻĔũżŘĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚėťňŹťŐĚőŨĔĥŤēěĔũżťőĜźĴĹĜ ǨǮ ęįĔũŤē
ŮżŉĹťŘŢŭšĝżŤŵĖĚőŨĔĤĚėťŉĖĚŀĔĭŤēȕŧĔőŤēŧĔōŭŤēĚŭĥŤěĔũżťőĜŴĚżũŻįĔŠǜēĚŬĔŨǜēūĔĥŤěĔũżťőĜŴ
ųĤĴĭĜěēĆēĴĤčţĔũšĝĸǘĚőŨĔĥŤēŮŨĚŨıęĆēĴĖŹťŐŦŁĩŻūĉĘŤĔŉŤēŹťŐ ǨǮ ęįĔũŤē
ŮżŉĹťŘŢŭšĝżŤŵĖĚőŨĔĤŮŐĳİŁĜŴĔŲŜĔŝĩĝĸēĮŻĳĔĜ 0' ĘŉŤēŽŘĳŵĝŠįĚĤĳįŦũĩĜ Ǩǯ ęįĔũŤē
ĦŨĔŬĴėŤēĚŭĥŤŦėŜŮŨŢŤıŹťŐĚŜįĔŁũŤēŴİżũőŤēŮŨĚżŉĬĚżŀŵĝĖǘēěĔũżťőĝŤēůĲűŽŘįĳŴĔŨŹťŐĆĔŭġĝĸǘēĵŵĥŻǘ ǩǦ ęįĔũŤē

www.ppu.edu
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( ﻓﻲ ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ ﺑﻮﻟﻴﺘﻜﻨﻚ ﻓﻠﺴﻄﻴﻦMD) ﺗﻌﻠﻴﻤﺎت ﻣﻨﺢ درﺟﺔ دﻛﺘﻮر ﻓﻲ اﻟﻄﺐ
 א אאא:(1) 
: اﻟ��ﺔ اﻻﺴ��ﺸﺎد�ﺔ ﻟ��ﺤﻠﺔ اﻟﻌﻠ�م اﻟ���ﺔ اﻷﺴﺎﺴ�ﺔ ﻤ�زﻋﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻔ��ل ﻟﻠ�ﻼث ﺴ��ات اﻻوﻟﻰ:أوﻻ
ً

11

First Year/ First semester

Course
Code

Course
number

OR

MD1101

19027

General chemistry
for MS

ﻛﯿﻤﯿﺎء ﻋﺎﻣﺔ ﻟﻄﻠﺒﺔ
اﻟﻄﺐ

3

OR

MD1102

19028

Biology for MS

أﺣﯿﺎء ﻟﻄﻠﺒﺔ اﻟﻄﺐ

3

OR

MD1103

19029

Biophysics
Introduction to
anatomy (Medical
Terminology)

اﻟﻔﯿﺰﯾﺎء اﻟﺤﯿﻮﯾﺔ

3

ﻣﻘﺪﻣﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﺸﺮﯾﺢ
()ﻣﺼﻄﻠﺤﺎت طﺒﯿﺔ

2

إﺳﻌﺎف أوﻟﻲ
ﻣﺨﺘﺒﺮ ﻛﯿﻤﯿﺎء ﻋﺎﻣﺔ
ﻟﻄﻠﺒﺔ اﻟﻄﺐ

1

1 ﻟﻐﺔ إﻧﺠﻠﯿﺰﯾﺔ

3

ﻣﮭﺎرات اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب

3

Course Name

OR

MD1104

19030

OR

MD1105

19032

OR

MD1106

19035

First AID
General chemistry
for MS LAB

UR

MD1107

19103

English 1

UR

MD1108

19105

Computer skills

أﺳﻢ اﻟﻤﺴﺎق

TOTAL

12

Credit Prerequ Prerequisite
Hours
isite #
Name

1

19027

ﻛﯿﻤﯿﺎء ﻋﺎﻣﺔ ﻟﻄﻠﺒﺔ
(اﻟﻄﺐ )ﻣﺮاﻓﻖ

19

First Year/ Second semester
Course
Code

Course
number

UR

MD1201

19001

OR

MD1202

19004

Leadership and
communication skills
Human Anatomy I
(Thorax, Abdomin &
Pelvis)

OR

MD1203

19015

Histology I

OR

MD1204

19016

Biochemistry I

Course Name

أﺳﻢ اﻟﻤﺴﺎق
اﻟﻘﯿﺎدة وﻣﮭﺎرات
اﻻﺗﺼﺎل
1 اﻟﺘﺸﺮﯾﺢ
 اﻟﺒﻄﻦ،)اﻟﺼﺪر
(واﻟﺤﻮض

Credit
Hours

Prerequ Prerequisite
isite #
Name

1
3

19030

ﻣﻘﺪﻣﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﺸﺮﯾﺢ
()ﻣﺼﻄﻠﺤﺎت طﺒﯿﺔ

1 ﻋﻠﻢ اﻻﻧﺴﺠﺔ

2

19028

أﺣﯿﺎء ﻟﻄﻠﺒﺔ اﻟﻄﺐ

1 اﻟﻜﯿﻤﯿﺎء اﻟﺤﯿﻮﯾﺔ

3

19028

أﺣﯿﺎء ﻟﻄﻠﺒﺔ اﻟﻄﺐ

OR

MD1205

19022

Human Anatomy I
(Thorax, Abdomin &
Pelvis) LAB

UR

MD1206

19101

Arabic Language

ER
UR

MD1208

19104

1 ﻣﺨﺘﺒﺮ اﻟﺘﺸﺮﯾﺢ
 اﻟﺒﻄﻦ،)اﻟﺼﺪر
(واﻟﺤﻮض

1
3

Elective Requirement

ﻟﻐﺔ ﻋﺮﺑﯿﺔ
ﻣﺴﺎق ﺗﺨﺼﺺ
اﺧﺘﯿﺎري

English Language 2

2 ﻟﻐﺔ اﻧﺠﻠﯿﺰﯾﺔ

3

TOTAL

13

19004

1 اﻟﺘﺸﺮﯾﺢ
 اﻟﺒﻄﻦ،)اﻟﺼﺪر
(واﻟﺤﻮض
()ﻣﺮاﻓﻖ

19103

1 ﻟﻐﺔ إﻧﺠﻠﯿﺰﯾﺔ

2
18

First Year/ Summer semester
Course
Code

Course
number

OR

MD1301

19033

Biostatistics for MS

UR

MD1302

19102

UR

MD1303

19106

Islamic Culture
Modern History of
Palestine

Course Name

أﺳﻢ اﻟﻤﺴﺎق
اﻻﺣﺼﺎء اﻟﺤﯿﻮي
ﻟﻄﻠﺒﺔ اﻟﻄﺐ
ﺛﻘﺎﻓﺔ اﺳﻼﻣﯿﺔ
ﺗﺎرﯾﺦ ﻓﻠﺴﻄﯿﻦ
اﻟﺤﺪﯾﺚ

total

21

Credit
Hours

Prerequ Prerequisite
isite #
Name

3
3
3
9

Second Year/ First semester
Course
Code

Course
number

OR

MD2101

19006

Biochemistry II

OR

MD2102

19008

Human Anatomy II
(Limbs & Back)

OR

MD2103

19017

OR

MD2104

19019

Medical Physiology I
Public health &
Epidemiology

OR

MD2105

19021

Histology II

OR

MD2106

19023

Human Anatomy II
(Limbs & Back) LAB

Course Name

أﺳﻢ اﻟﻤﺴﺎق

Credit
Hours

Prerequ Prerequisite
isite #
Name

2 اﻟﻜﯿﻤﯿﺎء اﻟﺤﯿﻮﯾﺔ
2 اﻟﺘﺸﺮﯾﺢ
)اﻻطﺮاف
(واﻟﻈﮭﺮ
ﻋﻠﻢ وظﺎﺋﻒ
1 اﻻﻋﻀﺎء
اﻟﺼﺤﺔ اﻟﻌﺎﻣﺔ
وﻋﻠﻢ اﻻوﺑﺌﺔ

3

19016

3

19022

4

19028

3

19033

2 ﻋﻠﻢ اﻻﻧﺴﺠﺔ
2 ﻣﺨﺘﺒﺮ اﻟﺘﺸﺮﯾﺢ
)اﻻطﺮاف
(واﻟﻈﮭﺮ

2

19015

1

19008

1 اﻟﻜﯿﻤﯿﺎء اﻟﺤﯿﻮﯾﺔ
1 ﻣﺨﺘﺒﺮ اﻟﺘﺸﺮﯾﺢ
 اﻟﺒﻄﻦ،)اﻟﺼﺪر
(واﻟﺤﻮض
أﺣﯿﺎء ﻟﻄﻠﺒﺔ اﻟﻄﺐ
اﻻﺣﺼﺎء اﻟﺤﯿﻮي
ﻟﻄﻠﺒﺔ اﻟﻄﺐ
1 ﻋﻠﻢ اﻻﻧﺴﺠﺔ
2 اﻟﺘﺸﺮﯾﺢ
()اﻻطﺮاف واﻟﻈﮭﺮ
()ﻣﺮاﻓﻖ

OR

MD2107

19026

Human Embryology

OR

MD2108

19037

Biochemistry LAB

ﻋﻠﻢ اﻻﺟﻨﺔ
اﻟﺒﺸﺮﯾﺔ
ﻣﺨﺘﺒﺮ اﻟﻜﯿﻤﯿﺎء
اﻟﺤﯿﻮﯾﺔ

TOTAL

3

19030

1

19006

ﻣﻘﺪﻣﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﺸﺮﯾﺢ
()ﻣﺼﻄﻠﺤﺎت طﺒﯿﺔ
2 اﻟﻜﯿﻤﯿﺎء اﻟﺤﯿﻮﯾﺔ
()ﻣﺮاﻓﻖ
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22

Second Year/ Second semester
Course
Code

Course
number

OR

MD2201

19003

Pharmacology I

OR

MD2202

19005

OR

MD2203

19007

OR

MD2204

OR

Course Name

أﺳﻢ اﻟﻤﺴﺎق

Credit
Hours

Prerequ Prerequisite
isite #
Name

4

19006

3

19017

2

19028

19012

Medical Physiology II
Fundamentals of
Microbiology
Human Anatomy III
(head and neck)

1 ﻋﻠﻢ اﻻدوﯾﺔ
ﻋﻠﻢ وظﺎﺋﻒ
2 اﻻﻋﻀﺎء
أﺳﺎﺳﯿﺎت ﻋﻠﻢ
اﻷﺣﯿﺎء اﻟﺪﻗﯿﻘﮫ
3 اﻟﺘﺸﺮﯾﺢ
()اﻟﺮأس واﻟﺮﻗﺒﺔ

2

19023

MD2205

19013

Pathology I

1 ﻋﻠﻢ اﻻﻣﺮاض

4

19017

أﺣﯿﺎء ﻟﻄﻠﺒﺔ اﻟﻄﺐ
2 ﻣﺨﺘﺒﺮ اﻟﺘﺸﺮﯾﺢ
()اﻻطﺮاف واﻟﻈﮭﺮ
ﻋﻠﻢ وظﺎﺋﻒ
1 اﻻﻋﻀﺎء

OR

MD2206

19024

Human Anatomy III
(head and neck) LAB

3 ﻣﺨﺘﺒﺮ اﻟﺘﺸﺮﯾﺢ
()اﻟﺮأس واﻟﺮﻗﺒﺔ

1

19012

 )اﻟﺮأس3 اﻟﺘﺸﺮﯾﺢ
(واﻟﺮﻗﺒﺔ( )ﻣﺮاﻓﻖ

OR

MD2207

19034

Medical Ethics

اﻷﺧﻼﻗﯿﺎت اﻟﻄﺒﯿﮫ

1

OR

MD2208

19038

Physiology LAB

ﻣﺨﺘﺒﺮ وظﺎﺋﻒ
اﻻﻋﻀﺎء

1

19005

ﻋﻠﻢ وظﺎﺋﻒ
2 اﻻﻋﻀﺎء
()ﻣﺮاﻓﻖ

OR

MD2209

19042

Medical nutrition

اﻟﺘﻐﺬﯾﺔ اﻟﻄﺒﯿﺔ

2

19006

2 اﻟﻜﯿﻤﯿﺎء اﻟﺤﯿﻮﯾﺔ

TOTAL

23

UR

2 اﻟﻜﯿﻤﯿﺎء اﻟﺤﯿﻮﯾﺔ
ﻋﻠﻢ وظﺎﺋﻒ
1 اﻻﻋﻀﺎء

20

Second Year/ Summer semester
Course
Code

Course
number

MD2301

19002

Course Name
Community Service

ER

Elective Requirement

ER

Elective Requirement

أﺳﻢ اﻟﻤﺴﺎق
ﺧﺪﻣﺔ اﻟﻤﺠﺘﻤﻊ
ﻣﺴﺎق ﺗﺨﺼﺺ
إﺧﺘﯿﺎري
ﻣﺴﺎق ﺗﺨﺼﺺ
إﺧﺘﯿﺎري

Credit
Hours
1
3
3

Prerequ Prerequisite
isite #
Name

ER

Elective Requirement

ﻣﺴﺎق ﺗﺨﺼﺺ
إﺧﺘﯿﺎري

TOTAL

2
9

31

Third Year/ First semester
Course
Code

Course
number

OR

MD3101

19009

Pharmacology II

OR

MD3102

19010

Medical Microbiology

OR

MD3103

19011

Medical Genetics

OR

MD3104

19014

Neuroanatomy

OR

MD3105

19018

Behavioral science

OR

MD3106

19020

Pathology II

OR

MD3107

19025

OR

MD3108

19057

Histopathology LAB
Medical microbiology
LAB

Course Name

أﺳﻢ اﻟﻤﺴﺎق

Prerequ Prerequisite
isite #
Name

2 ﻋﻠﻢ اﻻدوﯾﺔ
ﻋﻠﻢ اﻻﺣﯿﺎء اﻟﺪﻗﯿﻘﺔ
اﻟﻄﺒﯿﺔ

4

19003

3

19007

ﻋﻠﻢ اﻟﻮراﺛﺔ

3

19006

اﻟﺘﺸﺮﯾﺢ اﻟﻌﺼﺒﻲ

2

19024

ﻋﻠﻢ اﻟﺴﻠﻮك

2

2 ﻋﻠﻢ اﻻﻣﺮاض
ﻣﺨﺘﺒﺮ ﻋﻠﻢ
اﻷﻧﺴﺠﮫ
واﻻﻣﺮاض
ﻣﺨﺘﺒﺮ ﻋﻠﻢ اﻻﺣﯿﺎء
اﻟﺪﻗﯿﻘﺔ اﻟﻄﺒﯿﺔ

4

19013

1

19020 ،
19021

1

19010

TOTAL

32

Credit
Hours

1 ﻋﻠﻢ اﻻدوﯾﺔ
أﺳﺎﺳﯿﺎت ﻋﻠﻢ
اﻷﺣﯿﺎء اﻟﺪﻗﯿﻘﮫ
2 اﻟﻜﯿﻤﯿﺎء اﻟﺤﯿﻮﯾﺔ
3 ﻣﺨﺘﺒﺮ اﻟﺘﺸﺮﯾﺢ
()اﻟﺮأس واﻟﺮﻗﺒﺔ
1 ﻋﻠﻢ اﻻﻣﺮاض
/2 ﻋﻠﻢ اﻷﻧﺴﺠﮫ
2 ﻋﻠﻢ اﻷﻣﺮاض
()ﻣﺮاﻓﻖ
اﻻﺣﯿﺎء اﻟﺪﻗﯿﻘﺔ
(اﻟﻄﺒﯿﺔ )ﻣﺮاﻓﻖ
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Third Year/ Second semester
Course
Code

Course
number

OR

MD3201

19039

Immunology

ﻋﻠﻢ اﻟﻤﻨﺎﻋﺔ

2

19021

2 ﻋﻠﻢ اﻷﻧﺴﺠﺔ

OR

MD3202

19040

Neuroscience

ﻋﻠﻢ اﻷﻋﺼﺎب

2

19014

OR

MD3203

19044

Hematology

ﻋﻠﻢ اﻟﺪم

2

19005

OR

MD3204

19045

Medical Endocrinology

2

19005

OR

MD3205

19056

Clinical psychology

ﻋﻠﻢ اﻟﻐﺪد اﻟﻄﺒﻲ
ﻋﻠﻢ اﻟﻨﻔﺲ
اﻟﺴﺮﯾﺮي

3

19005

اﻟﺘﺸﺮﯾﺢ اﻟﻌﺼﺒﻲ
ﻋﻠﻢ وظﺎﺋﻒ
2 اﻻﻋﻀﺎء
ﻋﻠﻢ وظﺎﺋﻒ
2 اﻻﻋﻀﺎء
ﻋﻠﻢ وظﺎﺋﻒ
2 اﻻﻋﻀﺎء

Course Name

أﺳﻢ اﻟﻤﺴﺎق

Credit
Hours

Prerequ Prerequisite
isite #
Name

ER

Elective Requirement

ER

Elective Requirement

ER

Elective Requirement

OR

MD3209

19201

ﻣﺴﺎق ﺗﺨﺼﺺ
إﺧﺘﯿﺎري
ﻣﺴﺎق ﺗﺨﺼﺺ
إﺧﺘﯿﺎري
ﻣﺴﺎق ﺗﺨﺼﺺ
إﺧﺘﯿﺎري
ﻣﻘﺪﻣﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻄﺐ
اﻟﺴﺮﯾﺮي )ﻓﻲ
(اﻟﺼﻒ

Introduction to Clinical
Medicine (In Class)
TOTAL

2
2
1
3
19

TOTAL credit hours of the curriculum

134

OR: Obligatory Requirement, UR: University Requirement, ER: Elective Requirement

: اﻟ��ﺔ اﻻﺴ��ﺸﺎد�ﺔ ﻟ��ﺤﻠﺔ اﻟﻌﻠ�م اﻟ���ﺔ اﻟ�����ﺔ ﻤ�زﻋﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟ���ات اﻟ�راﺴ�ﺔ اﻟ�ا�ﻌﺔ واﻟ�ﺎﻤ�ﺔ واﻟ�ﺎدﺴﺔ:ﺜﺎﻨ�ﺎ
41 / 42

Fourth Year

Course
Code

Course
number

OR

MD4101

19202

OR

MD4102

19203

OR

MD4201

19206

OR

MD4202

19207

OR

MD4203

19212

ER

MD4204

19217

OR

MD4205

19218

OR

MD4206

19219

course name

إﺳﻢ اﻟﻤﺴﺎق

Internal Medicine
(Junior)
General surgery
(Junior)
Selected Medical
Specialties (4 subspecialties)
Research methods (In
Class)
Community & Family
Medicine
Free elective
Health Economics (In
Class)
Medical Imaging (In
Class)

اﻟﻄﺐ اﻟﺒﺎطﻨﻲ
()ﻣﺒﺘﺪىء
ﺟﺮاﺣﺔ ﻋﺎﻣﺔ
()ﻣﺒﺘﺪىء
ﺗﺨﺼﺼﺎت طﺒﯿﺔ
ﻣﺨﺘﺎرة )أرﺑﻌﺔ
(ﺗﺨﺼﺼﺎت ﻓﺮﻋﯿﺔ
طﺮق اﻟﺒﺤﺚ )ﻓﻲ
(اﻟﺼﻒ
طﺐ اﻻﺳﺮة
واﻟﻤﺠﺘﻤﻊ
ﻣﺴﺎق إﺧﺘﯿﺎري ﺣﺮ
اﻗﺘﺼﺎدﯾﺎت اﻟﺼﺤﺔ
()ﻓﻲ اﻟﺼﻒ
اﻟﺘﺼﻮﯾﺮ اﻟﻄﺒﻲ
()ﻓﻲ اﻟﺼﻒ

TOTAL

Credit Prerequ
Hours
isite #
10
10
8
3
4
4
3
2
43

Prerequisite
Name

51 / 52
Course
Code
OR MD5101

OR MD5102

OR
OR

OR

OR

MD5103
MD5104

MD5201

MD5202

Fifth Year
Course
number
19204

19205

19208
19209

19210

19211

OR

MD5203

19213

OR

MD5204

19214

OR

MD5205

19215

course name
Pediatrics (Junior)
Obstetrics &
Gynecology
(Junior)
Orthopedics and
traumatology,
surgical
emergencies
(Ear, Nose, and
Throat) E. N. T
Selected Medical
Specialties (3 subspecialty)
Selected Medical
Specialties (2 subspecialty)
Emergency
medicine
Forensic Medicine
Clinical
Neurosciences and
related subjects

إﺳﻢ اﻟﻤﺴﺎق
طﺐ اﻻطﻔﺎل
()ﻣﺒﺘﺪئ
اﻟﺘﻮﻟﯿﺪ
واﻻﻣﺮاض
اﻟﻨﺴﺎﺋﯿﺔ
()ﻣﺒﺘﺪئ
ﺟﺮاﺣﺔ اﻟﻌﻈﺎم
،واﻟﻜﺴﻮر
ﺣﺎﻻت
اﻟﻄﻮارئ
اﻟﺠﺮاﺣﯿﺔ
اﻻﻧﻒ واﻻذن
واﻟﺤﻨﺠﺮة
ﺗﺨﺼﺼﺎت
طﺒﯿﺔ ﻣﺨﺘﺎرة
)ﺛﻼث
ﺗﺨﺼﺼﺎت
(ﻓﺮﻋﯿﺔ
ﺗﺨﺼﺼﺎت
طﺒﯿﺔ ﻣﺨﺘﺎرة
)ﺗﺨﺼﺼﯿﻦ
(ﻓﺮﻋﯿﯿﻦ
طﺐ اﻟﻄﻮارئ
اﻟﻄﺐ اﻟﺸﺮﻋﻲ
ﻋﻠﻢ اﻷﻋﺼﺎب
اﻟﺴﺮﯾﺮﯾﺔ
واﻟﻤﻮاﺿﯿﻊ
اﻟﻤﺘﻌﻠﻘﺔ

Credit
Prerequisite
Prerequisite #
Hours
Name
8

8

4

19203

2

19203

General
surgery
(Junior)
General
surgery
(Junior)

19202

Internal
Medicine
(Junior)

6

4
4
2

2

OR

MD5206

19216

OR

MD5207

19220

اﻟﻄﺐ اﻟﻨﻔﺴﻲ
واﻟﻌﻠﻮم
اﻟﺴﻠﻮﻛﯿﺔ
ﻣﺸﺮوع ﺑﺤﺚ
()ﺗﻄﺒﯿﻘﻲ

Psychiatry and
Behavioral Sciences
Research Project
(Practicum)
TOTAL

OR

MD6101

4
48

Sixth Year

61 / 62
Course
Code

4

Course
number

19221

OR

MD6102

19222

OR

MD6201

19223

OR

MD6202

19224

OR

MD6203

19225

course name

إﺳﻢ اﻟﻤﺴﺎق

Internal Medicine
(Senior)

اﻟﻄﺐ اﻟﺒﺎطﻨﻲ
()ﻣﺘﻘﺪم

General surgery
(Senior)
Pediatrics (Senior)
Obstetrics &
Gynecology
(Senior)

ﺟﺮاﺣﺔ ﻋﺎﻣﺔ
()ﻣﺘﻘﺪم
طﺐ اﻻطﻔﺎل
()ﻣﺘﻘﺪم
اﻟﺘﻮﻟﯿﺪ
واﻻﻣﺮاض
(اﻟﻨﺴﺎﺋﯿﺔ )ﻣﺘﻘﺪم

Cardiology
TOTAL

TOTAL credit hours of the curriculum

طﺐ اﻟﻘﻠﺐ

Credit
Prerequisite
Prerequisite #
Hours
Name

10

19202

10

19203

8
8
4

19204
19205
19202

40
131

OR: Obligatory Requirement, UR: University Requirement, ER: Elective Requirement

Internal
Medicine
(Junior)
General
surgery
(Junior)
Pediatrics
(Junior)
Obstetrics &
Gynecology
(Junior)
Internal
Medicine
(Junior)

Description of Courses Offered to M.D. Students
To obtain the Degree of Doctor of Medicine (MD)
In this curriculum, a total of 265 credit hours are needed to obtain the Degree of Doctor of Medicine.
Studying in the MD program requires study progressing through two distinct stages as follows:

Stage I: Preclinical Phase (Biomedical Sciences):

This includes courses equivalent to 134 credit hours that can be completed in the first three years.
Courses are distributed through six regular semesters and two summer semesters. Every regular
semester lasts for 16 weeks and the summer semester lasts for 8 double load intensive weeks.
This Preclinical phase includes University Requirements courses, Obligatory Requirements, and Elective
Requirements. Students are evaluated by written and practical exams held during the semesters. The
student should have at least a 2.5 GPA to proceed to the next stage.

Stage II: Clinical Phase:

This stage includes courses equivalent to 131 credit hours and can be completed in three years and
performed on a yearly basis constituting 43 credit hours in the fourth year, 48 credit hours in the fifth
year, and 40 credit hours in the sixth year. Education, training and experimental work are taken in the
University halls and centers, the governmental and private hospitals and clinical centers in the Southern
region of West Bank under the supervision of highly qualified physicians and medical consultants. During

clinical rotations of this stage, students participate in the educational and practical events of the medical
and health system of each department including morning reports, clinical educational rounds, clinical
discussions, nightshifts, and seminars based on clinical cases. These are all supervised and evaluated at
the end of each rotation by clinical and written exams in addition to the medical evaluations of the
students and by fulfilling special logbooks of clinical skills and procedures done during regular rotations.
To pass this stage successfully and to be graduated with the Degree of Doctor of Medicine (MD),
students should have an accumulative grade of at least 70% in every year level of the three years of this
stage, and each course in the clinical phase have a passing score not less than “C (70%) while in MD
program”.

Preclinical Phase (Biomedical Sciences):

19105 Computer Skills (3 credit hours: 2 hours of lectures, 1-hour labs)

This course is a broad introduction to the use of computers as tools for creativity, communications, and
organizing information. The course also provides fundamental basic knowledge in dealing with Microsoft
Office, internet browsing, and visual basic. This course also provides an overview of the biostatistics
programs including SPSS.

19027 General Chemistry for MS and 19035 Lab (4 credit hours: 3 hours lectures, 1-hour
labs)
This course provides a survey of inorganic and physical chemistry and an introduction to organic
chemistry for non-science and allied health majors. Topics studied in this course include atomic
structure, covalent and ionic bonding, chemical reactions, chemical calculations, acid, base and solution
chemistry, radiochemistry, and chemistry of hydrocarbons. The medical and environmental applications
of topics covered in the lecture are highlighted.

19030 Introduction to human anatomy (Medical Terminology) (2 credit hours)
This course aims to introduce the medical/allied health sciences students to the science and terminology
of medical human anatomy. The students are introduced to the main anatomical terms and concepts
necessary to understand gross human anatomy which will be studied by these students later in their
academic and medical career.

19028 General Biology for MS (3 credit hours)
This course is designed to give major general concepts in the three domains of life, the biology of the
cell, and to provide medical students with basic biological principles and understanding of various
biological processes that govern the life of the cell, its structure-function, and reproduction.

19031 (Elective) Organic Chemistry for MS and 19036 Lab (4 credit hours: 3 hours
lectures, 1hour lab)
This course covers the fundamental principles of organic chemistry, allowing the student to begin
understanding the language of organic chemists abroad overview of the properties and characteristics of
organic molecules is provided, and several key reactions and reaction mechanisms are discussed. Topics
include an introduction to the petrochemical, pharmaceutical, and polymers which focuses on the
knowledge of the structure, functionality, and reactivity of organic molecules that are critical for the
understanding of numerous and disparate phenomena, from biological and biochemical processes to
medical and pharmaceutical basics, to the properties of materials. This course also includes a one-hour
laboratory application of theoretical knowledge.

19103 English language I, 19104 English language II (6 credit hours)
These courses combine the skills of speaking, listening comprehension, reading, and writing for the
intensive development of English. Application of the grammatical structures in all the above skills. These
courses also include the medical terminology section which provides the framework needed before
advancing to more comprehensive medical courses. This section focuses on the many components of a
medical term and how to break down a medical term by simply knowing the meaning of the prefix or
suffix and by enriching the student’s knowledge in medical terms.

19101 Arabic Language (3 credit hours)
This course introduces the fundamental elements of the modern standard Arabic language within the
cultural context of Arabic-speaking people. Emphasis is placed on the development of advanced Arabic
medical terms and Arabic advanced grammar. Upon completion, students should be able to comprehend
and respond with grammatical accuracy to spoken and written Arabic and demonstrate cultural
awareness.

19102 Islamic Culture (3 credit hours)
This course aims to establish the concept of Islamic culture and its position among the other
international cultures, its position in Muslim life, its sources, its bases, and its characteristics. It also
focuses on the Islamic laws and concepts that are relevant to health sciences and practices and govern
the man-woman relationships in public life.

19106 Modern History Palestinian (3 credit hours)
This course aims to introduce students to the Palestinian history and the important aspects related to
the Palestinian case.

19033 Biostatistics for MS (3 credit hours)
This course aims to teach epidemiologic and biostatistical methods in clinical research within an
integrated framework and to develop proficiency with computer software like Excel and SPSS for
performing the analysis of clinical and epidemiological data sets. Applied Epidemiology and Biostatistics
introduce epidemiologic and biostatistical methods as applied to clinical research. The students are
trained to draw statistical inferences by two main methods these are: Estimation and Hypothesis testing.
Chi-square variants are discussed with relevant clinical examples. Statistical design of experiments is
dealt with concentrating on ANOVA and regression analysis.

19029 Biophysics (3 credit hours)
Applications of physical sciences in medical technology are the main field of this course. Topics include
biomechanics, sound and hearing, pressure and motion of fluids, heat, and temperature, electricity and
magnetism in the body, optics and the eye, biological effects of light, use of ionizing radiation in
diagnosis and therapy, radiation safety and medical instrumentation.

19041 Cell Biology (Elective) (2 credit hours)
This course is designed to give MS more background on cell structure and function, cell division. The
course will discuss plasma membranes in relative to structure and function that explain membrane's
selective permeability which is important to understand the mechanism of signaling, details of the
cytosolic components "intracellular" "microtubules, microfilaments, and intermediate filaments" and
intercellular components "junction and adhesion “that increase understanding of signaling pathway.

Students will also be introduced to different types of receptors and their roles in signaling, recognize
abnormalities associated with receptor's defects and its role in cancer, understand the structure and
function of Cytoskeletal system, and it's importance in treatment and diagnosis of cancer, show the
importance of cell-cell adhesion and extracellular matrix in cell-cell recognition and in case of
abnormalities lead to cancer

19015 Histology I, 19021 Histology II (4 credit hours)
These courses are designed to give students a detailed description of general histology and organology
with the emphasis on human material by providing fundamental basic knowledge of histology and cell
biology. The course provides students with basic knowledge of different aspects of cellular and tissue
parts, it explores the histology and properties of the basic human tissues (Epithelium, connective tissue,
muscle, and nervous tissues)

19004 Anatomy I, 19022 Anatomy Lab (Thorax Abdomen Pelvis) (3 credit hours lectures:
1-hour lab):
This course designed to provide knowledge of the organ systems within the chest, abdomen, and pelvis,
and to help students understand the structural relationship between such organs. Laboratory hours will
be used to examine models, films, and slides to understand the organ system.

19032 First Aids (1 credit hour)
The purpose of this course is to help students to identify and eliminate potentially hazardous conditions
in the environment, recognize emergencies, and make appropriate decisions for first aid care. It teaches
skills that students need to know to provide immediate care of a suddenly ill or injured person and help
sustain life and minimize the consequences of injuries by ABC protocol, CPR, burn care, and wound care
until more advanced medical care arrives. This course is designed to introduce students to patients and
the hospital environment including the different departments and facilities.

19016 Biochemistry I (3 credit hours)
This specifically designed biochemistry course will provide an overview of biochemistry topics relevant to
Medicine. It will deal with the structure, properties, and significance of the major groups of biochemical
compounds (amino acids, proteins, carbohydrates, nucleic acids, lipids, and vitamins). It will also cover

selected topics in enzyme kinetics. Students will be also exposed to thermodynamics and aqueous
solutions and buffers related to biochemistry concepts.

19058 Health Information Systems (Elective) (3 credit hours)
This course will provide students with the fundamental bases of health IT standards, requirements of the
electronic health recording systems, medical software applications, health-related data structures and
interpretation, and basic enterprise architecture in health care and public health. In general, it will expose
students to the principles of computer technology relevant to health care systems, such as computerized
medical billing, health care data collection, storage, retrieval, security arrangement, presentation, and
verification.

19008 Anatomy II, 19023 Anatomy II Lab (Limbs & Back) (3 credit hours lectures: 1 hour
lab)
This course designed to provide knowledge of the organ systems within the limbs and back area, and to
help students understand the structural relationship between such organs and the visual system.
Laboratory hours will be used to examine models, films, and slides to understand the organ system.

19012 Anatomy III, 19024 Anatomy III Lab (Head & Neck) (2 credit hours lectures, 1-hour
lab)
A course designed to provide knowledge of the organ systems within the head and neck area, and to
help students understand the structural relationship between such organs and the visual system.
Laboratory hours will be used to examine models, films, and slides to understand the organ system.

19017 Medical Physiology I (4 credit hours)
This introductory physiology course introduces basics concepts in the physiology of the human body. The
course familiarizes students with basic definitions and principles related to physiology. The course
emphasizes the concept of the internal environment and homeostasis and the concept of feedback in a
biological system. It also helps students to understand body fluid and cellular physiology including
membrane ionic basis of excitability, molecular mechanism, and mechanics of contraction. The course
gives an overview of the physiology and functions of the nervous system, cardiovascular system,
respiratory system, digestive and renal, and endocrine systems. It prepares the students for
understanding future disease processes and pathophysiology.

19026 Human Embryology (3 credit hours)
Human embryology from fertilization to the end of the fetal period is reviewed. Topics include current
concepts in mammalian morphogenesis applied to the development of various organ systems, the
principles of teratology; mechanisms of malformation, and the etiology and pathogenesis of some of the
most common human congenital abnormalities.

19005 Medical Physiology II, 19038 Medical Physiology Lab (4 credit hours: 3 hours
lectures, 1-hour lab)
These courses provide students with basic aspects of medical physiology “cardiovascular, pulmonary,
renal, gastrointestinal and reproduction”, in addition to principles of general physiology, the control of
different organs, and the coordination among them. Special emphasis is on water, electrophysiological
studies of the heart, electrolyte and acid-base balance, body responses, and adaptation to various stress
conditions, rhythms, and physiological disorders. The course familiarizes students with basic definitions
and principles related to physiology. The course emphasizes the concept of the internal environment and
homeostasis and the concept of feedback in the biological system. It also helps students to understand
body fluid and cellular physiology including membrane ionic basis of excitability, molecular mechanism,
and mechanics of contraction. It prepares students to understand future disease processes and
pathophysiology. The course includes two credit hours of the lab that cover all the systems.

19006 Biochemistry II (3 credit hours lectures, 1 credit hour laboratory)
This course emphasizes the previous knowledge that has been taken in biochemistry I and its relation to
the medical practice. It will provide an account for the biochemical function of individual cells and the
entire human body, including regulation of metabolic processes, predict the metabolic effects following
influence on individual reaction steps by pharmaceuticals or genetic variation, describe and explain
connections between molecular changes and changes in the metabolism for common diseases. It also
helps students understand the generation and storage of metabolic energy, main metabolic pathways,
and their key steps. In addition, it discusses the role of phospholipids in determining the properties of
biological membranes and their function. This course also includes biochemistry and genetics lab that
provides medical students with some basic biochemical and molecular biology lab techniques, help them
to perform some independent lab work and learn to cooperate with their colleagues in a laboratory
environment. In the laboratory sessions, students are expected to learn how to use the centrifuge, pH
meter, and spectrophotometer. Titration curves of weak, strong acids and amino acids will be
constructed using pH meter. Protein concentration, glucose, and cholesterol level in the plasma will be

determined using a spectrophotometer. Also, students are familiarized with chromatography,
electrophoresis, and PCR techniques. Study the enzymatic activity of specific enzymes. DNA isolation,
characterization, and amplification using PCR techniques are performed.

19007 Fundamentals of Microbiology (2 credit hours lectures), 19010 Medical
Microbiology (3 credit hours lectures) and 19057 labs (1 credit hour lab)
A two-semester course specialized in basic and medical microbiology. The first part introduces medical
students to basic concepts in microbiology including, bacteriology, virology, mycology, hygiene, and
medical isolation. The second part concentrates on medical microbiology and provides core knowledge
of infectious disease processes affecting each organ system, as well as working knowledge of the
appropriate clinical laboratory investigations. It also covers basic concepts of infection control in
hospitals, sterilization, disinfection, and personal and medical hygiene, diagnosis of infectious diseases
including specimen collection for the clinical microbiology laboratory, epidemiology of infectious
diseases. The course has two credit hours laboratory, which covers a variety of microbiological and
immunological techniques, with experiments designed to illustrate major concepts of bacteriology,
virology, mycology, and immunology.

19019 Public Health and Epidemiology (3 credit hours)
This course deals with the dimensions of personal and environmental health and their relationship to
social, economic, psychological, and political factors, measurements and indices of community health
status. The theoretical framework for viewing organizational issues in the delivery of health services is
also discussed. This course also focuses on teaching students how to apply management principles
within the health system and health care delivery. The importance of local factors that affects the
delivery of health services as well as economic challenges in the health care system are addressed.

19014 Neuroanatomy (2 credit hours lectures), 19040 Neurosciences (2 credit hours
lectures)
These courses are divided into the neuroanatomy part which aims to provide students with a basic
understanding of the structural organization of the human central nervous system in sufficient depth to
form basics for further clinical studies of the nervous system. Students learn to identify the major
features of the brain and spinal cord (using protected specimen’s models and cross-sectional images) to
understand the structural and functional relationships between these structures and to apply this
knowledge to the clinical situation. This division includes a 1-hour lab that covers also head and neck

anatomy. The other division of the course is the neurophysiology part which covers the physiology of the
autonomic and somatic nervous systems, somatic sensation and sense organs, motor system, and brain
complex functions, the life cycle of neurotransmitters and synaptic integration, in addition to basic
mechanisms of neurological disease.

19034 Medical Ethics (1 credit hour)
This course deals with fundamental ethical principles underlying medical practice. Ethical aspects of
decision making are discussed with special emphasis on moral, cultural, and religious issues in addition
to confidentiality and respectability in patient management. The course focuses on prominent ethical
topics and new medical ethics issues appeared with recent development in medicine which includes
careful examination of the philosophical theories of ethics which have guided medical ethics since its
inception. It also takes in-depth selected issues in biomedical ethics. These issues focus on what have
been prominent in recent years and are likely to continue to occupy a prominent place in the field over
the next decade. The course also focuses on careful examination of the philosophical theories of ethics
which have guided medical ethics since its inception and ethical issues surrounding AIDS.

19018 Behavioral Sciences (2 credit hours)
This course on behavioral science (clinical psychology) aims to introduce students to psychosocial
aspects of medical practice and to offer them an overview of clinical psychiatry. This course also deals
with other allied disciplines of sociology and psychology. It also covers behavioral science includes
behavioral biology as well as biochemical, physiological, and pharmacological correlates of behavior;
individual behavior. It allows students to understand human emotions, life cycle, motivation, personality,
and psychopathology; and interpersonal and social behavior.

19056 Clinical Psychology (3 credit hours)
This course introduces and provides a broad overview of the field of clinical psychology with a focus on
science and practice. Students will be exposed to information regarding the history of science, as well as
contemporary clinical psychology. Students will also be introduced to the various assessment and
psychotherapeutic strategies used by clinical psychologists in their daily practice. By the end of the
course, students will have an in-depth understanding of the range of assessment and psychotherapeutic
services that clinical psychologists provide to patients of all ages across multiple settings.

19002 Community Service (1 credit hour)
Students are required to serve in the community as a volunteer for 50 hours, examples include blood
donation, cleaning public places, volunteering in Assisted-living facilities.

19001 Leadership and Communication Skills (1 credit hour)
This course concentrates on the principles of leadership and communication including teamwork,
management and communication theories, body language, public speaking. Each student is expected to
present in front of his/her colleagues as part of the evaluation.

19011 Medical Genetics (3 credit hours)
This course provides students with a comprehensive view of the science of genetics. It covers the
history and development of genetics, structure, and function of genes, chromosomes and their
anomalies, patterns of single gene inheritance, types and mechanisms of mutations and tools of human
molecular genetics.

19044 Hematology (2 credit hours)
This is a study of blood constituents in health and disease states with special emphasis on lab diagnosis.
Also, the course is a study of different pneumonia diseases, blood cancer, factors behind blood clotting,
and other related diseases. The course includes one credit practical.

19045 Medical Endocrinology (2 credit hours)
Study the basic principles of endocrinology, focusing on major endocrine glands that regulate the
metabolism and biochemical functions, growth and reproduction, Structure synthesis, effects of major
hormones in the body, their secretion in normal and abnormal cases, and laboratory diagnosis of ass.

19201 Introduction to Clinical Medicine (3 credit hours)
This course the course which is being taught in many medical schools in the world introduces basic
clinical principles to 3rd-year students where the student learns how to take a proper history and
perform a proper physical examination. Moreover, the course covers medical ethics which should be
applied during the clinical years as well as observing important nursing skills.

19043 (Elective) Molecular Biology (2 credit hours)
This course will introduce students to genes - their structure and function, nucleic acid structure, and the
mechanics of replication, repair, transcription, and translation in bacteria, archaea, and eukaryotes. It will
emphasize on gene regulation at all levels and the structure-function relationships of nucleic acids and
proteins. Students will be exposed to a selection of topics which varies from year to year such as the
molecular biology of HIV [and other retroviruses], influenza virus, and how current genomics projects
(e.g., comparative and functional, and other '-omics') are altering our understanding of molecular biology.

19047 Immunohematology (Elective) (2 credit hours)
This course focuses on blood antigens and antibodies. Presents quality control, basic laboratory
technique, and safety. It will introduce students to the principles, procedures, and clinical significance of
test results in genetics, blood group systems, pre-transfusion testing, adverse effects of transfusions,
donor selection, and components, and hemolytic disease of the newborn.

19048 Body Fluids (Elective) (3 credit hours)
This course will introduce students to different body fluids and urine. It will cover the anatomy and
physiology of the kidney, physical, chemical, and microscopic examination of urine, cerebrospinal fluid,
and other body fluids as well. It will expose students to some experiments work on urine analysis.

19049 Bioinformatics (Elective) (3 credit hours)
This course is designed to introduce MS to bioinformatics tools and analysis methods. Students will be
exposed to vast amounts of biomedical and genomic data and online tools that will be relevant to their
medical background.

19050 Virology (Elective) (2 credit hours)
This course is designed to introduce MS to Virus taxonomy, with special emphasis on important human
pathogenic viruses in the light of the corona epidemic. It will also expose students to virus structure,
genetic stability of viruses, pathogenesis and infection process, epidemiology, molecular interactions
between viruses and host cells. If time permits, the immune response against viruses, virus vaccines,
antiviral drugs, virus vectors for gene therapy, and molecular virology experiment.

19051 Parasitology (Elective) (2 credit hours)
This course will address the basic concepts of parasitic protozoans, helminthes, and arthropods of
humans and domestic animals. Lectures will emphasize the morphology, form and function, life cycles,
symptomatology, and pathogenesis of representative taxa from these major parasitic groups.

19052 Management of Medical Institution (Elective) (3 credit hours)
This course will address the foundation in Management of Medical Institutions to provide the MS with
the managerial knowledge and skills to organize and lead a health care institute. Furthermore, students
will explore various concepts and theories of leadership and how these might be applied to and impact
management functions in health care settings.

19053 Toxicology (Elective) (3 credit hours)
This course will cover the basic description of how substances are absorbed by, distributed, and
eliminated from the body. The part contains awareness about toxicokinetic models and the processes of
biotransformation. It will expose students to the body's response to drugs, foods, and toxic substances. If
time permits, it will cover the fundamentals of pharmacology and mechanisms of action for acute and
chronic exposure derived from environmental, dietary, occupational, and pharmaceutical sources.

19054 Environmental Toxicology (Elective) (2 credit hours)
This course is designed to provide an overview of environmental toxicology, including an examination of
the major classes of pollutants, their fate in the environment, their disposition in organisms, and their
mechanisms of toxicity. An emphasis will also be placed on assessing the toxicity of pollutants in medical,
biological, and environmental systems.

19055 Mycology (Elective) (3 credit hours)
The main goal of this course is to give MS an overview of medically important fungi, their ecology,
epidemiology, and treatment. Students will learn about antifungal drugs, fungi that cause different types
of infections, and fungi use to treat them. The first part of the course will include a general introduction
to the kingdom of Fungi and related “fungal-like” kingdoms and specific examples of fungi that cause
human infections will be given.

19059 Radiological Anatomy (Elective) (2 credit hours)
This course is designed to develop the students’ ability so they can relate human anatomy and
physiology to a radiographic image. The localization and identification of human anatomy on the
radiographic image are emphasized.

19060 Molecular Diagnosis (Elective) (2 credit hours lectures) and 19061 Molecular
diagnosis Lab (1 credit hour laboratory)
This course is designed to expose MS to molecular analysis methods and their potential use in medicine
and health-related research are studied. The course will cover in-depth how different molecular methods
work and the enzymatic mechanisms on which these are based. A number of DNA amplification- and
ligation-dependent techniques and applications will be carried out, as well as DNA sequencing and
protein analysis techniques. The laboratory will be the experimental applications of these tests.

19062 Alternative Medicine (Elective) (1 credit hour)
This course will provide students with an overview of complementary and alternative medicine. The
course explores the role of selected complementary and alternative health practices and promotions in
the healthcare arena, such as herbal medicine, traditional Chinese medicine/acupuncture, chiropractic,
and massage therapy, which are an integral part of the course. The history and development of selected
alternative medicine practices and systems, how they work, and their relationship to traditional Arab and
modern medicine are discussed. The concept of “wellness” versus disease treatment and the mind-body
connection is explored.

19039 Immunology (2 credit hours)
This course concentrates on the basic and clinical science of the immune system and its relationship to
other sciences and biological systems of mammals. The first part concentrates on the function-structure
relationship of the immune system and its components such as the lymphoid tissue and cells, as well as
the development and function of the immune system including the innate immunity, acquired immune
response, cells and organs of the immune system, immunoglobulin structure and genetics, antigenantibody reactions, the major histocompatibility complex, and antigen presentation. This course also
explores T cell, B cell, and natural killer cells functions. The T cell receptors genetics, structure, selection
apoptosis, and adhesion molecules, phagocytic cell function are explored. Immune responses to
infections, tumors, transplantation autoimmune diseases, allergies, and immune deficiency diseases are

also covered. The second part concentrates on the clinical science of the immune system and its role in
the prevention, causation, and diagnosis of human diseases such as cancer, autoimmune disease, and
other topics.

19013 Pathology I (4 credit hours lectures), 19020 Pathology II (4 credit hours lectures)
and 19025 Histopathology Lab (1-hour lab)
These two courses are delivered over two semesters covering the principles of the discipline of
pathology. The disease is presented by organ system. The method of instruction includes lectures,
demonstrations, group discussions, laboratories, and autopsy participation. The course also allows
students to learn the basic concept of the various disease processes in the body as well as the basic
molecular, cellular, and reactions to various injurious agents. Cell injury including adaptations, necrosis &
apoptosis. Pathology of Inflammation including causes and manifestations and hemodynamic are also
discussed. The course also emphasizes neoplasia including classification, epidemiology, and
characteristics of benign and malignant tumors. The major grading and staging systems of neoplasms
will be covered in detail. Knowledge of the etiology of tumors and its consequences on health are also
covered. The course also includes two hours lab during which students perform autopsy analyzing and
preparation.

19003 Pharmacology I, 19009 Pharmacology II (8 credit hours)
These courses introduce the medical student to the pharmacological concepts of drugs and other
xenobiotics action. The classification, mechanism of action, therapeutic uses and toxic effects of
pharmacological agents are stressed on. Discussion of representative examples of major drug classes are
emphasized, and treatment modalities, whenever appropriate are presented. A brief introduction on the
basic principles of pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics are discussed in relation to different drug
group. This basic course is planned to assist the student, via lectures, clinical correlative discussions and
independent study, to be able to understand pharmacological therapy in the clinical phase of medical
education.

19042 Medical Nutrition (2 credit hour)
Study of the basic composition of protein, fat, carbohydrates, vitamins and essential minerals. Highlight
the basic digestion process of foods, their absorption and basic metabolism within the body. In addition,
the study of these nutrients in relation with human growth and development and keeping it healthy
including dental health, and highlight the main diseases related to the deficiency of these nutrients. This

course covers also the definition of the balance complete diet and the body requirements of nutrients in
hospitalized patients, outpatient management, critically ill patient in the ICU and surgical ward.

19046 Clinical Chemistry (Elective) (2 credit hours)
This is an advanced study of different human body fluids in health and disease states. The course also
introduces methods of estimating these fluids by using high tech equipment and how to estimate normal
and abnormal values in the body. It is also quantitative and instrumental analysis. Particular emphasis is
given to diagnosis, treatment, and disease prevention. Case studies of patients and quality control
concepts will also be covered.

(Clinical Phase)

19202 Internal Medicine (Junior) (10 credit hours, 10 weeks)
Description and Objectives to be achieved during the Course: This course is designed for the fourth year
and provides training in the care of medical problems of adults. Under supervision, students assume the
role of physicians and take histories, perform physical exams, formulate differential diagnoses, write
orders and perform routine procedures. The course includes frequent written and oral presentations of
patients and stresses the importance of working as a member of the health-care team. Students attend
departmental meetings, seminars, and lectures and take night shifts with their assigned team.
Students are encouraged to think critically, to develop differential diagnoses, diagnostic outlines, and
management plans for the patients they follow. In the Ambulatory Experience component, students are
taught how to manage patients outside of the hospital in the inpatient environment. This patientfocused, clinical experience can take place in a hospital clinic, doctor's office, a community clinic, an
emergency department, etc. The experience should provide an emphasis on health promotion and
disease prevention, and reinforce and integrate the concepts learned in the introduction to clinical
medicine and inpatient Clerkship. The major disciplines that encountered in this course including all the
following sub-topics in internal medicine:
Cardiovascular System: This section system-based integrated module gives a comprehensive overview of
the cardiovascular system. Each the of basic science topics is incorporated into an integrated body of
knowledge covering biochemistry physiology, pathological, and pharmacology, anatomy, histology, and
microbiology of the cardiovascular system. Developmental aspects of the heart as well as congenital
disorders of the heart are explored. Pathology, pathophysiology, and pharmacology of the common

disorder of the cardiovascular system including hypertension, arrhythmias, ischemic heart diseases,
valvular heart diseases and cardiomyopathies are emphasized. Teaching methods include lectures, labs,
as well as small group discussions and clinically oriented seminars. Students also join rotations, morning
reports, and outpatient clinics in the cardiovascular department to evaluate the cardiac patients by
history taking, physical examination, investigation interpretation of general lab tests, ECG, cardiac
enzymes and electrophysiological studies and formulation of differential diagnosis and plan of
treatment.
Respiratory system: This multidisciplinary integrated respiratory system module provides
comprehensive and integrated coverage of anatomy, histology, physiology and embryology of the
respiratory system. Microbiology, biochemistry, and pharmacology relating to the system are discussed.
Pathology of the upper and lower respiratory system is presented along with clinical presentations of
diagnostic and treatment modalities. Teaching methods include lectures, labs as well as small group
discussion, and clinically oriented seminars to enhance self-directed learning. Students also join
rotations, morning reports and outpatient clinics in the pulmonary department to
evaluate
the
pulmonary patients by history taking, physical examination, investigation interpretation of general lab
tests, pulmonary function test and imaging studies and formulation of differential diagnosis and plan of
treatment.
Gastrointestinal systems: Interdisciplinary integrative course which explores fundamental concepts of
biochemistry, anatomy, histology, physiology, nutrition and public health problems, pathology,
pharmacology, and microbiology as they relate to issues and common diseases of gastrointestinal and
hepatobiliary system. Pharmacology and therapeutic management of common GI problems are also
explored. Teaching methods include lectures and labs. In addition, small group discussions of common
clinical problems are part of the teaching strategy of this module. This enhances integration of basic
sciences and clinical knowledge and students' self-directed learning. Students also join rotations,
morning reports and outpatient clinics in the gastroenterology department to evaluate the
gastrointestinal patients by history taking, physical examination, investigation interpretation of general
lab tests, liver function tests, endoscopic and imaging studies and formulation of differential diagnosis
and plan of treatment.
Nephrology: This section is a multidisciplinary integrated course deals with the gross morphology,
vasculature, lymphatic drainage and innervations of different organs forming urinary and reproductive
system. Various functions, normal development and congenital anomalies of this system are covered. In
addition, normal and pathological microscopic appearances of different components of the system are
discussed. Biochemical and genetic aspects, microorganisms that infect the system as well as drugs that

affect this system are conferred. The teaching methods include lecture and labs as well as seminars and
small group discussions of clinical oriented problems are part of the teaching strategy of the course to
enhance self-directed learning. Students also join rotations, morning reports and outpatient clinics in the
genitourinary department to evaluate the genitourinary patients by history taking, physical examination,
investigation interpretation of general lab tests, renal function tests, acid-base balance, electrolytes, flow
cytometry, dialysis and imaging studies and formulation of differential diagnosis and plan of treatment.
Musculoskeletal system and Rheumatology: An interdisciplinary integrated module of musculoskeletal
system. Basic sciences of anatomy, biochemistry microbiology, pathology, pharmacology, and physiology
of the musculoskeletal system are correlated with clinical disorder of this system. The goal of this
integrated course is to provide the medical student with comprehensive knowledge about bones, joints
muscles, tendons, ligaments, skin and associated soft tissues related to clinical manifestations of
diseases. The teaching methods include lecture and labs as well as seminars and small group discussions
of clinical oriented problems to enhance self-directed learning. Students also join rotations, morning
reports and outpatient clinics in the rheumatology department to evaluate the musculoskeletal patients
by history taking, physical examination, investigation interpretation of general lab tests, rheumatologic
markers and imaging studies and formulation of differential diagnosis and plan of treatment.
Hematology and Endocrinology system: This section covers the role of the hematology department in
the diagnosis and management of blood cell disorders. The anatomy and physiology of hematopoiesis
are discussed in depth. Routine and specialized hematology tests are then emphasized, with a stressed
on performing and interpreting test results. Finally, theory is applied to evaluate, classify, diagnose, and
monitor blood cell abnormalities. Lectures are also supplemented with clinical demonstrations, student
practice, study questions, group discussions, and case studies. In the other section, students in
endocrinology department have to describe the function of the endocrine system, discuss the
pathophysiology, etiology and incidence of endocrine dysfunction, identify laboratory tests that aid in
the diagnosis of endocrine abnormalities and discuss the management of patients with endocrine system
dysfunction. One of the 8 weeks rotations is spent in physiotherapy and rehabilitation unit

19203 General Surgery (Junior) (10 credit hours, 10 weeks)
This 12-week rotation introduces students to the basic principles of surgery. Students rotate with the
surgical teams at other various hospitals that are affiliated to our medical school. During the rotations,
students are exposed to medical encounters with patients with common surgical problems. The course
allows students to practice history taking relevant to surgical disorders as well as performing focused
relevant physical examination needed to assess patients with surgical problems The preoperative and

postoperative evaluation and management of surgical diseases are covered, in addition the students
must during this rotation attend many operations that held in the surgical theater in order to evaluate
and develop the basic surgical skills for them which come in parallel with doing night shifts during this
rotation. Urology which is designed to introduce students to a broad spectrum of urologic problems and
surgeries are also introduced. During this part of the rotation, the basic pathophysiology of the urologic
disease is stressed.

19205 Gynecology-Obstetrics (Junior) (8 credit hours, 8 weeks)
This Eight-week course provides the students with the basic knowledge of common obstetrics and
gynecology diseases. It also focuses on providing the students with the basic skills of history taking and
skills of conducting physical examination relevant to obstetrics and gynecology. At the end of this course,
students are expected to generate an appropriate assessment of common obstetrics and gynecology
disease presentations including generating differential diagnoses and able to utilize laboratory and
imaging facilities to reach an appropriate diagnosis. Students are also exposed to the care of adult and
adolescent female patients in a hospital setup. It also includes women’s health issues related to
reproductive health and fertility, pregnancy, lactation, cancer, obesity, and stress-related issues
Management of common disorders is discussed. Preventive medicine related to health during pregnancy
and birth control is also emphasized.

19217 Free Elective Course (3 credit hours)
Students can study any of the university courses.

19216 Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences (4 credit hours, 4 weeks)
This is a 4 weeks clinical rotation in psychiatry. The rotation emphasizes principles and methods of
psychiatric assessment, principles of psychiatric diagnosis, recognition of key signs and symptoms in
psychiatry. Students have primary responsibility under supervision for diagnosis and care of patients at a
Psychiatric community or Hospital facility. Emergency room, crisis intervention, familiarity with
Psychopharmacology and short-term hospitalization are emphasized. Diagnoses of the most common
psychiatric disorders and understanding the general principles of treatment and management of these
disorders are also emphasized.

19207 Research Methods (in Class) (3 credit hours)
This course emphasizes on biostatics and epidemiology and public health and introduces students to the
different methods in clinical research and the sensitive ethical issues related to the involvement of
patients and humans in research. This course introduces students to a number of research methods
useful for academic and professional investigations of medical issues and information practices. By
examining the applications, strengths and major criticisms of methodologies drawn from both the
qualitative and quantitative traditions, this course permits an understanding of the various decisions and
steps involved in crafting and executing a research methodology, as well as a critically informed
assessment of published research. The course offers an overview of the different approaches,
considerations and challenges involved in social research. In addition to reviewing core human research
methods such as interviews, ethnographies, surveys and experiments, it explores methods used in
critical analysis of texts (discourse/content/design analysis, historical case studies. It also discusses
mixed-method approaches, case studies, participatory and user-centered research. The students are
expected to provide a proposal for their research that will be held during their fifth and sixth year.

19214 Forensic Medicine (2 credit hours)
This course gives students an introduction about forensic terminology with emphasis on the
understanding of the underlying pathology of traumatic and sudden, unexpected deaths encountered.
The course deals with the medico-legal investigation of death and injury due to natural causes, accidents,
and violence. It covers analysis/investigation of transportation injuries, of homicides, suicides due to
various causes. Students are also exposed to the presentation of sexual crimes, methods for
identification and guidelines for quality control assurance, situations requiring notification of the
coroner, autopsy consents, death certification and steps taken by a medical expert in preparing for court.
This course also includes a toxicology section where students are taught the sciences of toxins and their
influences on biological systems and the environment as well as to introduce students to toxicology
applications in drug development and how to deal with the common emergent toxicological cases. This
course is given as condensed lectures for 4 hours every day for 2 weeks.

19204 Pediatrics - Junior (8 credit hours, 8 weeks)
This course is offered to fifth-year students. It has a general introductory course in pediatric medicine,
pediatric surgery, neonatology and pediatric gynecology in addition to specific aspects of ethical issues in
pediatric. Inpatient and outpatient Pediatric clerkship of 10 weeks is designed to expose students to
childcare. Emphasis is on history taking and physical examination of infants, children and decedents are

also emphasized. The principle of preventive medicine such as vaccination and nutrition are covered in
this course. Students are exposed to the environment of child care. Instruction includes ward rounds,
outpatients, seminars, on-calls, and lectures. This course includes two weeks of neonatology which
includes comprehensive assessments and interpretation of diagnostic data on newborns/infants and
their families. Systematic data collection, diagnostic reasoning, and clinical problem solving for a variety
of newborns and infants are emphasized. Content focuses on perinatal assessment, fetal assessment,
gestational age assessment, neurobehavioral and developmental assessments, congenital anomalies
evaluation, a physical exam of newborns and infants, and the use of diagnostics such as laboratory
studies, radiographs, and instrumentation/monitoring devices.

19215 Clinical neurosciences and related subjects (2 credit hours, 2 weeks)
This course is designed to give students of the fifth year the basic clinical knowledge in Clinical
Neuroscience: this is a 2 weeks clerkship where students learn how to take history and perform clinical
examination and are involved in the evaluation and treatment of neurological and neurosurgical
diseases. Instruction includes care of patients in the wards and out-patient clinics under supervision,
case discussions, and seminars in addition to didactic lectures. The clinical rotation takes place in
neurology, neurosurgery, and neuropediatric facility in a hospital or as an outpatient activity.
Neuroscience: This 2-week course is given as part of the clinical rotations for 5th-year medical students.
It is an integrated 2 weeks neurology neurosurgery course that covers common neurological and
neurosurgical problems. The course also emphasizes fundamentals of the neurological history taking,
neurological examination, investigation interpretation of general lab tests, LP procedures, EMG, EEG and
imaging studies, and formulation of differential diagnosis and plan of treatment. Pathophysiology and
management of common neurological and neurosurgical diseases are covered during the course. Care in
areas of head and spine injuries, congenital anomalies, brain tumors, spinal diseases, stroke,
demylinating diseases, epilepsy, different types of headache, and neuromuscular diseases are also
covered. Students also join the neurosurgical team in the operating theater where they observe some of
the common

19209 Ear, Nose and Throat ENT (2 credit hours, 2 weeks)
In the course, students are exposed to common ENT problems that face the primary care physician.
Ophthalmology (2 weeks) which is designed to introduce students to the principles of eye diseases.
Students are taught how to perform an ophthalmic examination and how to recognize common eye
diseases.

ENT: This is an introductory two weeks clinical rotation offered to 5 th-year medical students. During the
rotation, common diseases of the ear nasopharynx oral cavity are emphasized. Students see patients in
the clinic with the attending staff and gain preliminary experience in performing otoscopic examinations
of the ears, examinations of the nose, nasopharynx, and oral cavity and larynx. Students are familiarized
with the diagnosis and management of the common presenting problems in otolaryngology as well as
the emergency of Otolaryngology cases. Skills necessary to take relevant medical history and
examination are well emphasized

19206 Selected Medical Specialties (4 sub-specialty) (8 credit hours, 8 weeks)
This course is designed to give students of the fifth-year the basic clinical knowledge in:
Dermatology: This is a four-week clerkship offered during the fifth year which is designed to give
students broad clinical experience in skin diseases, its emphasis on outpatient diagnosis and treatment
of common skin conditions and the cutaneous manifestations of systemic diseases. Radiology: This is a 2
weeks clerkship where students learn how to deal with the different aspects of radiographic studies
including analysis, discussion, and report writing for radiographic images with a clinical attachment of
these studies to the medical and surgical cases. Anesthesia: This is a 2 weeks clerkship that offers the
student the ability to participate in performing general, regional and local anesthesia with emphasizing
on the pre and post-anesthetic care of the patients and the intraoperative care of the operated patients
including monitoring, choosing of anesthetic drugs, doses, positioning, intubation and fluid balance.
Dermatology: This 4-week course is offered to the 5th year medical students. During this course,
students attend daily general dermatology clinics where they encounter patients and learn about a
variety of dermatological conditions. They interview and examine patients and discuss under the direct
supervision of the teaching staff. Students have daily seminars that cover common and important skin
disorders. Students are expected to learn how to obtain dermatological history and examination with the
application of knowledge of specific dermatological terms used to describe various dermatological
lesions and rashes. Throughout the course, students are involved in the consultations, outpatient clinics,
and interactive seminars.
Anesthesia: This 2-week course is offered to the fifth-year medical students. During this clinical rotation,
students spend their morning hours in the operating theater learning basic principles of anesthesia
including airway management, fluid management, induction and maintenance of anesthesia, patient’s
monitoring, and recovery. Students are given daily seminars that cover important aspects of anesthesia
by focusing on pre and post-operative care and complications of anesthetic procedures.

19210 Selected Medical Specialties (3 sub-specialty) (6 credit hours, 6 weeks)
19211 Selected Medical Specialties (2 sub-specialty) (4 credit hours, 4 weeks)
19208 Orthopedics and traumatology, surgical emergencies (4 credit hours. 4 weeks)
This course is designed to give students of the fifth-year basic clinical knowledge in Orthopedics (4weeks)
and traumatology and surgical emergencies (4weeks) which teaches students how to take orthopedic
history and perform a physical examination of the muscular-skeletal system. Students are also expected
to learn how to diagnose and treat common adult and pediatric traumatic and orthopedic problems
Orthopedics: This is a four-week clinical rotation for fifth-year medical students during which the
students will be introduced to general orthopedic disorders. Students at the end of the course are
expected to have covered all aspects regarding assessing fractures, general management and
complications of fractures, evaluation and assessment of orthopedic disorders affecting bone and joints
are also covered. Students are trained to obtain a relevant history and to perform a physical examination
of patients with common musculoskeletal disorders. General management of common orthopedic
problems is also covered. Throughout the course, students will be involved in the daily morning report,
clinical rounds, outpatient clinics, and interactive seminars.
Traumatology and surgical emergencies: This four-week course introduces the knowledge and skills
required to evaluate and stabilize the trauma patient. It addresses the critical time management of
these patients. This is accomplished through instruction and hands-on sessions focusing on rapid
assessment and emergency care interventions in the emergency department. This course also
emphasizes the ability of the students for critical decision making for trauma patients, the importance of
team working and the rapid assessment and evaluation of traumatic cases including the maintenance of
life support and hemodynamic stability. Students are also introduced to the principles of Disaster
Medicine.

19213 Emergency medicine (4 credit hours, 4 weeks)
This four-week rotation introduces the students to the principles of acute care medicine. Students have
the opportunity to evaluate patients as well as formulate effective testing and treatment strategies.
Active participation in patient care and procedural skills are emphasized. The course consists of
experiences in patient care, assigned readings from emergency medicine references, lectures, and
seminars. Students will learn to conduct thorough but directed histories and physicals as well as to

formulate a plan for workup and care for each patient they see. Procedural skills (such as LP,
Thoracentesis, Paracentesis, etc.) are taught and supervised on a case-by-case base as needed,
depending on the patient’s complaints and need for evaluation. All students are expected to introduce
themselves as student physicians and to conduct themselves professionally.

19220 Research Project (Practicum) (4 credit hours):
This is a six credit hours project offered to sixth-year students. This course aims to introduce students to
the field of medical research; the subjects dealing with public health issues are particularly encouraged.
The students can choose also a pure scientific clinical or basic medical science subject. Projects that
regroup 2-3 students are also encouraged. To obtain high-quality researches, students can start in the
fifth year working with their researches, after choosing their project research or choosing a subject from
a proposed list by the Department of Medicine and society at the beginning of the fifth year. Best
researches are proposed for publication in local or international journals. Each student (or more) has a
supervisor or more who helps him in the general disciplines and outlines of the research, the university
offers the laboratories, financial support, and technical and statistical analysis facilities to improve the
outcome of the researches. At the end of this course, students should submit their researches to the
research committee in the school of medicine and approve them and the researches should be
presented in front of the evaluation committee who takes the final decision of approving the researches
for publication. Students can’t graduate without fulfilling all the requirements of the research project.

19212 Community and Family Medicine (5 credit hours, 4 weeks):
This is a five-week course offered to sixth-year students. It is designed to introduce students to the
practice of community and family medicine. Students rotate into different clinics and sites where they
are exposed to different health problems commonly seen in these primary health care centers including
ante-natal care, well-baby and mother, immunization, food processing, and handling and occupational
medicine specifically the recognition and management of work-related diseases and injuries, fitness for
work and the transition back into employment. Students also take a geriatric and rehabilitation medicine
course during this rotation where they participate in the geriatric healthcare centers, nursing homes, and
rehabilitation and physiotherapy facilities for one week to emphasize their medical and surgical
knowledge for the geriatric age group. Their role includes communication with patients, physical
examination and active participation in the management plan, lectures and seminars are conducted on
common disease as well as on disease prevention and health promotion in the context of the national
health system.

19221 Internal Medicine Senior (10 credit hours, 10 weeks):
This course is offered to sixth-year students based on the knowledge previously taken during the fourth
year. Emphasis is placed on acquiring skills and attitudes desirable from a compassionate and
understanding physician. Students record histories, physical examinations and laboratory data together
with the diagnosis and treatment plans. They are taught how to develop sound clinical reasoning and
responsibility for full-time involvement in inpatient care including bedside teaching, morning reports,
clinical rounds, outpatient clinic attendance, and night calls. Each student works with and is supervised
by a resident and attending staff.
Critical Care and Intensive Medicine: At the end of this rotation, students join the Intensive care
department for 2 weeks where they are taught some essential life support and intensive care of critically
ill patients. During that, they are exposed to a different discipline in the specialty and its interaction with
different surgical and medical teams. They are provided with necessary theoretical and practical
knowledge throughout their rotation in intensive medicine including ventilation set, electrolyte
imbalance management, acid-base balance management, serology and transfusion medicine, shock
states and shock management, single and multiple organ dysfunction and management, inherent postoperative changes and problems, sedation and pain management skills, performing the ACLS and ATLS
and applying some important procedures such as applying the central venous catheter and arterial lines.

19222 General Surgery Senior (10 credit hours, 10 weeks):
An eight-week general surgery rotation is a clinical experience that introduces students to basic
principles of surgery and related problems based on the knowledge that was taken during the fourth
year. Its curriculum is defined by learning objectives and encompasses inpatient-hospital and
outpatient-office experiences. During the clerkship, students evaluate and follow patients. The 8-week
rotation is divided into six weeks of general surgery and two-week of a surgical emergency. Functioning
as members of the patient-care team, the students share pre- and post-operative evaluation and
management and visiting the operating theaters to observe surgical procedures. Daily rounds and
faculty/preceptor interactions give students the opportunity to discuss patient problems in detail.
Faculty members provide students with regular feedback, advice, and direction during this rotation.
Throughout the course, students will be involved in the daily morning report, clinical rounds, outpatient
clinics, and interactive seminars.

19223 Pediatrics Senior (8 credit hours, 8 weeks):
This is an eight-week rotation for sixth year medical students based on the knowledge taken during the
fifth year. During this 8-week rotation, students are exposed to different settings by rotating with
different subspecialists in different hospitals. This includes both inpatient and outpatient encounters.
This rotation is to emphasize active student's involvement of students in patient care and allow them to
follow their patients with continuity. Students are also encouraged to act at the level of interns in
preparation for graduation requirements. Throughout the course, students will be involved in the daily
morning report, clinical rounds, outpatient clinics and interactive seminars.

19224 Gynecology-Obstetrics Senior (8 credit hours, 8 weeks):
This course is intended to expand on the knowledge acquired in the fourth year, with emphasis on the
practical aspects of obstetrics and gynecology. During this course, students are expected to perform
normal delivery, assisted delivery, and handling with the delivery and postpartum issues such as
episiotomy and the management of post-partum hemorrhage. Students also learn more about the
management of common obstetrics and gynecology diseases and to deal with common emergency
situations in this field. They are also familiarized with the commonly screening and preventive methods
that are related to women’s health and sexual issues including sexually transmitted diseases and birth
control methods. Throughout the course, students are involved in the daily morning report, clinical
rounds, outpatient clinics, and interactive seminars.

19218 Health Economics (2 credit hours)
Students are introduced to the principles of health care economics and the management of resources.
The course includes an overview of health insurance systems as well as the approach to solving problems
and facing challenges in the health care system.

19219 Medical Imaging (2 credit hours)
This 2-week clinical rotation in radiology is offered to fifth-year MD students. The goal of this course is to
present a basic introduction of the common radiological exams procedures and techniques as well as
familiarize medical students with indications and contraindications of different radiological exams. The
course also emphasizes basic radiological anatomy and train medical students to identify and diagnose
common and emergency pathological conditions using different radiological modalities in relation to the

medical and surgical cases. This course also focuses on interventional radiology where students observe
some of the common interventional procedures in both surgical and medical cases.

19225 Cardiology (4 credit hours)
This course will improve your knowledge of how the heart works, the causes of cardiovascular diseases
such as heart attacks, strokes, high blood pressure and heart failure and what you can do to avoid them.
Week 1: Introduction to the structure and function of the cardiovascular system, consisting of the
circulatory system and the heart as a pump. The circulatory system – including the different blood
vessels, the blood cells and plasma. The structure of the heart – including its four chambers, the major
blood vessels that enter and exit the heart, the smaller blood vessels that supply the heart muscle with
vital blood and oxygen and the heart valves that regulate the flow of blood through the heart. The
cardiac cycle and how this relates to an ECG (electrocardiogram) Investigation of the structure of the
heart through a hands-on practical activity.
Week 2: Introduction to the process of atherosclerosis. What is angina? Introduction to haemostasis and
thrombosis? What is a heart attack? What is a stroke? Investigation of the effects of thrombosis through
a hands-on practical activity.
Week 3: What is heart failure? What is hypertension? What is a valvular disease? What are arrhythmias?
Investigation of the effects of heart failure through a hands-on practical activity.
Week 4: Non-modifiable risk factors for cardiovascular disease including age, gender, and genetics.
Modifiable risk factors for cardiovascular disease including smoking, stress, cholesterol, obesity, diet, and
physical activity. Lifestyle choices that can be made to try and reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease.
Calculating the risk of cardiovascular disease with the QRisk Cardiovascular * Disease Risk Calculator.

